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Working around
CAN STILL remember my first personal computer.: how I treated it with reverence, wrapped it up with a cover at night, paused to let it catch its breath between
major events, treated every 5' /,-inch disk with the dignity of a master and how
I nursed it home like a car with a broken gearbox and no brakes in the snow.
When it let me down
did so regularly despite almost obsessive frequent
saving-my overwhelming feeling was one of disappointment. Disappointment
because it could do something for me that I couldn't achieve easily without it
and because I desperately wanted it to work.
When a computer system crashes or hangs up on me now, I am swept with
feelings of anger, resentment and indignation. How dare it? When the network
hangs up momentarily in the office you can hear the groan go around the floor
punctuated by keyboards being hammered to the desk and chairs being
pushed over in disgust. Such is our expectation of all manner of computer that
every thing must now happen instantaneously and preferably also simultaneously. Computers are thrashed by anyone and have to be forgiving enough to
cope with any user misdemeanour. Yet there are those who pride themselves
on their ability to crash software and for these this seems to have replaced the
challenge of producing the end result.
User-tolerance fell through the floor around the same time as expectations
were raised leading to an attitude that allows for no practical operational headroom even though common sense tells you that you have to allow for some.
Dodgy, unfinished beta software aside, the problem lies with the user and
the expectation of flawless light-speed performance from anything sporting a
mouse and a monitor. It's so unrealistic. You treat that old mic collection with
reverence, coil the cables away neatly at night, pause to let the analogue
machine lock up, and know how to get the best results from the desk yet the
computer is left to fend for itself and is treated with disregard only to be
shouted at in moments of crisis.
What ever happened to working around equipment's shortcomings? Wasn't
Zenon Schoepe, executive editor
that a skill?
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around the city via a multitude of
musical milestones. Somewhere there must be a map that details the Trail -I've
never seen a copy, but it must be out there. What I have seen, however, is
some of the little signs that adorn the street lights highlighting places of interest.
Yes, The Music Trail is a neat idea, and one that deserves to have come from
a City with such a rich musical heritage as that of Nashville.
But it could have happened elsewhere- Harlem could take you on a tour of
the Apollo club that played such an important part in establishing Billie Holiday's career, the Cotton Club, the Onyx and Ryan's. New Orleans could have
had you touring Tom Anderson's restaurant and ballroom, Pete Lala's Café,
Loulou White's Saloon and the Mahogany Hall brothel next door. And then
there is London.
It will remain one of my privileges to have spent a sunny autumn day touring London's early recording studios with ex -Abbey Road, ex-Mr, Ex-Decca and
enduring industry figure Dave Harries. Dave knows a lot about the London
recording scene, and having him point out the locations to my camera while
sharing stories and memories with me is the kind of conducted tour money can't
buy. Additionally, Dave had just turned in 45,000 words gleaned from other
industry stalwarts to accompany my pictures (the full transcriptions of which will
be included in the Studio Sound website soon), so he was in fine form.
Our first call saw English National Opera props being moved through the
same door that had accommodated the likes of Bing Crosby. Afterwards we
passed Alan Parsons house before arriving Abbey Road's freshly- painted wall.
Later, the crucible that was once IBC but is now just another business address
was eclipsed by the Chris Eubank's custom tractor.
ICs a shame that it took an assignment to prompt me to do something that
I could, and should, have done a long time ago -sure, I'd seen some of the
places and heard some of the stories before, but to put it all together in such
a tangible way gave the experience particular weight. invite you all to look
Tim Goodyer, editor
at your local recording scene with a fresh eye.
NASHVILLE'S Music Trail offers to guide you
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Vision &
Audio 97
UK: HHB Communications has
won the first annual Studio Sound-

sponsored Technical Achievement
Award. As part of the APRS' 50th
anniversary celebrations. the presentation was made at a ceremony
held on the evening of the first day
of London's Vision & Audio 97
show and accompanied awards for
Lifetime Service to the industry and
for the year's Most Exciting New
Production. along with a Producers Guild Fellowship.
Recognising 22 -year-old HHB 's
contribution to the industry as re
tailer. distributor and manufacturer
and how it has influenced the adop
tion of digital audio on a broad
scale. Special mention was made of
its spearheading of Fl. DAT, CD-R,
raising awareness to the special requirements of audio from digital
media, and its investment in technical servicing and support.
Sir George Martin received a
Lifetime's Service Award and RePro
recognised the production team of
Clive Langer and Alan Winstanley
with a Producer's Guild Fellowship. The Most Exciting New Production Award sponsored by SSL
was received by producer Jim Ahhiss for his work with the hand
Sneaker Pimps.
The Vision & Audio show. with
its former APRS -show contingent.
was held for the first time at the
more ambitious venue of Earls
Court 2 in early November. Impressive to behold and undoubtedly well organised. attendance, at
just under 9.000, seemed healthy at
times but spread very thinly over
the expanse of the exhibition floor.
It was the UK's premiere combined
audio and video-picture technology extravaganza although only
those blinkered by political correctness could have failed to notice
that the audio representation
among the exhibitors was not
strong. Despite the return to an
APRS-associated exhibition of SSL
for the first time in many years. this
111

UK: The service department

at HHB (winners of Studio
Sound -sponsored Technical

Achievement Award. see story)
recently reported that of the
4,000 Portadat recorders now in
worldwide use. none has been
returned with a worn head -even
though early units are reckoned to
have clocked up over 3.000 hours
use. HHB puts the performance
down to head makeup and the use
of separate reel motors to give
optimum tape tension. HHB. UK.
Tel: +44 181 962 5000

6

was nut a rebirth of the APRS
exhibitions of old, but more an assimilation of an ailing show into
one that is healthier and altogether glossier.
Time will tell how well the partnership will prosper and while the
logic behind the marriage of the
two disciplines feels right. audio
exhibitors will probably need to be
wooed all over again for next
year's event.
Product -wise it was something
of a best -of of this year's Munich
and New York shows and gratefully received by the audio attendees.
the majority of which had not had
the opportunity to even glimpse
much of it outside the pages of a
magazine. This has to underline
the importance of having a healthy
pro-audio show in the l'K.
Zenon Schoepe

22nd SBES
This months Sound and
Broadcast Engineering Show
marked several important changes
to an event that has proved itself
increasingly popular over its
21 years. The move to the larger
venue of Birmingham's NEC
certainly helped make the show
more friendly to this year's
visitors but holding it over two
UK:

days as opposed to one was not
as well received. While exhibitors
welcomed the layout afforded by
the NEC's Hall 7 and the high
level of attendance of Day 1. the
markedly lower turnout of Day 2
had many questioning its value
-the official overall attendance
figure as been given at a shade
under 1,500.
Among the equipment launches
seen this year were Harbeth
Acoustics' HL Monitor 40 and
Monitor 30, which follow the earlier replacement for the LS3/5a, the
Harbeth HL -P3. In fact, the official
withdrawal of the KEF woofer and
tweeter found in the LS3 /5a took
place this month. Harheth's
Monitor 30 represents a 'ground
up' redesign of the LS5 /8 and
IS5 /9, while the new Monitor 40 is
the company's first 3-way design.
Also new from Harbeth is the active
version of the Xpression! monitor.
Audionics, meanwhile launched a powerful ISDN audio routeing
control system and a new version
of its MCXI Audio Switcher which
adds an RS232 data link and allows
user reprogramming, PC control
and mixing operation. Billed as
'the world's first software -only
codec, Mayah Communications'
Sendlt will handle real -time audio
and supports MPEG1, 2 and 2.5,
Layer 3 and 2, GSM, ADPCM.
Musifile and BWF without the need
for any coding hardware. The system runs on a Pentium -Windows
95 and NT platforms and provides
for recording, transmission and
editing (with Mayah's EditPro
software) of audio. Dalet Digital
Media Systems' DaletS newsroom
system was also in evidence, now
offering multi -site management
and exchange of audio. It, too,
requires a Pentium -NT platform.
The friendly atmosphere, usual
high standard of attendee and the
appearance of new broadcast-

related items ensures that SBES
remains an important part of the
UK show calendar for 199k
Tim Goodyer

Marantz winner
show in
The recent
Birmingham provided an ideal
opportunity to judge the Marantz
competition run in Studio Sounds
July issue. For the trouble of
answering five questions regarding
the Marantz CDR620 CD recorder,
Bruno Putzeys of Belgium has
secured a CDR620 for himself.
While the response to the
competition proves the interest in
CD -R is high. the number of
UK:

correct entries demonstrated a
worrying lack of understanding of
its working. For the benefit of those

who entered as well as those who
did not, the correct answers are:
(1) The laser in a CD recorder
changes the properties of a cyanine or pthalocyanine -based dye
on the CD blank.
(2) The CDR620 has a variable sample -rate convertor. a digital audio
delay, auto-indexing from CD, DAT
MD and DCC, a SCSI -II interface but
no S -ID renumbering facility.

(3) CD -R discs cannot be erased
after recording.
(4) The first Marantz CD -R machine

was the CDR1.
(5) The sample rate of a recordable
compact disc is 4- í.1kHz.

Short circuit
US: An

interesting development

in the ongoing esoteric outboard

equipment race finds American
solid-state specialist Millennia
Media acquiring American valve
specialist Forssell Technologies.
In acknowledging the relative
merits of both circuit topologies,
Millennia main -man John La Grou
identified Forssell as kindred
spirits in a contrasting field and
sought to up the ante in
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A series of Michael Jackson's concerts recently staged at
Munich's Olympic Stadium were captured by the Dutch -German
Eurosound mobile recording company. Mobile 4 took the honours with the
assistance of engineers Ulli Poesselt and Peter Brandt. Video direction
was handled by Paul Becher and worldwide broadcast was via Germany's
SAT 1. Eurosound. The Netherlands. Tel: +31 488 45 10 48

Germany:

i.rlised owl ),rrd. The first
results from this fascinating
marriage are eagerly awaited.

yx

Spice trail

.1.11t.:
pie Girls tour relies on
more than high -power marketing
and sex appeal for its success
-the Litton Veam connectors
used extensively for multicore
connection are every hit as
important (if not aesthetically
pleasing) as Ginger Spice and her
Specified
mates.
by
FOH
engineer Mike Dolling and
supplied by Wigwam, the same
kit can also he found playing its
part in US and world tours of
Lord of the Dance.
VDC, UK. Tel: +44 171 700 2777.

UK:

Coded messages
US: In the Course uI the un -going

evaluation of various coding
systems for inclusion in the DVD
specification, Santa Monica's
Pacific Ocean Post recently
hosted
a
listening session
involving Dolby Digital and
MPEG coding systems. Arranged
at the request

of the Japanese

DVD
Consortium, the
test
involved 30 invited listeners

representing most of the major
local studios and distributors
whose task it was to assess the
relative performance of the two
coding
systems
under
double -blind conditions. Set up
and
supervised
by
POP
engineers. the test required its
subjects to compare various
coded and uncoded programme
material and then to vote in a
secret ballot. The published
results of the session 'showed no
clear preference for either Dolby
Digital or MPEG Multichannel
coding' -arguably raising more
questions than the exercise
answered given the intensely
political situation now surrounding the DVD Audio specification.
Coincidentally. the New York
AES Convention was to have seen
the announcement of the ratified
DVD Audio specification, only to
have the announcement become a
further deferral. Subsequent show floor discussion found opinion divided between those who are eager to see the uncertainties
surrounding the new format resolved and those who regard the
whole issue of DVD to he unnecessarily rushed.

.US -UK: Backing the world- beating Thrust supersonic car has given
UK -based Protape an incontrovertible claim to being the fastest
tape distributor in the world. Driver Andy Green and the rest of Richard
Noble's ThrustSSC team has triumphed British automotive engineering in
the face of stiff competition from the Spirit of America team and offered
renewed inspiration to Protape who have talked about using an adapted
Halfords caravan hook' as a means of achieving a sub-96 second delivery
time within London's M25- although not all spectators are treating the
claim too seriously. What is not open to debate. however. is Protape's
participation in the record breaking event. as reports and interviews
have been recorded using FX Rentals equipment running its donation of

1/4 -inch 456. Apogee DATs and TDK cassettes-the harsh
climate of Nevada's Black Rock desert being a key element in the
performance of both recorders and media. Protape. UK. Tel: +44 171
323 0277. FX Rentals, UK. Tel: +44 181 746 2121
Quantegy

Japan's Winter Olympic
extravaganza has opted to use apt
NXL256 Broadcast Network
Transceivers for its audio coverage.
Over 100 of the apt-X coding units
have been supplied to accommodate the Nagano event, following
the 250 units purchased by British
Telecom for its new MusicUne One
point-to-point mono audio delivery
service -and using the same proprietary coding system.
apt, UK. Tel: +44 1232 371110.
The BBC's Resources Post Production facility is to take delivery of
a Soundtracs Virtua digital console
for programme dubbing. The Virtua
will run alongside an AMS Neve
AudioFile and its workload will
include drama, light entertainment
and childrens' programmes.
BBC Television Centre, UK.
Tel: +44

181 743 8000.
Soundtracs. UK.
Tel: +44 181 388 5000.
Florida's Palm Beach is the location of a private studio being built
by Ron Last -son of cult German
orchestra leader James Last.
Designed by LA-based studio bau:ton,
and equipped with a 72 -input
Euphonix CS3000 console and
Quested Q412C, H108 and QSB121
monitors, the room is to be fully

5.1-channel surround capable.
Also in Florida, The Discovery
Channel Television Centre has
ordered an SSL Scenaria with Vision Track. The new broadcast and
production facility is the first to be
owned by Discovery Networks, and
will be used for programme creation
and sweetening. The facility will
include seven audio post suites
and will be integrated into the Network's server-based post and
broadcast operation.

studio bau:ton, US.
Tel: +1 213 251 9791.
Euphonix. US.
Tel: +1 415 855 0400.
Quested. UK.
Tel: +44 181 566 2488.
Discovery Networks. US.
Tel: +1 301 986 0444.
London's Pearson Television has
purchased Sennheiser UHF RF
microphone systems. Pearson's
Studio 2 has been equipped with a
6-channel EM1046 system, six
SK50 belt transmitters and two
SKM5000 hand -held transmitters.
One of the company's regular associates. Flextech, has been equipped
by Pearson with a 4-channel
EM3000 system comprising two
EM3032 -U receivers and four SK50
miniature belt transmitters
Pearson Television, UK.
Tel: +44 171 691 6000.
Sennheiser. UK.
Tel: +44 1494 551531.

Hollywood-based Enterprise
Studios has built a new living -room

style postproduction room,
equipped with Miller & Kreisel
loudspeakers. The new room is the
latest interpretation of a
professional representation of a
'typical domestic' listening
environment. and a reaction to the
more normal theatre-style rooms.
Elsewhere in California, NBC has
ordered America's first SSL Altimix
digital post system for use on
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movie openings, promotional spots
and affiliate presentations.
Miller & Kreisel. US.
Tel: +1 310 204 2854.
SSL, US: Tel: +1 212 315 1111
British post house Anvil Post
Production has committed to two
new SSL Avant digital film dubbing
consoles. The Denham -based
facility is to equip two new digital
theatres with 192- input, 72-fader
consoles complete with a Hub
Router and DiskTrack recorder. An
Audio Preparation Station is set to
follow the two Avants.
Anvil Post Production. UK.
Tel: +44 1895 833522.
SSL, UK. Tel: +44 1865

842300.

Nashville's Omni Sound Studios
has installed an API Legacy console.
Resident in Studio A, the Legacy is
equipped with 40 input channels,
38 returns and Flying Fader automation. Billed as one of Nashville's
leading recording venues, Omni
Sound specialises in nothing less
than country music.
Omni Sound Studios, US.
Tel: +1 615 321 5526.
API, US. Tel: +1 708 653 4544.
British broadcaster Channel 4's
subsidiary, 124 Facilities, has
opened a new sound suite. Built
around a DAR SoundStation Gold,
Soundscape system and Yamaha
02R desk, 124 operates Dolby
Surround and a CEDAR audio
restoration system.
124 Facilities. UK.
Tel: +44 171 306 8063.
DAR. UK. Tel: +44 1372 742E48.
Soundscape, UK.
Tel: +44 1222 450120.
London has a new post facility in
China Blue which has equipped two
digital preparation suites with AMS
Neve AudioFlle Prolog editing
systems. Located on the site of
Josiah Wedgewood's London snow room and due to open in 1st
December, China Blue has three
feature films. a ' /2-hour opera and
a promo video for PolyGram already

commissioned.
London's Videosonics has purchased
a 24-fader AMS Neve Libra console
to join its Logic DFC, Logic2, Logic
3 and 13 AudioFiles. Displacing an
SSL SL6056 console in Studic 1.
the Libra will serve music recording
and mix-to-picture duties.
AMS Neve, UK.
Tel: +44 1282 457011.

Recording Architecture. UK.
Tel: +44 181 8586883.
Videosonics. UK.
Tel: +44 171 482 2855.
The Phillipines has nine
University sites newly equipped
with XTA RT1 spectrum analysers.
The common factor is the Science
of Acoustics course, for which the
RT1 provides sound level and RT60
measurement as well as spectrum
analysis. The order included
beyerdynamic Blueprint reference
amplifiers. The course serves
sound architects, consultants and
engineers studying frequency and
delay time analysis.
XTA Electronics, UK.
Tel: +44 1299 879977.
beyerdynamic. Germany.
Tel: +49 7131 6170.
7
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5th Vintage Electric Musical

Peter Eastty. Christopher Sleight
and Peter Thorpe, Sony Broadcast
& Professional Europe.
Conference Room, Baden -Powell
House, South Kensington,
London SW7.
Tel: +44 1628 663725.
Fax: +44 1628 667002.
Email: AESUK @aol.com

Instrument Auction
Devon. UK
Tel: +44 1363 774627.
Fax: +44 1363 777872.
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Grand Hall, Olympia, London.
Fox Parrack Fox
Tel: -44 181 240 5055.

Contact:
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Música 97 Portugal.
Contact: Mr. Gonçalo Graça Moura
Tel: +351 2 998 1400/27.
Email: gsgm@exponor.mailpac.pt
Net: www.exponor.pt

Musikmesse. Frankfurt, Germany
Contact: Anke Witte.
Tel: -49 69 7575 6596

Richard Salter & John Watkinson,
Celtic Audio.
Conference Room, Baden -Powell
House. South Kensington,
London SW7.
Tel: +44 1628 663725.
Fax: +44 1628 667002.
Email: AESUK@aol.com

16 -19
Technology India 98
Bombay Exhibition Centre,
Mumbai (Bombay). India
Contact: Above & Beyond Exhibitons
Tel: -91 11 651 0205
Email: vikas.gulaty@gems.vsnl.net.in

23 -27

BCS India 97
New Delhi. India.
Tel: +91 11 462 2710.
Fax: +91 11 462 3320.
Email: exhibind @giasd101.vsnl.net.in.
Net: www.exhibitionsindia.com

18-22

4th BTV China 98 and
3rd COMMTEL China 98
Contact: Business &
Industrial Trade Fairs.
Tel: +852 2865 2633.
Fax: +852 2866 1770.

April
14 -16

February 1998

Pro Audio, Light
& Music China 97

5-6

Tianjin International Exhibition
Centre, Tianjin, China.
Contact: Ms Shuping Wang
or Mr Kun Tao
Tel: +86 22 23321067.
Fax: +86 22 23301376.

Apple Expo 97

18.30 lecture:
Can Industrial Design Improve
Loudspeaker Performance?

9 -11

Wembley Conference & Exhibition
Centre, London. UK.
Tel: +44 181 995 3632.
Fax: +44 181 995 3633.
Email: dmadmin @atlas.co.uk
Net: www.digmedia.co.uk

4 -6

March
11 -15

PLASA: Light and

98 Live!

Sound Shanghai
Inter Centre. Shanghai, China.
Contact: P &O Events
Tel: +44 171 370 8837

The Roundhouse, London, UK

Contact: Justine Smart
Tel: -44 1322 660070.
Fax: +44 1322 615636.

29 -3 December

17 -19

International Broadcast 97

Integrated Communications 98

Hall 8. Jakarta Fairgrounds.

Level 2. Olympia 2, London.

Kemayoran, Jakarta, Indonesia.
Tel: +62 21 4204300.
Fax: +62 21 4201151.
Email: ib97 @mmp- net.com.
Net: www.mmp- net.com /ib97

Contact: Turret RAI
Tel: -44 1895 454438.
Fax: +44 1895 454588
Email: 100730.1313@
compuserve.com

Email: shanghai @eco.co.uk

May
16 -19

104th AES Convention
Conference Centre
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
Tel -Fax: +31 35 541 1892.
Email: 104th- chairman @aes.org.
RAI

iünger audio
the e07 "high sampling mode" digital equaliser
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AES /EBU
equaliser
limiter

in /out with internal
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96kHz sampling

4 -band parametric

each band can be used as a dynamic filter

timecode snapshot automation

internal digital

conventional rotary knobs for

direct control of all parameters

user-friendly preset and recall functions

stereo or dual channel mode

ready for integration into 96kHz systems

Distributed in the UK by Michael Stevens & Partners Ltd
Invicta Works Elliott Road Bromley Kent BR2 9NT
Tel: +44 (0)181 460 7299
Fax: +44 (0)181 460 0499
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Jünger audio

:;ludiotechnik GmbH

Rudower Chaussee 5 (Geb 9.51) 12489 Berlin Germany
Tel: +49 3067 77210
Fax: +49 3067 772146

For information regarding distribution in other countries please contact Jünger Audio

State of the Art

The

Dream Series 96kHz A/D and D/A converters for music
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State of the art performance with Prism Sound's proprietary A/D conversion system

94 -PIT D/A

CONVERTER

Stale of the crt performance with Prism Sound's proprietary D/A conversion system

Dual digital outputs allow flot example) simultaneous 44.1 kHz, 16 bit noise shapec and 96kHz

full

24 bit processing for all inputs avoids truncation distortion or extra dithering

24 bit recordings

Comprehensive range of interface formats.
Built in digital to digital synchronous sampling rate converter with

SITS

noise shaping

TOSLINK, SPDIF, SDIF 2 8 AES ports with both 2 wire

system for high quality down conversion for (D

and 2x speed 96kHz formats

( omprehensive range of interface formats.
1OSI INK, SPDIF, SDIF 2
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AES parrs

Interface jitter effects 100% eliminated with clock master mode,
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2
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plus proprietary high attenuation triple RL system

and 2x speed 96kHz formats

Independently floating, transformerless balanced outputs
High quality internal master clock plus proprietary high order, high attenuation triple

PH_

system

to eliminate external dock jitter without incurring long lock up limes

1 way multi format source selector, with feed through digital output

Fully impedance and voltage balanced transformerless inputs
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red minion with a broad range of spectral weightings to suit all music types and prete entes
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applico ions include 24 to 16 bit conversion for (D

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS INC.

PRISM MEDIA PRODUCTS LTD

BUILDING

WILLIAM JAMES HOUSE

16

B

115 ROUTE 46

COWLEY ROAD

MOUNTAIN LAKES

(AMBRIDGE

NEW JERSEY

01046

UK

USA

soi

(B4 4WX

TEL:

+1 973 299 1150

TEL:

+44 (0)1223 424988

FAX:

+1

913 299 1159

FAX

+44 (0)1223 425023

E

-mail: salesiprisms )unj.cam

/

Web: http: /www.prismsound.cam

E -mail: 100612.11350compuserve.com

/

Web: http: /www.prismsound.com

tc. electronic
International Head Office
Sindalsvej 34, 8240 Risskov, Denmark

Phone:( +45) 86
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E -mail:

Fax:( +45) 86 21 75 98

75 99

info @tcelectronic.com

http://www.tcelectronic.com

U.S.A.: TC Electronic

Inc., (805) 373 1828

GERMANY: TC Electronic GmbH, 5310 8399

ASIA: TC Electronic, (81) 35456 -4071

ARGENTINA:
AUSTRALIA:
A new Sonifex Courier -considerably cheaper
than a second -hand Millennium Falcon

BELGIUM:

After reading Neil Hillman's review of the

Sonifex Courier portable recorder (Studio
Sound. October 199- ). it seems that Neil has
actually inadvertently quoted the price of
the Millennium Falcon in the article instead
of the Courier portable recorder. The entry
level price of the unit is £1,925 which
includes a battery. universal power supply-battery charger and canny case and not
01 .925 as quoted.
I think that maybe when Neil's intergalactic review email hit the Studio Sound mail server it translated the '. ' sign as a '3'-something to watch out for in future reviews.
Still i, someone wants to pay £31.925 for
(fluke then the\ re quite welcome to...
Darth Vader (aka Marcus Brooke),
Sonifex

In the ring
ha e just finished reading Dave Foister's
review Of the RSP Technologies Circle
Sound process. In it he quotes from an officer of Circle Sound: 'According to Circle
Sound's Henry Root, comparison was made
between CS 5:2:5 decoding of the optical
track and conventional playback of the
AC -3 5.1- channel digital track. and the
Circle System won'.
If this is indeed what Mr Foister wrote.
then he is guilty of irresponsible journalism. How could the Circle Sound system
'win'? "Win' is usually taken to mean better.
The AC -3 soundtrack should be a very
close match to the original tracks. with
changes only being any artistic ones introduced in the final transfer. Monitoring
while recording the track (a standard practice. of course) proves this.
There is no way a matrix system. Dolby
or Circle or any other, can accurately match
the original at all times. Such systems do a
good or bad job of approaching close
depending on their design. In general. the
I

10

deficiencies are more apparent when the
signals in all four (or five) source channels
become loud and different.
It may well be due to these differences
that Circle Sound was preferred to a Dolby
matrix-decoded version -but that wasn't
the situation described.
It may also well he that those listening to
the test 'preferred' the sound from Circle
decoder to that of the AC -3 decoding; but
there is no way that it would have been
closer to the original-which is surely how
most people would interpret 'win'. If such
a preference is actually what happened,
that's a valid statement indeed -but Mr
Foister should have taken steps to find out
exactly what was being compared before
baldly writing something which, on the
face of it. is absurd.
David P Robinson, Senior VP,
Technology, Dolby Laboratories
On behalf of Dave Foister and maligned

journalists everywhere, feel that should
point out that the comment attributed to
Henry Root is just that: Henry Root's comI

CANADA:

601 17

1

I

BULGARIA:

Courier price

9975 1211

2

AUSTRIA:

774 7222

1

1

281458

52 600 172

(805) 373 1828

CHILE:

2312356

2

CHINA:

02 362 020

CYPRUS:

5

36 7985

CZECH REPUBLIC: 455 622 591/6

FINLAND:
FRANCE:
GREECE:

5123 530

4863 2211

1

8837 629/30

1

HOLLAND:

302 414 500

HONG KONG:
HUNGARY:
ICELAND:

INDIA:

362 0202

2

22 328 990

588 5010

22 633 5450

INDONESIA:
ISRAEL:

ITALY:

829 2202

21

3

562 2361

51

766 648

I

ment. In relaying it, Dave is guilty of
reportage, not sabotage. Certainly, to 'win'
is to come out on top, but neither Henry
nor Dave in his report, claim that the competition is an objective exercise. It would,
indeed, seem that Henry's panel preferred
the RSP system, as opposed to judged it to
be technically superior-and
am confident that this would have been inferred by
the vast majority of readers.
There is, however, no question that your
comments regarding the properties of
coding systems are correct. And similar
issues of accuracy apply all down the audio
chain, to a variety of technologies and without any universally agreed method of
measurement.
So please don't shoot the messenger,
otherwise I'll feel obliged to take issue
with your misidentification of the Circle
Surround system as Circle Sound...
Tim Goodyer, editor
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LATVIA:
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RANT

TURN UP THE

TO BREATHE SOME FIRE

INTO YOUR MUSIC?

GET READY FOR
1fHE

FIREMEN!

EXPLOSIVE NEW

STUDIO EFFECTS PROCESSOR
FROM TC ELECTRONIC
THE MOST RADICAL YOU'VE
EVER HEARD

fl

,M44r

1JH

SPRRU

CRERTIYITY

Experience the limits of your imagination. Shape
the sound. Give it personality. Control it. Celebrate
the discovery of an all -new kind of effects processor!

SAILING EFFECTS
Set your sound apart from the rest of the crowd with
extreme multi- effects: Vocoder, Ring Modulator, Digital
Cruncher, Resonator,
Pitch Shifter, Fractal Voise
Generator, Distortion, Reverse Delays, and more...- all
packed up and ready to explode!

RUOIO PYROTECHNICS

OLA1INC OIGIIRL TECHNOLOGY

Create an infinite number of effects for any style of
music or sound design: Endless routing possibi ities with
more than eight internal and nine external modifiers.

24 bit AD- & DA- ccnverters, AES /EBU, SPDIF and

ADATT" I /O's are all brought together through TC's
cutting edge DARC3'" -chip technology.

trc. electronic
/S, SINDALSVEJ 34, DK -8240 RISSKOV, DENMAFK
PHONE + 45 8621 7599
FAX + 45 8621 7598
EMAIL. INFO @TCELECTRONIC COM
HTTP / /WWW TCELECrRONIC.COM /FIREWORX
TC ELECTRONIC GMBH
FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 528
TEL (040) 5310 8399
FAX (040 5310
22335 HAMBLRG
TC ELECTRONIC
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Amek Soho
I
derivative of the DMS, Amek's Soho will make its case to the post market next year
armed with Stargate, great looks and keen price. Zenon Schoepe takes to Soho
A

THE APPEARANCE ut Amek's soh() post orientated digital console at this year's
IBC was a move that many expected the
company to make as soon as it was ready.
The desk represents a natural development
downmarket of the DMS technology allied to
a common -sense platform for Amek's Stargate
connectivity protocol previewed at the
Munich AES. Given the positive response to
the Stargate concept, any DAW from any
participating manufacturer can he paired with
the DMS with varying degrees of completeness-giving any DAW manufacturer access to
a digital console. That the idea was welcomed
for the flagship DMS was one thing. hut the
principle also applies to the Soho with a price

floating' arrangement ut the I) \la, and this
predictably reduces the amount of hardware
required. Amek has also taken a slightly
different angle on the I -O and instead of having dedicated I -O racks with dedicated input
cards, there is an onboard breakout panel
with 84 inputs with multiplex routeing feeding down to a -+8- channel mix.
Soho comes in three configurations: the
base model has 8 faders with 32 digital inputs.
8 analogue inputs and 20 derived inputs:
a second 8 -fader model has 32 digital. 2-+ analogue and 20 derived inputs: and the full blown version has 16 faders. 32 digital.
24 analogue and 20 derived inputs.
Stargate is standard on the 16 -fader version.

Amek Soho: [i potential partner to any DAW

that starts at around .í:30,000 and rises to some
.!40.000 (tTK, depending on configuration).
Price-wise Soho occupies its own space and
promises to he extremely attractive to a broad
range of postproduction users.
It's impcntant to point out that the Soho is
not so much a repackaged DMS as a re -engineered DMS. Amek touts the DMS as 'probably the most flexible piece of hardware and
software in a console currently available', and
those who have been following its progress
will have spotted that it can be configured in
almost any way you wish. with small or
expanded work surfaces for a near custom
job. Soho has a tighter and more preset structure that is aimed specifically at post and this
focusing has permitted the technology to be
given a lean pricing structure. The chassis is
fixed in size and you're offered a hase model
with 8 faders and the rest blanked off, or a
bigger version has extra faders. It looks
extremely handsome.
Soho is purely assignable unlike the fully
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and were told that a number of DAW manufacturers are interested in incorporating it
-there have been no formal declarations.
although it has been seen in the company of
Akai. DAR and Fairlight DAWs. There's even a
Soho -style add-on pod available to house
DAW controllers so the whole thing looks like
an integrated piece of furniture.
A brief and rudimentary recap of what Star gate aims to achieve would not go amiss. The
first level is simply connecting the DAW I -O to
the desk and connecting the machine control
ports. The next level takes in EDLs and tracks
event -based automation while level three combines the time -lines of the two machines to
realise off-line editing. Harder and more specific news is expected by Soho s launch time of
January but its worth pointing out that you
don't have to have Stargate to plug up a DA''
to a Soho, or a DMS for that matter. because
you can connect the two items in the more traditional manner that you would use with
MDMs. for example. However. what you

would miss out on with this method is the
higher levels of promised integration and functionality between the machinery in question.
Another point worth mentioning is that there

of course. interchangeability of data between
Soho and a DMS allowing a multi -Amek digital- equipped complex to pass things around.
is,
a

OHO HAS a pool of 16 buses and what
the company terms Dual Mode Operation to give a tracking and mixing
mode. For tracking you're given more sub
buses and fewer auxes, while the mix mode
has fewer sub buses and more auxes and its
these auxes that are pulled off to work in
LCRS or 5.1.
As can be seen from the pictures, you are
presented with LCD -equipped. stripped -down
'channel strips' above touch- sensitive fader
blocks with an assignable controller and a delicate sprinkling of switches per 'channel'. The
centre section contains all the various masterstyle and automation controls plus aux masters. monitoring and comms functions while a
touchscreen up -top facing the operator has a
column of rotary controllers that adjust what
ever set of parameters you have displayed. It's
not a tough desk and many of the principles
have already been seen in the DMS.
Screens can he called up on a button press
to correspond to such things as the input section of the channels offering input selection.
input metering. phase reverse, insert. as well
as the order in which the signal path will pass
through the blocks of EQ. dynamics and so
on. There are control groups and up to
12 auxes. remember depending on the mode,
and for tracking you can have 8 buses.
4 auxes and a main mix bus.
EQ, aux and dynamics buttons assign the
controllers near the screen to the selected
function and the screen shows what you're
doing. EQ is -t -hand with swept mids and
high -pass and low -pass filters with classic,
modern and fine algorithms for different
degrees of resolution which can be chosen on
a per- channel basis.
Channels are flipped to the control surface
physical faders by using FADER SFr buttons that
access the banks and you can configure a set
to give you what you want to see in any
order-and yes, you can include the same
channel in more than one set.
A channel is selected for tweaking on its
INTERROGATE button and the EQ and dynamics
can he assembled in to libraries. The physical
'channel' controllers can be programmed to
perform a variety of functions such as gain
trims or aux sends either globally or locally.
The strip also has a mum and a SELECT hutton for the automation the latter benefiting
from tricolouring to reflect read, write and
update status. Automation is essentially the
same as the DMS- SuperTrue with everything
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dynauwcally automated as heil -plus
apshot automation which is a derivative of
Showtime live package. Machine control
is handled via MMC. RS232 and RS422.
You can have a maximum of 48 channels
e ming into the desk simultaneously but in its
u expanded form you only have 32 DSP
sources which can he EQ or dynamics.
wever, there will soon be an option to slot
i another DSP card which will enable you to
a hieve 48 channels of EQ or dynamics. Part
o the skillset of this extra DSP board is the
i elusion of onlx)ard effects for revert, delay,
c Deus. flanging. 5 -band EQ. 12 -hand graphic
a d de- noising. At the moment these are
ek developed effects but you don't have to
a rocket scientist to suggest that Amek's
cent complete embrace in to the Harman
fi Id could lead to the inclusion of algorithms
m other family members that are perhaps
tter known for this sort of stuff.
Amek's remote control package for
else
s

r

\-

inning

well- known

-is

external

outboard

vices
also included.
A cool touch is that while metering is
s:lected and defined by the user for on- screen
display. Soho will be able to support external
monitors that can be dedicated to showing
c

metering continually.
One of the unusual claims that Amek is
making is that future updates to the software
f Soho will release more efficiency in the
hardware and this has already been borne out
by the latest DMS upgrade which uses some
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15'0 less processing allowing you to achieve
that their chosen operator is the right one for
more in hardware terms.
the job. Clients want to be reassured that
About my only reservation about the Soho
they're buying in to something good.
concerns the arrangement of the screen and its
Stargate. while not unique to Soho. does
associated rotary encoders which are among
open up the product to a world of potentially
the most commonly used knobs on the surirterested users. Here is an affordable digital
face. Positioned as they are. near vertically. at
desk that intends to interface with any DA\1'
the far edge of the hoard when you tweak
that would listen. This Henry Kissinger nonthem you do so with an extended arm. Its not
brand partisan approach certainly hits the
a great stretch but I just wonder what that will
mark as an idea but it is now up to manufacdo to the muscles in your shoulturers to act and exploit the
der and your forearm at the end
promise.
of a 12 -hour day.
The 'preset'. or rather pre Amek Systems & Controls,
It has to be said that the
set-ish. nature of the desk
New 1st ngton Mill, Regent
Soho I saw was not completely
avoids much of the trauma
Trading Estate, Oldfield Road,
finished, otherwise this article Salford M5 4SX.
that can be associated with
would have gone into far more
specifying a first digital desk.
+44
Tel:
161 834 6747.
detail. But even some three Fax: +44
You know what Soho is,
161 834 0593.
months prior to its official US: 7051 Highway 70
what it will do and how
South
release. which is when I saw it.
much it will cost and there's
307, Nashville, TN 37221.
there was a good solid feel Tel: +1
none of that 'anything you
615 662 8939.
about this console. It feels to be Fax: +1
want it to be, sir' line that
615 662 8782.
about there.
only confuses the issue. One
US: Tel +1 818 508 9788.
The styling of Soho was critof the attractions of the new
Fax: +1 818 508 8619.
ical and a marvellous job has
breed of affordable digital
been done on how this thing
desks is their ability to he
looks. One of the common criticnius of
defined in ternis of an analogue desk.
cheaper digital desks is that they can look a
As it stands the abilities promise to be
little unimposing within the context of a
extraordinary value for money and well
glitzy past suite that is asking a lot of money.
honed to the task. Two distinct operational
Soho addresses this by looking like it ought
modes fit the post bill well- tracking and
to ask the hourly rate. Curves and furniture
nixing -and it really is as simple as that.
are everything to those who don't understand
Soho and Soundtrtcs' DPCII are currently the
the technology and are already convinced
two most exciting digital products pending.
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Black Rock Desert, Nevada - October 1997
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FASTER THAN THE SPEED OF SOUND.
THE NEW LAND SPEED RECORD HOLDERS!

THE THRUST SSC LAND SPEED RECORD
Richard Noble is very much a man after our own hearts. In 1983 he set a
new World Land Speed record at 633.49 mph. In October Richard Noble's
supercar - Thrust SSC successfully pushed through the speed of sound to
733 mph smashing the existing record'
Richard is committed to speed. He knows that to achieve success you need
experience, teamwork, reliability and expertise.

EXPERIENCE
Whether you need Professional Audio, Video or Data Storage products,
Protape's experience will make sure you receive the correct media for
your application.

TEAMWORK

"®1

The Protape team consists only of enthusiasts from the world of Audio and Videc
production. Each and every one of us understands the demands of a creative

environment working to a deadline.

RELIABILITY
When you order from Protape we deliver on time, every time, without fail.

Ldt -1
4181110

EXPERTISE
specialise in storage media, nothing else. We've lived and breathed media
for nearly ten years' Dull. but we really know what we're talking about.
We

RAPID DELIVERY
We offer free same day delivery

in

Central London (same hour if needs be)

and next day nationwide.

COMPETITIVE RATES
ÚAs one of the largest information storage media distributors
our purchasing power ensures that you get the best deal.

committed to speed

PROTA PE

15 PERCY STREET, LONDON. W1P OEE

d1713230277
http://thrustssc.co.uk

in Europe,

Fairlight MFX3 Plus
Already well established with sound -for-picture houses, Fairlight's upmarket MFX3 has recently
seen some useful updates. Rob James checks out its current standing in the market
THE LATEST IN( ..11f\ VnON of Fairlight's

workstation is the MFX3 Plus
-effectively a contemporary update of
one of the first DAWs to appear. But it hasn't
all been plain sailing from Sydney. In spite of
the success Fairlight enjoyed with the CMI
(the Computer Musical Instrument on which
can still remember a dog harking 'Happy
Birthday') the succeeding Computer Video
Instrument found only tardy and fleeting
popularity in Acid House video circles. Subsequently. the Australian innovators fell into turbulent times, but a change of ownership and
the introduction of the MFX has seen the company established at the top end of the DAW
market. Today. the machines are to be found
worldwide in various roles but perhaps most
notably in sound- for-picture.
The MFX3 Plus comes in a variety of configurations from -t inputs and outputs to 24 in
increments of four. Even a 4 I -O machine can
he used to prepare 24 -track projects. but only
4 tracks can be recorded or heard at one
time. Storage capacity is now up to 1. ITb
(Tera bytes) using currently available
disk -array technology.
On the rear panel of the mainframe are
audio connections. analogue and digital. all
on D- connectors which saves panel space and
cost when installing the machine, and allows
the digital connectors to do double duty as
AES and SPDIF. Two 9 -pin (Sony P -2 Protocol) machine control ports are provided
together with a serial printer port for cue
sheet printing. MIDI time code. wordclock
and video sync are all here together with a
D- connector for the GPIs, and, of course, for
the VGA display. A -D and D-A convertors are
18 -bit, digital l -O is up to 24 hits (currently
16 -hit recording, with 24 -bit slated for early
1998). Internal processing is to 40 hits. The
eight GPIs can be used to switch external kit
when assigned events occur in MFX. If a GPI
is used for ADR, audio beeps may be sent
from an audio output.
The system is operated using the hardware
console, a solid, heavy. device that resembles
an overgrown PC keyboard with significant
additions. There are no rodents here.
The MFX3 Plus is considerably more comgood thing
pact than its predecessors
since the earlier version was very profligate
with horizontal surface real estate. There are
a lot of keys on this controller, 161 according
to my arithmetic. but despite this apparent
generosity. many of the keys have several
functions depending on mode or when used
in conjunction with other keys. The keys are
divided into blocks according to function and
considerable thought has obviously gone into
the placing of keys where they will fall to
hand when carrying out various operations.
Across the top of the console are the Macro
Master key and 15 Macro keys. Below this on
MFX3

1
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the left are a block of Track keys. all with internal red Luaus. To the right of this is a block of
ten keys with SOLO. MITE and .aR\t keys at the
top together with various other menu keys. At
the bottom left is a Q' E.R'fl keyboard. The system makes naming things easy and this brings
benefits in library and project management not
to mention cue sheet printing.
The right of the console is dominated by a
window with two recessed LCDs and a
chunky jog -shuttle -parameter entry wheel.
Below the display are five soft keys. The last
block. top right, contains Transport Mode
keys and Menu keys.
The MFX3 Plus offers 24 tracks with real time crossfades from one suitable SCSI hard
drive. The emphasis is on speed of operation.
In addition to the usual editing functions there
are specific modes for ADR recording and
destructive recording in addition to nondestructive recording.
The Gate function can he used when
recording or on existing clips to 'strip silence'.
The gating parameters are variable and disk
space can be recovered. destructively, by
using the Commit function. EQ is clip based.
operates in real time, and is elegantly exea
cuted. EQ settings are fixed within a clip
change is required within a clip you simply
split it and treat each part separately. if necessay crossfading between the new clips.
Clips can be EQ'd individually or a Range of
clips can he dealt with together. Each hand
can he shelving or peaking with frequency
from 20Hz- 20kHz. Maximum boost is +20dB.
cut -9)dB; Q is variable 1 -99 plus shelf. Clip
gain can be adjusted from the EQ section to
compensate for the EQ applied and settings
can be copied from one clip to another or a
range of clips. Any hand can be toggled on or
off when copying. The graphic display is ver
clever. Individual coloured plots are used to
denote the effect of each hand and the combined effect of all of them.

-if

Time -domain functions include Pitch
Shift and Time Stretch with a choice of
and varispeed. These
6 algorithms.

processes are non -real -time operations and
produce a new clip or clips with the processing applied which are placed 'over' the
existing clip or clips.
AudioBase gives the MFX powerful library
functions to allow access to vast numbers of
clips-such as sound effects across several
disks-and provides a search engine to aid
location of the required clips. Any clips used
in a project can be 'published' to AudioBase.
Autoconform is catered for by using a soft ware package on a PC that is used to control
the MFX that. in turn. controls the source
machine.
The operating model for the Fairlight is an
endless 1(x)p 2-+ tracks wide and 24 hours long.
Master recordings are always made onto

(mono or stereo) Tracks against time. Stereo
pairs are always on consecutive pairs of tracks,
hut displayed on the lower numbered track.
If a stereo recording is overlapped by a mono
the right -hand side of the stereo clip will not he
heard. This can take a little getting used to if
you have spent a lot of time working with
machines that use the alternative of a pile of
disembodied recordings which are then placed
onto tracks. I don't believe either model offers
any significant advantage in a well developed
machine, which the MFX certainly is.
Because of this model it is easy to record
over existing clips. This is not destructive
(unless you want it to be. in which there is a
Record Over mode) and means you can have
several clips 'stacked' which are not visible in
the Track display. Entering any edit mode
replaces the meter display with a Takes screen.
This lists all the clips on the currently selected
track, including the hidden ones. The Takes
menu allows control over which clip will be
heard when there are multiple clips 'behind
the one on the Track display. The t'ou' softkey
puts the selected clip on the top layer.
Work is undertaken in Projects. one Project
containing a maximum of 4.096 clips which
must all share the same sampling rate. Clips
may be easily auditioned and Borrowed from
another project for inclusion in the 'live'
Project. If you want to physically copy the
audio data into the current Project, you must
use the Keep function. If you want to play
about with an existing project without changing it, or the drive you are working on is full,
the Project can be 'Extended-this makes a
copy of the existing Project data (not audio
data) which can then be added to. or
changed, without affecting the original. Projects can be hacked up to optical disc, hard
disk or tape streamers with all of the audio
and edit data.
The screen display is clear and relatively
uncluttered. Pastel shades have been deliberately chosen to he easy on the eyes after long
periods of intensive use. Scrolling is smooth
and the Zoom function has 16 levels which display from 6 frames to 8 hours per screen. The
zoom level also affects the jog wheel gearing.
The Track display is present in all modes
except when managing Projects and Devices
(on the Device and File pages) or patching.
Any input may he patched to any Track or
Tracks. however if an input is patched to several Tracks. only one may he armed for
recording at a time. Stereo recording is not
explicitly selected. Patching two inputs to one
Track makes the track stereo for that recording. The current input is shown by a number
in a small red block at the bottom of the relevant meter ladder whenever a track is armed.
The waveform display is interesting -to
manage the trick of extracting 24 tracks from
one drive the MFX uses buffers which need to
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be loaded before audio
can he played out. As

buffers are loaded the
waveform is drawn on
screen. The downside of
this technique is there is
a finite and variable time
taken to load the buffers
depending on what you
have done before invoking play or jog and how
many Tracks contain
audio. In real -world use
this is much improved
over earlier versions and
the wait
is
usually
a;most unnoticeable and
im wont case around 2s.
Tracks can be soloed.
muted, made safe from
further changes or armed
for recording using the
Track keys in conjunction with the relevant
adjacent
menu
key.
Tracks can also he disabled, which differs
from muting in that the
a:udio is not fetched
from disk.
Editing functions are
comprehensive. When
editing. only clips on the
selected Tracks
are
affected. Some edit functions affect only clips
touching the cursor, others require a Range to be

constructed
between
two time codes -say. to
edit the middle of a clip.
This is achieved using
the FROM and To keys.
Editing takes place by
cutting or copying material to the clipboard and
pasting it somewhere
else, or if you simply wish to remove a clip or
part of a clip use Erase. The Fill command
allows a clip or section to be looped to fit a
range. The crossfade can be adjusted and
there is a backwards -forwards fill function
that does as it says and can work wonders on
difficult material. The Slip and Trim modes
allow clips to be moved in time or the head
or tail of a clip to he trimmed. Clips can be
'trimmed out to the full extent of the original
recording. The catch is you have to go
beyond the visible clip, guessing where the
start or end might lie, and press enter. The
graphic representation of the clip does not
'unreel' and you cannot hear audio while
moving the transport.
Block editing is used for working on a
number of Tracks and requires a range. It has
two modes -Razor and Dubber. In Razor
Time is cut as well as audio. Dubber simply
affects the audio. Track bouncing can be done
from here
bounce clip can be created on
the same Track as one of the source clips. If
the bounce results in digital overload the software automatically repeats the bounce at
reduced level.
Inter-track operations such as swapping
audio between Tracks. are accessed from the
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Track menu. You can also swap the numbers
ligent. autoscaling, cue sheet printing on the
of two Tracks and hence their position in the
machine which saves messing about with third display, move audio from one Track no
party software or doing it by hand.
another, and Shadow which
was pleased to learn
I
can automate the process of
Fairlight is an enthusiastic supreplacing sync audio with ADR Fairlight, Unit B, 5 Skyline
porter of file interchange and
Place, Frenchs Forest, Sydney, \IFX3 supports Max drives
by using the ADR track as a
'mask': wherever there is ADR NSW 2086, Australia.
I read only) and can play O\1Fl
Tel: +61 2 975 1230.
the sync is erased.
sequences live from disk. In
The Fade menu allows fades Fax: +61 2 975 1368.
addition, the company wi!I supto be easily set at the head. tail UK: Fairlight.
port the AES initiative.
or both. Crossfades are more Tel: +44 171 267 3323.
The MFX3 manages to be
confusing since only the top Fax: +44 171 237 0919.
reasonably easy to learn withclip displays a fade although it US: Fairlight.
out restricting the requirements
Tel: +1 213 460 4884.
is possible to move the mid
of 'power users' It is a well
point of the crossfade. a highly Fax: +1 213 460 6120.
sorted system that is highly prodesirable feature. The level at Sweden: SN Video Data.
ductive in capable hands. When
the mid point can also be set. Tel: +46 8 714 0020.
used in conjunction with the
There are also comprehensive Fax: +46 8 640 1637.
DaD dubber. Fairlight has a
macro facilities to automate Egypt: Penta Elec:ronics.
viable system for large scale
sequences of keystrokes for Tel: +20 2 299 0478.
sound- for-picture facilities. The
Fax: +20 2 299 2617.
repetitive operations.
compromises (like buffer loadFor many applications hard
ing
by
necessitated
the
copy cue sheets are required. This may be a
24 tracks on one disk philosophy) are now
contractual requirement or simply an operawell managed and. as far as I can see. the main
tional one. In either case, producing cue sheets
i)arrier to a very wide acceptance of the
manually is a time consuming and tedious
machine is its relatively high cost which curexercise. Fairlight has seen fit to include intelrently restricts it to high -end facilities.
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Audio Developments AD 149
ira.r.
The latest in AD's respected line of location mixers is their best.

Neil Hillman

to the test by driving it hard alongside his own trusty older AD desk at
ONCE UPON A TI>11'.. in a

a

puts it
corporate shoot

wood. therc

lived three little mixers. A blue one. a
grey one and a red one. The blue one
naa the baby and it was an entry-level mixer
that offered the simplicity of two outputs,
undaunting but effective equaliser modules as
well as auxiliaries. It was called the AD 147.
The grey one was mother mixer, with four
outputs and was really for edit suites. It had
comprehensive left and right monitor modules and the ability to change its Input Gain
switch to a potentiometer if an individual micline module was included for commentary or
voice -over purposes. It was found though that
this way of working could reduce headroom
or compromise the mixer's noise performance. This one was called the AD 148. But
the red one was the Big Daddy of the AD
family. It was called the AD 149. It carried
some of the family characteristics with it -like
being built around the principle of combining
audio transparency with the strength of a
brick out -house with a pitch-tiled roof and tin
bath suspended on a nail: and then some.
If you go down to Walsall Wood today,
you're in for a big surprise. because here is a

Settin?

fi T

Lt O

a

new standard of

audio excellence to which
others can only aspire.
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mixer manufacturer who has listened very
carefully to the feedback of kxation recordisN.
and attempted to design the most flexible Jr
friendly mixer on the market. And do you
kr-tow what? They might, just might, have
achieved it.
The question that faces manufacturers is
When does a field mixer cease to he a field
mixer and become a small studio mixer?' The
answer is not as simple as: When it can he
battery powered ?' So what features do you
reasonably put in or leave out?
The AD 149 hosts channel insert points.
cnannel direct outputs, adjustable limiters on
each input. two pre or post fade switchable
auxiliaries. two communications channels with
balanced return. unbalanced output for DAT
machines, remote stan. nntltiwav connectors
for outputs and returns and the most flexible
manipulation of M -S signals ever seen. There
is even a private circuit available for the sound
mixer to talk to the boom operator and to hear
t`ie reply through the booms channel without
all and sundry listening in on the obligatory
radio headphones to the kind of technical
conversations that can transpire between
sound professionals: Have the caterers put
out the lunch menu vet? 'Well can cou see it
from there if you stand on a bigger box
There are five modules available to be fitted
si the AD 149: Microphone- Line. Mono Line,
Stereo Line. Output Module and Monitor Mod sle with only the Output and Monitor modules
seeding to be sited at specific parts in the
mixer frame.
Give six recordists the same task, and the

Give six recordists the same
task, and the same mixer to
do it with, and you would
certainly get more than two
ways of doing the job
sanie mixer to do it with, and you would certainly get more than two ways of doing the
job-this becomes apparent over the choice of
a continuously variable input gain pot. The
preferred working method of many film -sound
Recordists is apparently to have the linear
channel faders full up against the end stop and
then vary the course gain of the input pot for
a given input signal
works. and certainly
maximises the dynamic range of the input
amplifier. but at the cost of headroom. My
preference would he for a microphone input
stepped in 10dB increments: without that. its
like driving your car around town in first gear.
The car is at its most responsive. and you can
get up to 30mph. hut it's not operating how it
was designed to. Still. when I've mixed some
of the quality drama that these folk have.
maybe Ill feel better placed to offer advice.
For now. lets just look at some of the innovative features built in to the AD 149.
There is a passive high-pass filter before the
transformer on the microphone input to prevent
saturation from wind noise and an active filter
after the transformer: equalisation is 3-hand HF,
MF and LE
After the EQ section is the channel page 20
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Grandp4 And Big Daddy work together

insert point with its ON-OFF switch.
With the insert switched out, the insert
inch
socket becomes a direct output -providing
the 'i,-inch plug carries the machine's input
and output signals. an 8- track recorder would
sit very happily at this point with the opportunity to create a monitor mix when the insert
point is switched on. with the system robust
< page 19

'

`In your

enough not to suffer breakthrough.
The Auxiliaries have a common ON switch
but are pre -fade or post -fade switchable individually; with the ST switch on they become a
becoming gain and
stereo pair with Aux
Aux 2 the pan pot; making the AD 149 a 2stereo discrete output mixer.
The first opportunity to manipulate an M -S
1

signal is when the s (sum) button is switched
in. making the next channel along the second
half of the matrix, converting an M -S signal
into L -R stereo or vice versa if required. The
channel output is routed through a pan pot to
the monitor module and on to pre -fade listen.
There is a limiter on each channel. and the
controls for attack, release and threshold are
brought out as small screwdriver adjustments
on the left -hand side of the fader strip, capped
to prevent any ingress of dirt, dust or biscuit
crumbs. LED'S indicate channel overload 3dB
before clipping, limiter operation and that PFL
has been selected.
The output module provides the opportunity again to encode-decode the output to, or
from, M -S to L -R stereo and limit the output, as
well as carrying the main output faders and
the Aux 1 & 2 master controls. their stereo link
and M +S matrix.
Line-up tone may be selected to the main L -R
output and-or to the two Auxes and is selectable between 1kHz or 10kHz and may be
broken on the left output by the TNT switch.
The meters can be switched between main
output, Aux 1& 2 output, monitor or PFL, and
a battery indication can he switched in on
Meter 1. The remote start-stop function can
also be arranged to provide a marker of a few
seconds duration of low- frequency tone at the
start and end of each recording.
A perfect opportunity to test the new mixer
came with a call for a dramatised corporate
shoot at the prestigious new showroom of a
certain German car manufacturer. The opening
6 -page scene was to run with continuous action

time at Brüel & Kjmr you created many breakthroughs.'
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dynamic range. Although
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dialogue on Steadicam and involved 12
s. aking artistes, all to he radio miked as the
ac ion around gleaming new lumps of polished
a
painted metal prevented any possibility of
th boom not being seen. A multiple radio mic
se ip often has the potential to be a handful at
th
best of times, and this number now
re uired me to feed the output of my light and
d k -hlue Grandpa AD 062 8-channel desk as a
at mixer into the 8-channel AD 149. The
i:1
ediate difference between old and new
I .came apparent with the limiter on each chann.I of the AD 149. a welcome safety net with o t the chance of one rogue loud signal
shutting down the whole output, and the fact
that the monitoring and distribution is now
much more flexible enabling discrete courtesy
Leeds to be easily arranged for Continuity and
the Director. The ability to take a signal in M -S,
r6x in L -R and then output in M -S, but monitor
in decoded L-R or revert back to M -S on either
the monitor feeds is simply the ultimate in
fl xibility: pick any permutation and it seems it

SONY

an

1111160
FORTY-EIGHT

o

The ability to take a signal
in M -S, mix in L -R and then
utput in M -S, but monitor in

decoded

or revert hack
to M -S on either of the
monitor feeds is simply the
ultimate in flexibility
L-R

ileVarsruf
AND

n be done.

It really is difficult to find fault with the
ixer, but in the quest for objectivity we must
nd something for goodness sake.

Having gone to this much trouble over
put design, it would be useful to have a
oise gate at the front of each input; the sound
ixer needs to monitor through Mon 1 if they
re not to have the levels ridden through the
aisy chaining of N1on 1 to Mon 2: and a small
nomaly exists if INT is selected and then detected while not sending tone, whereby an
F tone is introduced across the output for a
ouple of seconds.
So, is this the ultimate location mixer? Clearly
ot, because that one would have a cappuccino
iachine fitted after the main output, but before
die doughnut maker, and a GPS plotter with
every Little Chef
entered on to it as
Audio Developments.
a function of the
Hall Lane, Walsall Wood,
send and return
Walsall, West Midlands
buses. Let me put
WS9 9AU, UK.
it this way: there
Tel: +44 1543 375351.
was a man whose
Fax: +44 1543 361051.
incandescent brilUS: API Audio Products.
liance has influTel: +1 703 455 8188.
enced so much of
Fax: +1 703 455 4240.
the
philosophy
Japan: Timelord.

and technology of

Tel: +81 3 3794 5575.

recording sound.
a man whose life
was extinguished

Fax: +81 3 3794 5605.

Sound thinking, from Sony.

.agonisingly early by a WWII air-crash; and if a
single one of you is thinking of Glen Miller,
li.ing your head in deep, deep shame.
The genius that was Alan Blumlein has a
lifting testament now in this mixer.
If only, sir, you could be right here, right
now... D'you know what I mean?
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Li
Digital Mixing Console

H A Harman International Company

Soho starts at less than £30,000
Harman International Industries Ltd
USA

-

Off

ce

Telephone: 001 (818) 508 9788
Facsimile: 301 (818) 508 86

UK

-

Head

Office

Telephone: +44 (0) 161 834 6747

Facsimile: +44 (0) 161 834 0593

-4 Band

Up to 80 audio input sources

EQ

32 AES /EBU 24 bit Digital Inputs

Dynamics

8 or 24 Analogue Line Inputs, ,nc. 4 Mic /Line inputs

Dynamics and Snap -shot Automation of EQ, Dynamics,

20 Additional Derived/Multiplexed Input Sources

Faders, Pan, Mute, and Image Control

48 Mix Channels

Automated /Fully Assignable Joystick

Stereo, LCRS and LCRSS -B (5.1) Mix ano True Monitoring

Dual Machine Control Ports plus MIDI machine control

capability

Multi- channel

Dual Mode Buss Architecture for DAW/MDM

Band EQ,

Multi- channel

recording
8 or 16

Motor Faders

Soho is the latest addition to Amek's range of fully specified

production applications, Soho

is designed -o be

while maintaining the

Compressor, Limiter, Expander/Gate

FX Rack (Reverb, Delay, Chorus,

Flanging, 6/12

Masteriig Compressor)

19 inch Pod

-

or outboard

FX

a

rack unit option to house DAW controllers
devices

digital mixing ccnsoles. Developed specifically for audio post

integrated with aiy existing or favoured Digital Audio Workstation. The sleek

and ergonomic design and highly impressive specification makes

console,

-

Parametric

it ideal for companies who require

a

cost -effective digital

quality, professional image and functionality of their post production operation.

Sound Forge v4.0a
In

the land of the workstation a big price tag doesn't automatically mean big features.
checks out a modest digital audio editor with some impressive facilities

Rob James

OUND FORGE has hammered out a
considerable reputation for itself in the
PC audio editing market. Version 4.0a
br ngs speed enhancements. a nondestructive
pl ylist, and algorithm and interface improve m nts. Also new is support for Microsoft's
A iveMovie, a subset of the ActiveX technolo. and NetShow, Microsoft's live and ond
and platform for multimedia content
d velopment.
ActiveMovie was designed as a high quaireplacement for Video-for- Windows but
tl
underlying technology reveals interfaces
tl it can he used as a plug -in architecture for
vi eo and audio applications. By adopting
A tiveMovie as the Sound Forge standard for
p g -ins, Sonic Foundry has opened the door
third -party developers to create plug -ins
ich will work with any application that
s pports ActiveMovie technology as well as
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Eund Forge.

Sound Forge 4.0a supports the Active
eaming Format (ASF) used by NetShow and
R alAudio 3.0, one of the most popular
c ecs for Internet sound.
Plug -ins already available for Sound
Forge from Sonic Foundry handle noise
r duction, hatch conversion and spectrum
a alysis. These can he obtained as individI plug -ins or as one pack. Also available
a e The CD Architect (Studio Sound, August
1 97)
and an Acoustics Modeller that
prints acoustic responses onto sound
f les'. This comes with a library of acoustic
gnatures including concert halls and vin t ge mics and so on. or you can collect and
ve your own. Third -party plug -ins include
fferings from Qsound (Qtools) and \Ries
1 UltraMaximiser and AudioTrack and the
S
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Native Power Pack bundle). I used the main
Sound Forge v4.0a software and the plug-in
pack for evaluation.
The software is supplied on CD -ROM with
good, clear printed manuals. Installation is
straightforward and should pose no problems
to any PC literate person. Once installed there
is comprehensive. contextual, on screen help,
and 'ToolTips' which. if you keep the mouse
pointer over a button for one second or more,
pops up a small box with explanatory text.
Sound Forge will work with virtually any
Windows-compatible sound card. I tried four,
for fun
Zefiro ZA2, TripleDAT, Sound Blaster 64 and an Ensoniq. They all worked as
well as their particular hardware limitations
would allow with no incompatibility problems. The package is. essentially, a stereo
sound editing and manipulation software
package. It can also he used to edit and
manipulate sound for use in samplers from a
variety of manufacturers including Akai.
Digidesign. Kurzweil and Peavey and can be
driven by MIDI hardware controllers, synchronised to MTC or SMPTE time code and
file playback can be MIDI triggered.
File types supported include: MicrosoftIBM .WAV, AVI. NeXT -Sun (Java). Sound
Designer and so on, Mono or Stereo. If the
specific file type you wish to open is not
directly supported there is a RAW file option
that can cope with virtually any form of 8 -bit
or 16 -hit uncompressed audio data or the
G.711 compressed formats used for telecommunications in Europe and the US.
Files may he opened in normal, read only
or Direct Edit mode. Normal opening creates
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temporary file so all subsequent operations
are non -destructive until you save your work.
Direct Edit mode makes opening files quicker
since no temp file is created. In most cases
this will not cause a problem since edit operations can always be undone but it does offer
less security. Undo levels are limited only by
a

disk capacity.

Opening a sound file prompts a data window with a waveform representation of the
sound. A particularly good feature of the
Open Dialogue is Autoplay -simply highlighting a file in the list causes it to play. This is
useful when you're searching for something
in a list of similarly named or unknown files.
Multiple data windows can be opened, but
only one can be active at a time. A set of huttons in the data window allow location to the
start and end of the file and play the file either
as a whole, looped or as it would be played
by a sampler complete with sustaining and
decay loops if present. A selection here affects
the action of the PLAY button on the main
transport controls (there's also a PLAN' ALL button). The usual zoom controls and locator
markers make it easy to navigate through
large files.
Pressing the

RECORD button on the transport
controls opens Record Dialogue which allows
recording to either a new or existing window.
New recordings can be made at 8 -hit or 16 -bit
resolution at sampling rates from 8kHz to
96kHz. There are several recording modes
including recording initiated from MTC or
SMPTE time code. Automatic Retake allows
instant review or rerecording. Punch -in may
be used to record over specific page 24>
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in a file. If Multiple Takes
E3
lir md .nmplrt
Creating Regions is selected recording can
QwriMYrMNx UMW IOW. lAw
be started and stopped many times to crer
ate one file with each recording defined as
IMr O. wta rc++ ryN
Mtll}r
a region. Similarly. Create A New Window
1`.nicr
11rt
ltdk.Jk1
For Each Take does exactly what it says.
Ip M d.
Common edit operations employ the
au
word processor model of using a 'clip I
board' temporary holding area. All the
functions are the same as a word processor with the exception of Trini -Crop
acWejll
which removes everything apart from the
I
larrxxrb0
eadpaaooll Two UraxOwe
highlighted section. \laterial can he Cut or
p01141046
ß.y...c«lw.ral0axr+MUal
Copied and inserted into another window.
C7
CZ
Mixing and Crossfading are special cases
able Q expressed as 0.3- tlita\'e It) ?.í-ocetye
of this using Paste Special. The selection on
range centre frequencies adjustable iron
the clipboard will he mixed or crossfaded with
20Hz to 15kHz. Other options are a 10 -hand
the audio in the current window. starting at
graphic and a 4 -band parametric.
the cursor position and the relative level of the
Distortion. amplitude nxxlulation. phase
two sounds can he adjusted with a couple of
modulation or revert can he added to regions
on- screen faders. either adjusting the whole of
or whole files. In addition to a load of presets
each sound or just the overlap. These operaall parameters may be user -defined. There are
tions can also be carried out 'drag -and -drop'
even synthesis functions, 4- operator FM. simstyle: dragging a section from one window to
ple waveform and telephone tones.
another will open Mix Dialogue: holding the
erac key while dropping opens CrossfaLe diaThe Batch Convertor plug -in allows single
or multiple processes to he applied to many
logue: and holding the ALT key Pastes. Snapfiles. This is a wonderful labour- saving tool
ping. if enabled, will make it easier to paste to
specific points in the target window. You can
if you have to convert whole projects from
one format to another including. say. noralso create a new window by dropping a secmalising, dynamics and resampling. l'sing
tion On a vacant bit of workspace.
the Preview Conversion function up to difMix and Crossfade have a preview option.
ferent clips can he built from different files
as do all other operations which require
to check the process(es).
'crunching', that allows the effect to he audiSpectrum Analysis uses Fast Fourier Transtioned before committing. The preview can be
form (FIT) to produce simple spectrum graph
set from Is to 305. All these operations are
snapshots of frequency versus amplitude or
destructive in the sense that actual audio data
is manipulated. The alternative possibility is to
the more complex Sonogram which is another
way of displaying spectral variations over
use defined Regions and the Play list. The
time. The Sonogram display will. with experiPlaylist is simply a list of instructions of which
ence. allow identification of the characteristic
region to play and when to play it. Regions
patterns of particular sounds.
can he moved in the list, altered or looped.
and can be generated manually. automatically
Perhaps the most interesting plug -in I used
is the Noise Reduction module. This uses the
when recording or automatically on a file
noise -print method as a basis for broad -hand
using fast attacks or musical intervals.
Sound Forge excels in what it calls
noise reduction. As with the other Sound
Forge functions there are a large number of
Processes. The number of processes and
adjustable parameters within them is huge and
user -adjustable parameters which can he
tweaked to achieve the optimum result.
that's before you start adding plug -ins. Stereo
Impulse noise, clicks. and so on. are dealt
files can he converted to mono and vice-versa
with using either manual or automatic interwith various options using the Channel Conpolate or replace functions. The other option
vertor process. M -S (Middle and Side or Sum
is waveform drawing which. although time and Difference) recordings may he decoded
consuming can give excellent results on suitto L -R with control over width of the result.
able waveforms. The final function is a
16 -hit files can be converted to ti -hit files. This
will he more successful if
combination of click and
broad -band noise reduction
other processes such as
optimised for vinyl recordNoise Gate. Dynamics- MultiSonic Foundry. 754 Williamson
ings. This has fewer controls
band (compressor in this
Street, Madison, Wisconsin
than the individual processes
case) and Normalise arc
53703. US.
and is easier to use for good
used beforehand to minimise
Tel: +1 608 256 3133.
results.
the effects of quantisatic n
Fax: +1 608 256 7300.
Sound Forge should be a
error. Files may also he
Net: www.sfoundry.com
weapon in every engineers
saved in alternative formats
UK: SCV.
arsenal. Even if you have a
and resampled to other samTel: +44 171 923 1892.
serious (expensive) DA\C.
pling rates including anti
Fax: +44 171 241 3644.
Sound Forge gives yin] a
alias filtering.
huge tutilkit for the things the big I)A\\s
Tine-domain effects include simple and
can't do. More plug -ins are becoming availmulti -tap (up to 8) delay, chorus. flange. pitch
able all the tine. It is also a yen' quick edichange and timestretch. Dynamics can be
< page 23 areas
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CDR800
Compact Disc Recorder
INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
AUSTRALIA: AWA LTD
Tel 02

BELGIUM: EML N.V.
Tel 011 23 2355 Fax. 011 23 2172
Contact. Erik Gysen

I

i

CANADA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS CANADA LTD
Tel 416 867 9000 Fax 416 867 1080

Contact. Dave Dysart
CZECH REPUBLIC: AUDIOPOLIS
Tel 42 2

322 552 Fax. 42

323 069

2

Contact Jan Adam
DENMARK: INTERSTAGE
Tel 39 46 0000 Fax 39 46 0040

Contact Finn Juul
FINLAND: HEDCOM
Tel 358 9 682 866 Fax 358 9 682 8489

Contact. Jarmo Roivas
FRANCE: MILLE ET UN SONS

Tel

46 67 2210 Fax

1

1

47 89 8171

Contact Didier Rupin
GERMANY: MEDIACOM
Tel. 05451 94690

946919

Fax 05451

Contact Uwe Seytert
GREECE: KEM ELECTRONICS

Tel 01 674 8514 Fax 01 674 6384

Contact Thimers Kolikotsis
HOLLAND: TM AUDIO HOLLAND DV
Tel 030 241 4070 Fax 030 241 0002
Contact Peter de Fouw
HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY

0343 Fax. 2 366 6883
Contact Wilson Choi

Tel. 2 721

IRELAND: BIG BEAR SOUND LTD

662 3411 Fax 01 668 5253

Tel. 01

Contact. Julian Douglas
ISRAEL: BAND PRO FILM VIDEO INC
Tel 03 673 1891

Fax. 03 673 1894

Contact: Oler Menasse
ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
039 212 221 Fax 039 214 0011
Contact. Donatella Quadrio

Tel.

KOREA: DAIKYUNG VASCOM CO LTD

Tel

745 6123 Fax. 2 766 8504

2

Contact. Dae Hyun Han
NEW ZEALAND:
Tel.

FATS

LTD

09 378 8778 Fax 09 378 8776

Contact John Bicknell
NORWAY: SIV. ING BENUM AIS
399 00 Fax. 22 48259

Tel. 22

1

1

Contact Egd Eide
PORTUGAL: ESTEREOSOM LOA

Tel 01 3546 0563 Fax 01 357 2981
Contact Jorge Goncalves
SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 PTE LTD
065 748 9333 Fax 065 747 7273
Contact. Helena Lim

Tel.

SOUTH AFRICA: E.M.S. LTD
Tel 011 482 4470 Fax 011 726 2552
Contact Dennis Feldman

SPAIN: LEXON
4804 Fax 93 205 7464
Contact. Alejandro Palencia

Tel 93 203

SWEDEN: EM NORDIC AB
603 2300 Fax 46 8 603 2390

Tel 46 8

Contact' Mats Mattsson
SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel. 01 910 4141 Fax 01 910 3544

Contact Roland Bricchi

-

simple or multihand useful. among other
things, for de-essing and de- popping. Filtering gives the choice of a 6 -hand paragraphic
EQ with low and high shelf and 4 parametric
bands giving 25dB of boost and cut and v :ri-

9898 7666 Fax 02 9898 1135
Contact. Alistair Dewar

TAIWAN: DMT TAIWAN
Tel

02 516 4318 Fax 02 515 9881
Contact. Honton Sze

USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA
Tel.

tor for mono or stereo material. For those
involved in games. multi-media or audio for
the Internet Sound Forge offers some salvation for many of the horribly complex problems that beset such activities. U
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HHB

310 319 1111 Fax 310 319 1311
Contact: David Beesley

Communications Limited

7375 Scrubs Lane

-

London NW10 60U

UK

Tel. 0181 962 5000 Fax 0181 962 5050 E -Mail sales.hhb.co uk
Visit HHB on line al http www hhb co. uk
-.

FIRST WE MADE
CD RECORDERS

AFFORDABLE

NOW WE'RE GMNG
AWAY THE DISCS
..

No other pro audio CD recorder sounds better.

discs, absolutely free. That's more than 12 hours
CDR74B

No other pro audio CD recorder is easier to use.

free recording on the most advanced

And no other pro audio CD recorder costs less.

Phthalocyanine, audio

No wonder the HHB CDR800 is so hot.

money can buy.

-

And it's about to get even hotter. Buy an
HHB CDR800 CD Recorder and

receive

a

Y

oull now
'

pack of 10 HHB CDR74 Gold blank

-

There's never been a better time to record

R7N

'

your work on CD. Call HHB about

`

HHB Communications Ltd
Tel: 0181 962 5000

HHB Communications USA

optimised CD -R discs that

-

The

CDR800 today.

73 -75 Scrubs Lane, London NW10 60U. UK
Fax: 0181 962 5050

E

-Mail: sales©hhb.co.uk

626 Santa Monica Boulevard. Suite 110, Santa Monica. CA 90401. USA
Tel: 310 319 1111 Fax: 310 319 1311 E -Mail: sales@hhbusa.com

HHB Communications Canada Ltd

260 King Street East, Toronto. Ontario M5A 4L5. Canada
Tel: 416 867 9000 Fax: 416 867 1080 E -Mail: hhbcan ©istar.ca

http: /íwww.hhb.co.uk
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AKG
r

t.

SolidTube

Taking an alternative approach to the 'classic' microphone game,

AKG has

delivered a

modern valve mic.

AT THE HEART of the valve microphone
revival is an enthusiasm verging on

reverence for certain vintage models.
The funny thing is that were only talking
about a handful of models from two or three
companies that have stood the test of time.
and prominent among the few is AKG's leg endary' C12. A few years ago AKG responded
positively to the renewed interest with the
C12VR; rather than let people part with huge
sums for dodgy old specimens, sell them a
new one. that probably sounds better. for less
money. Nevertheless it remained an expensive
microphone, out of the reach of many smaller
studios. and AKG has decided to give more
people access to its renowned valve character
with the introduction of the SolidTube.
Here there is no attempt to reproduce an
earlier model, and yet the need to house a
valve and a large capsule gives the casing a
distinctly period character. This is helped by
the weight of the heavy metal body. although
the inside is quite lightweight and makes
extensive use of plastics. The grille is completely opaque, bucking the trend of showing
us our capsules in all their delicate glory; this
is rather a shame since the diaphragm is virtually transparent and the capsule is quite a

Dave Roister

reports

work of art. However. emphasising this might
draw the eye away from the sight of the valve
glowing through a special red window in the
front of the microphone-no fake incandescence this. hut genuinely the heater doing its
stuff. The valve itself is not some esoteric
Russian military special, hut an ECC83 /12AX7,
so it should be easy to get replacements and
the matching is not critical. It actually sits in
the body base up, with the envelope supported by a flexible cushioning collar. The circuitry- is not totally dependent on the valve:
this is a hybrid design. as the name suggests.
allowing low noise solid state components tu
be used where appropriate while the val\e
adds the required character.
The microphone comes as standard with a
substantial suspension mount. easy and positive
in fit. and sturdy enough to support without
drooping. There's also a mounting bush on the
base of the microphone body itself: although
the manual asks that this only be used if the
suspension mount gets lost or broken, both of
which eventualities seem highly unlikely given
its size and evident strength.
The power supply is connected with a
10 -metre 6 -pin XLR cable, and is much simpler than some since the SolidTuhe is ;t single-

Lex cards
Lexicon's Studio System is described as
audio hardware that is compatible with popular audio software and provides -0
options, DSP, signal routeing and synchronisation for PC or Mac-based audio production systems like Steinberg's Cuhase VST.
Studio System incorporates proprietary
LexiPowerCore technology to accelerate the
host computer while Core 32 PCI bus master implementation makes it able to support
32 simultaneous voices as sources or destinations from the hast system via the PCI bus
with 24 -bit resolution. Core 32 can be used
as either clock master or clock slave and this
clock can be distributed within the system.
The LDI -12T interface provides 20 -bit
A -D and D-A conversion with stereo analogue I -Os and a Toslink optical input
while the LDI -16S interface allows integration with workstations. A basic page 27
1

Flexibility

Signal matrix
Sigma

Every client has special requirements for his dream" mixing console, but most of
the consoles you can buy will not meet your requirements in one way or another.
Instead of getting used to such deficiencies take a look at the LAWO Signal matrix"

-

a perfect tool to create your personal
Faders tart;
console. No customized software needed OR
INPUT A01
and open for future adaptations!
AND INPUT A01
The signal matrix will manage anything TRUE
RELAIS
you need in the studio - including the
FALSE

RELAIS

INPUT == CD
PEGEL_OPEN ==
== 1
CD1 ON
CD1 ON == 0

1"
1

coffeemaker, if required...
Sigma_end
The signal matrix is a programming
language for mixing consoles which not only can handle control I/O like pushbuttons
and relays but also directly has access to all the DSP settings and matrix setups.
Therefore the system will easily give you all the faderstart and signalling features
you may ever need. And there is more ...16 stopwatches
-. out ...automatic talkback systems ...machine control with
In
Audio
matrix
-4
parallel and serial interfaces ...custom monitoring
DSP
systems for digital and analog audio ...surround monito- - ring systems ...you just have to drink the coffee yourself.
-e
¿md
status
Sigma logic H. -_ If you are interested to learn about the world of Sigma"
- ask the experts at LAWO

-

-+

!

MC 50 - Digital On -air console
MC 80 - Digital mixing console

MC 82 - Production console
26

LAWO

LAWO Gerätebau GmbH
D -76437 Rastatt, Germany
Tel. +49(0) 7222 -1002 -0
Fax +49(0) 7222 -1002 -24
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v sion has 8 analogue I -Os and TDIF I-0
a
can he used with a maximum of 32
s ultaneous channels of I-O. An 8-channel
-EBU option can also handle SPDIF and
in lodes a real -time SRC.
Lexicon. US. Tel: +1 617 280 0300.
Stirling. UK. Tel: +44 171 624 6000.

PMC
1-I

l

IBIS

e IBIS 3-way mid -field monitor has a
inch flat piston woofer, 3 -inch soft dome
d range and 1 -inch silk soft dome tweeter
unted in a transmission line enclosure.
e flat piston driver is loaded by a 9 -foot
nsmission line system and is constructed
m a sandwich of carbon fibre and

mex honeycomb. The IBIS features
large turbulence -free port radiator
t claims to extend response down to
2 Hz. All three drivers are integrated by a
4 -order crossover filter. Self- powering
'ctronics from Brvston are available.
PMC, UK. Tel: +441707 393002.
N

P C's

Peavey Tube comp
I' avey's dual channel VC;L2 all valve comp essor- limiter contains no solid -state

d vices in the audio chain with an Eä34
v Ive and an electroluminescent panel at its
rt. The latter is claimed to offer the best
a peels of bulbs and LEDs. There are two
1
s for each channel while their output
s ges use a two-stage 12AT7 valve for a
+ OdBm output. Inputs and outputs are
t nsformer balanced with 11, -inch jacks
ovided for instrument and line inputs.
vey, US. Tel: +1 601 483 5365.

Doremi V1D/2M
urth member in its V1M family of prod-

the V1D /2M random- access video
corder -player is 2 -U high and has
f ont -panel controls for jog -shuttle, autolotor, audio input level and a LCD. It is
i tended as a drop -in replacement for VTRs.
The unit claims compliance with CCIR1 in 4:2:2 with one channel of page 28 >
Ls

diaphragm cardioid only microphone. Since
the 20d13 l'.AD switch is on the microphone
body itself. that only leaves a bass -cut filter on
the power supply. rolling off 12dB per octave
below I(X)Hz. Unusually. there is also an earth
lift switch round the back
thoughtful addition since it is likely to Ix plugged into the
mains remotely from the console with all the
attendant hum risks. This has given me problems in the past with other models. which is
annoying when the earth is dispensable. The
kit is completed by a huge bright yellow
windshield. and it all fits neatly into the

-a

increasingly familiar aluminium carrying case.
The resulting impression is of quality and
class. even though the styling is quite a departure for AKG. The SolidTuhe will attract just as
much comment as any other big valve microphone old or new. and raise expectations
before the faders are opened. It :s at this point
that some reveal themselves as charlatans
hitching a ride on a bandwagon. but that's certainly not the case here.
The specifications for the SolidTuhe are surprisingly modest, particularly in the areas of
noise and frequency response: clearly these are
vent' conservative. as I've heard many microphones which claim much more. but don't
sound nearly as good. The AKG is quiet,
smooth and clean. but with the valve making
its presence felt in all the right ways. This
makes for a sound with both depth and immediacy. neither of which detracts from an overall
naturalness and musicality. The best valve
microphones manage a fine balance between
character and coloration, offering slight flattery
without deviating too far from flat. and the
SolidTulx. has this flavour in abundance. It
immediately suggests itself for all the classic big
valve jobs, particularly vocals. and the 145dB
SPL handling with the pad in. means you can
shove it down a saxophone bell as well.
The SolidTube offers a genuine opportunity
to get into quality valve microphones without
remongaging the studio. It kx>ks the part-its
little red window is a real conversation piece
-and delivers everything you have a right to
expect with a price tag that hxaks as if it ought
to be a conversion from roubles. There are a AKG. Lembockgasse 21 5
lot of people
A -1230 Vienna. Austria.
who would like Tel: +43 1 866 540.
to put a ten in Fax: +43 1 866 54 205.
the valve mie UK: Arbiter Group.
water but can't Wilberforce Road,
afford the big London NW9 6AX.
buck
models Tel: +44 181 202 1199.
and are .war' of Fax: +44 181 202 7076
the 'cheap imitations: this could well be the microphone for
them. offering a genuine valve sound and genuine AKG quality at seriously bargain basement price. \
could he investing in
tomorrow's ( I.
:u

11
The worlds first

"software- only"
audio codec!
Real -time and file transfer with MPEG Layer 2 and 3. GSM. ADPCM. Musifile. BWF
Connects to Audio Codecs (e.g. CDQPRIMA) and PCX Card based Systems
No additional hardware required. software only. supports ISDN. PSTN (Modem) and GSM
System requirements: Windows 95 or NT. Pentium -PC

Get MAYAH
Studio Sound November 1997

- and get your audio everywhere
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Cadac remote mic amps
(33

/

I

The quality and thoroughness that marks Cadac's live consoles

makes these mic amps world beaters says

Dave Foister

monitor buttons on the modules: multiple
channels can be selected and will be summed.
The key. of course. is the remote control
rack that carries 16 corresponding control
panels duplicating or replacing the controls
on the amps themselves. It. too. has a 17th
module. although as there is no audio present in the rack it can't monitor: this one handles some global functions and again houses
the control processor. From here all 16 channels can he muted. and all can have their
gains reset to zero. but for safety both functions only respond after the relevant button
has been held down for some time -the gain
reset in particular performs a pretty routine
on the module's display before carrying out
the instruction.
An important addition on the control modules is a Lock function. disabling the local

ü PEOPLE have cornered a market
quite so successfully as Cadac. Worldwide there are prohabl more major
musicals nanning on Caches than all other consoles combined. and now the advantages that
put them in than enviable position are coming
to the notice of the big touring rig operators.
This in turn has led Cadac to explore the
live sound applications of a comparatively
recent idea. the remote -controlled mie amp.
Several of these have appeared from various
companies for recording applications. hut with
typical thoroughness Cadac has identified the
specific requirements and difficulties of the
live situation and produced a characteristically
over- engineered bomb-proof solution.
The main advantage for recording work of
siting the preamp close to the microphones is
iI
- ,', .-: line levels over the
FI

.

controls on the preamps if fitted. The idea is
that the monitor mixer will probably want to
set levels locally first. and then the FOH mixer
can lock out the preamps' controls to prevent
unauthorised fiddling. Lock status is shown on
Luis both ends and can only be overridden
from the control rack.
Communication between the two is via an
RS485 serial link, but there is also a parallel
data bus for linking multiple nearby racks. Up
to six control racks can be linked together via
this bus. and have separate 1Ds set on rear panel rotary switches. These can then control
run. ills advantage is even
six preamp racks with corresponding IDs via
more applicable to the lt nger. more hostile
the same serial link: nearby clusters of racks
runs found in large -scale PA rigs: add in a sinare joined with the parallel bus while the sergle phantom power source and multiple
ial link can be daisy- chained on to further clusbuffered line -level outputs to eliminate microters elsewhere. Each cluster of either anip
phone splitters. and the wonder is that everyracks or control module racks constitutes a
one isn't doing it already.
node. and only requires one command module.
which can reduce the cost of a large setup.
The Cadac system comprises two main elements. the mic amps themselves and the conThe whole thing can he taken a stage further
by using Cadac's assignable central controller,
trol modules. The amps are relatively frill -free.
having only l'luntuni. Mute and Gain controls.
that can store several preset configurations
with gain switchable silently in 5dB steps
along with console and other setups. When
using nudge buttons and a 2 -digit t.t:o read -out.
used like this. the control racks themselves can
he kicked out. and the Isolate function allows
Two versions are available. one with all these
faults to be worked around by swapping modcontrols on the front panel and one dumb version only operable from the remote. In either
ules and disconnecting from the control sig
case. no less than six independent line -level
Wads. In common with all Cadac equipment. the
outputs are available: three of these are always
system's modules can be removed and
replaced while everything's running without
electronically balanced while any or all of the
others can lave a Lundahl transformer fitted.
damage or excessively nasty noises.
Three 1.rns on the front panel light to show the
This thumbnail sketch barely does the syspresence of these transtòrmers.
tem justice: the enormous military- looking
power supplies. the obsessive attention to
Sixteen preamps can be accommodated in
earthing and EMC considera it -high rack along with a
-th moclule that contains
ations and the general over Clive Green & Co 1 New Street,
the-top quality of design
the control processor and
Luton, Beds LU1 5DX, UK.
and construction will cone
monitoring t:acilities. inputs
Tel: +44 1582 40 4202.
as no surprise to those who
and outputs are on EDA(a
rely on just these attributes
-the new EMC -worth Fax: +44 1582 4 12799.
to keep their shows runshrouded type -with all
ning. The result is a system in which the audio
16 inputs on one big one and outputs in
quality can effectively he taken for granted (it
groups of two or three channels' worth -96
balanced signals in all across six EDACs. The
is. by the way. as good as you'll find any where) and which will stay that way through
monitor module carries a ro meter and headthick and through thin.
phone output. and signals are routed to it via
.

resolutions. Additionally, time code
biphase) is recorded and enables
the machine to be run from an edit controller
or from the jog wheel. MiDI I-0 and two
RS422 serial ports enable the V1D /2M to follow an audio or video workstation.
Doremi Labs. Europe.
Tel: +33 4 93004330.

and

PAL

(LTC. VITC,

32- channel diversity
The RMS2020 diversity system from Audio
Ltd has a transmitter and receiver capable of
storing 32 switchable frequencies. The

receiver is pocket -sized and can run from
internal or external power sources and is
compatible with the company's 2-way and
4 -way

rack systems.

Audio Ltd, UK. Tel: +44 1494 511711.

Battery preamp
The MD -1 is a compact battery- powered mic
preamp line driver with built -in headphones

monitoring and line input capability. The
input stage has a transformer isolated studio
quality preamp with gain control over 40dB
and phantom power. The output stage is also

I

'

I

.
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< page 27 270Mb /s serial digital video I-0
and analogue video 1-0 in composite and YC plus analogue video component output
YUV, two channels of serial digital audio I-0
and analogue audio 1-0 for full -screen NTSC

transformer isolated and the entire device
can be bypassed in a Loop Thau mode while
still permitting headphones monitoring.
Whirlwind insert snakes are targeted at
desks that use '/, -inch jacks for their inserts.
Available in 4-channel and 8-channel versions TT and XLR connectors are optional at
the processor end of the snakes.
Whirlwind, US. Tel: +1 716 663 8820.

Dump and log
CD Fastlink is an audio dump facility that

permits the direct transfer of audio tracks
from CDs on to a PC hard disk in .WAV or
MPEG layer I and II format. Transfers are
made at 12 times playback speed and it is
targeted at radio stations wanting to setup a
digital record library and multimedia, and
website developers looking to employ
audio in their products. It can work with
single CD -ROM drives, 6 CD changers or
juke boxes. Running under Windows 95 and
NT it can handle 8 host adaptors and works
with up to 14 SCSI device controllers.
Also from the company is the Audiospy
multitrack logging system that stores on 4mm
DAT compressed MPEG audio fir programme archiving and rebroad- page 30 >
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Your

business
is our
business

-;
.,444404;

You've built your business
on your reputation for quality

work, good service and

dependability...
So has Switchcraft.
When it's your name on the
lire, it's good to know you
have the trusted Switchcraft
name behind you.
SNitchcraft has set the
industry standard of quality
fcr over 50 years. While our
customers are sometimes
tempted to stray to other
sources, they always
come back with the same
conclusion... there is no
substitute for authentic
U.S. quality... exclusively
from Switchcraft.
We've expanded our product
line to be your one -stop
source for all of your audio
needs... from connectors,
adapters and plugs to patch
cords, audio panels and
much more.

Q -G'

Audio Connectors

Industry standard
All metal housing
Satin nickel or black finish
Gold contacts available

Audio Plugs
Shielded handle
Large cable clamp
One -piece tip rod

Audio Adapters
All metal housing

Multiple configurations available
Shielded

Patch Cords
6.35mm or MIDI
Overmoulded or assembled
Nickel- plated ends

TT,

Audio Patch Panels
Steel frame nickel -plated jacks
Gold switching contacts

Offset ground terminals

When your customers are
counting on you, count on
Switchcraft
consistently
excellent since 1946.

-

Raytheor Electronics
Switchcraft°

Switchcraft

c/o Raytheon Marine Eurcpe Anchorage Park
Portsmouth P03 5TD United K'ngdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1705 661579 FAX: +44 (0) 1705 694642
www.switchcr3ft.com

Switchcraft'-Consistently Excellent Since 1946'

NEW TECHNOLOGI

Aphex 661

casting purposes. In addition to
providing continuous or programmed start
< page

Aphex' innovations in circuitry makes the 661 tube compressorlimiter an interesting prospect. George Shilling weighs it up
a theory that any
audio equipment is guaranteed to he
good if it is American and has an 'x' in
its name. Well. Lexicon, dbx and MXR all
satisfy the criterion, hut, perhaps. less common in recording studios are units by Aphex.
Many major studios have an old Aural Exciter
somewhere in the rack, but that technology is
no longer the buzz word it once was. Today,
Aphex is more popular with broadcast folk
the recording studio, valve or tube gear is
what most aspire to. It is no surprise then that
Aphex, always an innovator, have pitched in
with a valve design with a difference.
This unit is essentially a mono compressor,
although it boasts some features not found
on other units. Build quality is high: a
1U-high case hears a smart metallic finish and

itFRIEND OF MINE has

-in

sion. In this mexle you simply set Input and
Output levels and Threshold for transparent
compression using Aphex' patented No -Knee
circuitry. The Fast setting is suited to percussive sounds. whereas the Slow mode is
intended for use on vocals. This is much like
older Aphex designs that aimed to compress
without the compression being audible
(Express, don't Compress). It works well but
often, I like to hear my compression. So when
Easyrider mode is defeated. Manual mode
gives you control additionally over Ratio,
Attack and Release and enables a SOFT-HARD
KNEE switch. These controls give a wide range
of compression characteristics. including Peak
and Program Limiting, which will he popular
with broadcasters. Additionally, there is a
switchable side chain low -cut filter, for use

pleasantly damped black knobs. Legending is
with two linked 661s when wanting to comsmall yet neat, switches are of the very tiny
press bass or hass -drum heavy mixes without
plastic variety, and there are plenty of LE.DS to
pronounced pumping. Two rows of large LEDs
tell you what is happening. The front panel
provide an In -Out level meter and a very good
visual indication of compression.
includes a BYPASS switch and a rocker power
switch. Connections are on TRS jacks and
Interactive with the compression circuitry is
XLRs with a switch for +4 / -10dB operation.
the patented HFX circuitry which is high -freAdditionally, there are unbalanced jacks for
quency expansion that only works when the
Send and Return, and a Link socket for concompression threshold is passed. This is a
necting two 661s, which is configurable from
smooth, pleasant effect designed to eliminate
the front panel.
compression 'dulling' and is controlled by
The manual is very slickly put together with
RAno and FREQUENCY controls giving up to 6dß
plenty of smart graphics and a lot of what
of treble lift or 'decompression'.
could he unkindly described as good of
Yet another patented feature is the Spectral
American hull. Firstly, there is a Message From
Phase Refractor (SPR). This effectively delays
The President, but before I'd read that, a
mid and high frequencies to bring forward
leaflet fell out promoting merchandise-you
low frequencies in the signal, with a huge list
really can buy the Aphex tee -shirt, sweatshirt.
of promised benefits- according to the manleather jacket...
ual. This is a subtle psychoacoustic effect
The 661's most proudly proclaimed feature
such as those of the Aural Exciter or BBE
Ls, of course, its valve circuit -Tubessence. This
Sonic Maximiser, and can be used on individis genuinely different from other tube designs,
ual instruments or the whole mix (with two
however, utilising a 12AT7 dual triode using an
661s). As a confirmed sceptic and one who is
unusually low -plate supply voltage with a
underwhelmed by the BBE effect, this took
Reflected Plate Amplifier circuit. This overme by surprise. It immediately pulled together
comes several problems' associated with tube
the bass and bass drum of a mix and allowed
circuits, including the Miller Effect (high frethem to punch through with a coherent
warmth that was previously
quency attenuation), high power
dissipation, and microphonics. It
absent. On individual sources,
is certainly the coolest running
however, the effect was often
Aphex Syste ms. 11068
valve equipment I have ever
unnoticeable.
Randall Stree t, Sun Valley,
encountered.
Overall this is a very useable
CA 91352. U S.
Next, Easyrider mode apparcompressor, the Tuhessence cirTel: +1 818 767 2929.
cuit works so well, and the limently 'eliminates the nasty arteUK: Stirling A udio
facts that are the by- product of
iter is so fast, that you could
Systems. Kim berley Road,
nearly all other compressors'.
almost believe this is a comLondon NW6 7SF.
pletely solid-state design -howExcuse me, but I rather like
Tel: +44 171 624 6000.
some other compressors and
ever, its one with a definite hint
ul \ al\ e to its character. The 661 is different
their 'artefacts'. I can only presume that the
Aphex is overly proud of its designs-no bad
from the norm, and certainly much thought has
gone into the design. The only downside is that
thing, even if, perhaps, it has sometimes
if you want one of these, then you undoubtedly
missed the point slightly. In reality, Easyrider
want two to make a stereo pair.
is very smooth auto attack -release compres-
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recordings, the system has an extensive datahase environment and keeps track of all
sound-file locations along with individual
DAT tapes associated with each session.
OPNS claims that a specific location on a
tape can be found in less than a minute and
previewing of a chosen sound is possible
while Audiospy continues to record.
OPNS, Belgium. Tel: +32 2 542 8787.

RH amps
The P24400 and P2700 are dual channel
amps delivering 350W and 500W per channel in to 40 respectively. Both have provision for plug -in controller modules which
eliminate the need for separate controllers
or electronic crossovers, compressors and
limiters.
Self- restoring protective circuitry safeguards against damage from overheating,
short circuits, subsonic and ultrasonic signals
and DC appearing in the output. Status LEDS
give a visual indication of each channel's
operating condition and of any problems.
The CDT1 driver used in the CDT350
series large -format horns combines the output of an 8 -inch mid range and 1 -inch high
frequency driver in a single 350W, 2 -way
device. The horns are available in 40' x 20',
60' x 40' and 90' x 40' versions and include
hanging points and a weather -resistant
cover.

Renkus- Heinz, US. Tel: +1 714 250 0166.

A80 conversion
JR1 .1.ignetit

Sciences has introduced a
complete kit of all the parts required to convert a V.-inch Studer A80 to /cinch 2 -track
format including heads, pinch roller, tape
reel hubs and all roller -guide assemblies.
Customers may choose Flux Magnetics
Extended Performance heads or JRF's own
PLX replacement heads.
'

The company offers similar conversions

for Ampex ATR102, Otani MTR10 and
MTR12, MCI JH110 and Sony APR5000
machines and some kits are also available
for those who wish to convert a 4 -track
'/r -inch machine to 2 -track operation.
JRF, US. Tel: +1 973 579 5773.

128 -track Pentium
Methalithis Systems' Digital Wings for Audio
v1.4 amounts to a 128 -track hard-disk
recording system with sound card and a CDROM that includes the first plug -in, Way
Cool Edit by Syntrillium Corporation. that
offers a suite of signal processing page 32 >
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PreSonus
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8:14-4r
on board!
To get to the top,

recording engineers and musicians

demand the best sounding equipment available.
That's why so many companies

- like these -

put THAT components "On Board ".
From compressors to gates, recording consoles
to broadcast equipment, you'll find
VCAs and ICs
from THAT inside products

from the best names in the business.
Look for gear from companies who use ICs from THAT...

you'll hear the difference.

THAT Corporation
MAKING GOOD SOUND BETTER
734 Forest Street, Marlborough, Massachusetts 01752 USA
Phone: +1(508) 229 -2500 Fax: 1(508) 229 -2590 httpJ/www.thatcorp.com
iaukn,a,ks err the prnpertir.

of

thnr rCp. ore owner.

Korg DL8000R
30 The system claims 128-tracks of
simultaneous recording and playback on a
Pentium PC under Windows 95 with 16Mb of
RAM. The card is reconfigurahle via software
with upgrades available over the Internet.
Serious Audio, UK. Tel: +44 1923 442121.
< page
1

The dedicated -delay effects box has been spotted around the edge

of town again. Zenon Schoepe invites them back to his house
s
\\ II:\
was bemoaning the lack of
regards presets there are 2%. halt of which
I

I

I

I

di, utc

modern dedicated digital delay
lines and heralding the Svmetrix 606 as
something of a comeback for the genre. along
comes Korg with its own contender. Korg has
lien a little quiet in the outboard department
for some years. despite having created some
of the twist overlooked and plain goxl all round revert) units in the past. The DL8000R
deals exclusively with the business of generating delay taps in many and varied flavours and
it achieves this with an operating system that
k distinctly different from anything you will
have encountered in a while.
The Fact that the rear panel includes jack
sockets for a control switch. trigger. hold and
bypass is reassuring. as is the MIDI 5 -pin
triplet. but the external power supply and
unbalanced jacks for the 2- channel l -Os suggests that the box does nod in acknowledgement towards AII. Still, if you want a unit of
this type% then your choice is limited.
Getting around the DLSUOOR is simple.
in

are
user-programmable.
Switches are provided for Bypass, Hold.
Trigger also used for front -panel tap tempo
entry) and Tempo -Time mode selection.
For all intents an purposes you run this Ixtx
on two pots- Ftxc-rkmx and vntt
positioned
on either side of the display, both of these can
be pushed to perform selections. You turn the
first to select the parameter group and press it
to access submenus within it and turn the second to alter the parameter and press it to write
the patch or confirm adjustments to the Utilities menu. And my, how there are many parameters to deal with in this way-including
3-hand EQ. predelay time (up to 400ms), tap
time (up to 4800ms) for the three taps and
their modulation, feedback tap delay and
modulation. low and high damping on the
feedback, LEO parameters and a host of mixing functions for the resulting constituents.
Interacting with parameters in real time can
be achieved via MIDI, but significantly there is
(

t.

.:1.111h,
INA III min
although not speedy. but only after you grasp
a front -panel knob labelled WARP that can he
some basic operating principles. Central to
assigned to a particular parameter on a per affairs is the large display that. unusually in
preset basis for convenient tweaking. Press
this day and age employs a large 12-character
WARP, and its assigned value is reset to its origLED display to communicate parameters and
inal. A nice touch. and very handy especially
values. rather than the. now. more common
as you can hang all types of parameter on this
LCD. This is accompanied by twin- channel
pot allowing you to, for example, darken the
bar -graph input meters (driven by dual -conrepeats. or push and pull them.
centric input -level pots) and a block of nine
It's really not a bad package with enough
solid indicators that light to alert the user to
variation available on the delayed signals to
the activation of various functions and the
qualify it as a real pure -effects box. I can't precurrent mode of operation.
tend that the editing routine is not laborious.
While this display is large it shows only one
but it is at least consistent provided that you
line of information per screen, and for this
commit the menu substructure to memory. l'ou
reason a Shift indicator is provided that tells
eventually gravitate to a method that concerns
you. when editing. that there are sub -menus
itself only with the tap and feedback aspect of
beneath and associated with the current display
sound creation and you forsake the rest.
that are yet to he explored. I'm not so sure
Despite this almost painful editing routine.
whether the. now. more traditional LCI)
I still love the DL8000R. but then I've always
approach would have avoided this busing- of
been a sucker for clever dedicated delay lines
paging altogether as there
because the ambiences
are quite
few parameters
they can create are so disto get through. but as a
UK: Korg UK, 9 Newmarket Court,
tinct and stark from the
stands
the
DL8000R ,
Kingston. Milton Keynes MK10 OAU.
complexity of reverb. Less
method could be descrilxd
Tel: +44 1908 857100.
is more here, and it's the
as old -fashioned.
Fax: +44 1908 857199.
perfect foil to reverb.
Other indicators tell of US: Korg, 316 South Service Road,
There are enough posediting and utility moth
Melville. NY 11747 -3201.
sibilities in this box to creselection. the reception of
Tel: +1 516 393 8520.
ate some intimate and
AMR and the activation of Email: soundtracs @korgusa.com
lively
first
reflection
Time (for manual setting of
approximations, but the
tape delays in ms) and Tempo (for automatic
UI.'a is It also makes it extremely easy to
tempo- related setting of delays) modes. Indicatempo match repeats for all the old estabtors will also light for Hold function. and the
lishment tricks which will. perhaps. he of
selection of seamless 'hanging over of the premore immediate appeal to more people. On
vious preset when selecting a new one. As
balance. a nice box.

Phantom valve
Microtech Gefell's UM900 studio condenser
valve mic has 48V phantom powering via an
internal switching power supply that generates voltage for the valve and the capsule's
polarising voltage.
The M7 capsule is mounted in a 75mm
diameter headgrill that is different from the
usual cylinder or wedge -shaped arrangement and helps shape the mic's sound
which is said to be different from the company's valve UM92.1S. It has omni, fig-8,
cardioid, wide cardioid and hyper cardioid
patterns.
Microtech Geffell, Germany.
Tel: +49 3 6649 82262.

Quested

Fil

The F11 is a compact, magnetically
shielded, 2-way design with 165mm bass
driver and 28mnt soft -dome HF. Electronics
are housed in a pod at the rear of the cabinet and can deliver 100W and 25W into the
two units respectively.
Built -in mountings in the moulded cabi-

nets allow fixing to walls ()I ceilings and the
monitor has been designed for installations
and surround -sound applications.
Quested, UK. Tel: +44181 566 2488.

as
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Soft codec
Described as a software only audio codee,
the Mayah Sendit supports real time transfer
with MPEG 1/2 Layer 2 and 3 and connects
to conventional audio codees and to
PC -based systems such as PCX cards. No special MPEG hardware is required but it needs
sound and telcoms cards under Windows 95
or NT on a Pentium. Communications via
ISDN is at up to 128kps, modem with 8 to
33.6kbps for stereo or mono signals.

An editing tool. EditPro, facilitates
cue in, cue out. copy, paste, and page 34 >
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M X 8000
24/48 Channel 8 Bus
!Mine Console
with option. Meterbridge

he

Behringer
EURODESK series
has already received rave reviews
with the MX8000 os regards dyn DMICS,
translucency and versatility. Now let your creativity run
wild with the MX2442, while still keeping a tight grip on things.
Full featured Mix-E section, eight busses and six auxes in the MX8000
or four busses and six auxes in the MX2442 give control and flexibility to you,
whether live or in -ecording Our robust 19 power supply units and the manufacturing
under IS09000 guarantee an exceptional and reliable performance.

BEHRINGER

Get nore information about the entire product range and the Interactive World of Behnngeri
Hotline .49(C:2154-920666, Internet http://www behringer.de
BEHRINGER France S.A.R
BEHRINGER

Espana

L
S L

Fax
7804 4429
BEHRINGER INTERNATIONAL GmOH Te .49 (0)2154-92 06 0. Fax - A2 85 23
BEHRINGER UK Ltd. Tel .44 (C)1483 45 8877. Fax - 45 8822
Fax 383 5052
210 9555. For 210 9556
BEHRINGER Austria GmbH,Tel .43 (0)7752 - 85181, Fax -7752 86707
BEHR OUR AG Tel .41 (0)56
513 0000, Fax 5130778
BEHF INGER China Ltd. Tel. 4852 - 2808 605). Fax 2873 191
SAMSON Technologies Corp. +1 516
364 2244, Fax - 364 3888

Tel..33 (0)4 7804 4416,
Tel..34 (9)1- 766 1398.

BEHRINGER Benelux b.v. Tel. 431

(0)73

-
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dbx 1046
< page 32 _ I.e list ntantipuLnion.
CCS, Europe. Tel: +49 811 55160.

Pro audio manufacturers are cutting corners as well as costs, but

Dave Foister finds this compressor limiter
11RTS INTO PINT POTS usually don't
All too often an attempt to squeeze
several processors into an unfeasibly
rt.tll package entails so many compromises
that it ends up as a last-resort fall -back -like the
stuff in my rack that only gets used when the
grown -up boxes are all tied up. If anyone could
he expected to make the trick work it's dbx.
home of the \'CA and creator of some of the
simplest. most effective compressors around.
The offering is the 1046. four compressors
in lU: this is a package that's been tried elsewhere with varying degrees of success. but

dhx's knack of making compressors work
properly with only half the number of knobs
anybody else needs gives it a head stan. The
first striking thing is how uncluttered the front
panel is. with a simple elegance that leaves
you wondering how it can possibly do everything properly. The second thing is that when
first powered up it looks dead -with uncharacteristic modesty, no lights come on at all
even though the thing bristles with LEDs.
The four compressors are identical. and are
arranged in two pairs which can he linked for

a

welcome exception

bl-

be. with only a Threshold control to adjust:
a single red LEI) shows its action.

Despite the initial impression. the 1046
looks like a Christmas tree when its going flat
out. The pushbuttons for KNEE, meter selection. BvPAss and STEREO LINKING all light various
colours when active. and there are two meters.
one for level (input or output) and one for
gain reduction. showing the overall effect of
the compressor and the limiter combined.
Inputs and outputs are balanced on loth
XLRs and TRS jacks. apparently happy with
unbalanced wiring. The absence of side -chain
access is about the only obvious omission
necessitated by the small size. but there is still
room for individual level switches to select
-10d11 or +-+dB.
In my experience. the thing most likely to
catch an automatic compressor out is bass guitar. I was mixing a jazz piece that had four
bass tracks on it -oone hass line plus three
overdubbed solos to be comped to one-and.
of course. I stuck all four through the 1046.
Not once did it show any of the all- too -common symptoms of insufficiently flexible attack

7s.

.._

`ï

10t
am=

stereo operation. Each has only 1()(ir knobs. and
tines, and the wink! .t .ulai)le with tie
since one is for the Limiter threshold that only
hination of the usual controls and the knee
leaves three for the compressor. Of these one is
options was everything I needed. Hard knee
for Threshold. one for Ratio. and one for Gain
helped the solos drive through while
Makeup. all with click-stop action and a generOverEasy nade the other part sing snoxnhly
ous range of settings. There is no manual control
underneath, and the thoughtful meters and
for time constants (despite what the cardboard
control ranges made it easy to see what wa,
box says). meaning that attack and release times
happening and set things up fast.
are automatic and programme- dependent. This.
The acid test passed. the 10 +6 sailed
of course, is the usual short cut for a miniaturised
through yo Gals, piano. guitars and saxophone
compressor. and it is the effectiveness and musiwithout breaking sweat. Nothing surprised it.
cal tolerance of the automatic circuitry that makes
and time and again the flexibility with which
or breaks the final product. Again, since dbx has
it could be adapted to the job in hand belied
As() produced full -size compressors which operits apparent simplicity. At the other extreme. a
ate entirely automatically this could be expected
complete stereo mix presented no problems
to do this more successfully than some. The
either, and again the ease with which different
other key factor on a unit like this is its knee
degrees and characters of compression could
characteristic. and again dbx has years of experihe applied was surprising. This was helped
ence with its established
hugely by the true stereo
OverEasy feature to make this
nature of the linking. where
work. The main pushbutton
dbx, 8760 South Sandy Parkway,
Channel Is controls are in
on the unit switches between
Sandy, Utah 84070, US.
complete command of Chanhard knee and OverEasy.
Tel: +1 801 568 7660.
nel 2: unlike some links,
which is dbx' trademarked
Fax: +1 801 566 3565.
where things like gain

soft -knee

UK: Arbiter Group, Wilberforce
curve famed for
makeup and limiter threshRoad, London NW9 6AX.
unobtrusive operation.
olds can be left separate. the
Tel: +44 181 202 1199.
dbx never underuses a
1046 completely disable,
good idea. so another familFax: +44 181 202 7076.
Channel 2's controls, with
iar feature appears here in
the exception of the thvPA'
the form of the PeakStopPlus limiting function.
switch. although its meters still operate.
This is a 2 -stage limiter. using fast clamping for
This package is hard to fault. It shows little
short transients and longer -term overall gain
sign of the corner -cutting usually necessary to
reduction (which dbx terms Intelligent Predicsqueeze this much functionality into this small
tive Limiting) when levels remain above
a box. and offers four first -class compressors
threshold for any length of time. This makes
which would be worth having even if they
the limiter as simple to use as it could possioccupied a whole rack unit each.
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Azimuth correction
Wins: Azimuth Corrector is the fifth CEDAR
process to run on the CEDAR for Windows
platform. The new module has improved
autodetection algorithms, Lissajous and balance metering, 18 output modes and autocorrection to within 0.25 samples. A manual
control allows the sliding of channels
against each other with a precision of 0.01
samples. Benefits include the recovery of
high frequencies, bass response improvement, mono compatibility restoration and
image clarification.
CEDAR, UK. Tel: +44 1223 414117.
CEDAR. US. Tel: +1 207 828 0024.

2-channel meter
The

Pro Systems DPM101 2- channel
digital audio peak programme meter combines analogue 100-segment LED bar graph
and digital numeric displays with an accu-

racy of 0.1dB. It accepts AES-EBU and SPDIF
inputs with all inputs buffered for insertion
into existing digital -audio links. It employs
over -sampling filters and ultra -fast peak
detectors on both channels. A freestanding
unit with a rackmount option, the DPM101
includes an integral power supply that
accepts all mains supply voltages.
Aspen Media. UK. Tel: +44 1442 255405.

Aphex plug -in
Aphex has joined the hand of manufacturers
producing TDM plug -ins with the Aural
Exciter Type IIIpi, which is modelled on the
250 exciter. Features include drive, tune,
peaking, null fill, harmonics, timbre and IT
plus new harmonics density.
Aphex. US. Tel: +1 818 767 2929.

Convertor box
Zulu is a 4- input /8- output digital convertor
that combines 20-hit A
and DA with
ADAT optical I -O and is mounted in a
shielded external half rack -width chassis

D

with

an independent power supply.
Bicolour LEDS monitor signal level and clipping while unbalanced ". -inch jack con-

nectors are provided.
Frontier Design Group. US.
Tel: +1 603 448 6283.

Three -colour knobs
l he Re an P3 three- colour knobs claim the
ability to add a range of colour combinations never possible before with separate
colours for the body, cap and pointer
moulded together in a single process. The
knobs are manufactured from the corn -
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no other microphone

listens like
a SoundField
The nein SoundField
SPS422 Studio
Microphone System

Conventional studio microphones. use one or sometimes two
capsules - the SoundField SPS422 uses jimr.These are
arranged in a precise tetrahedral array, collecting sound from a

three-dimensional field at a single point in space.
Reaching far beyond the capabilities of normal microphones, the

SPS422

is a complete system in its own right. From the control

room - the optimum listening position - all microphone parameters
can be adjusted via the

¡U processor

to create `wide image' effects.

Neither the microphone or musician need move whilst you
produce the ultimate `big' vocal sound, spread a piano
across the whole stereo picture, or create `wrap around' acoustic

guitars

- the accuracy

of response

SOUNDFIELD

CHARU)ITE STRITT HLSINESS CENTRE CHARLOTTE STREET
WIKEFIELD WEST YORKS WF1 1 UH ENGLI D
TELEPHONE: (0) 1924

is

breathtaking.

201089 FicsisH1.E: (0) 1924 201618
SITE.: hltp: / /uvwproaudio.co.uk /sndfitld.h:m

E.1LIlL: sales(as'undßeld.c .uk WEB

Audix

D-series
< page 34 pany's soft -touch material.
Re'an, UK. Tel: +441474 328807.

The addition of the D -4 completes Audix' range of studio

dynamic mics.

Dave Foister grants them

IT

a

session

MAV NOT BE the first more you think of
for use in high SPL situations. but still has the
when considering studio microphones, but
same upper SPL limit.
Audix has been quietly building up a series
The truth is that the sonic behaviour of the
of high -grade dynamic mies specifically for
microphones varies far less than is often the
recording use. The range now numlxrs four
case with dynamics, approaching the level of
with the introduction of what is possibly. the
interchangeability more usually associated
with condensers. Although the claimed
top model.
With commendable simplicity. the range is
frequency range of 38Hz -21kHz is not supknown as the D- series. and the models are
ported with any tolerances or graphs. it
numbered from D -I to D-4. All share the sanie
sounds much flatter, brighter and more open
shape
general
and
than a dynamic on this scale has a right to be.
appearance. being reThis is coupled with a helpful enthusiasm for
markably corn- pact and
dealing with high levels without strain, giving
unobtrusive. Each meaa strikingly impressive overall performance.
sures around 3 inches in
These microphones have a combination rare
length including connecin a dynamic of warmth and bite, making
tor. weighs 47'oz, and
them particularly useful in the obvious appliseems to consist of nothcation of close drum work where the small
ing more than a capsule
size helps with positioning. The D -2 is sugshock assembly
gested for hass drum and the D -1 for snare,
mounted on to the XLR
and they give a surprisingly complete, clean
with a protective basket
and desirable sound on these and other parts
of the kit. Their effectiveness here is helped
around it. This is not to
suggest that there is anyby the hypercardioid polar pattern all four
thing crude about them.
share, minimising spill in a way that would
as the finish and materimake them equally useful on stage.
als are all high quality
The same characteristics are on display in
and there is no doubt they are robust. The
the latest addition to the range, the D -4.
review samples were provided with alternaalthough the intended use is made clearer still
by some slight deviations in the figures. The
tive grilles which appeared to have more
metal in them and to improve capsule protecnew model uses a new capsule type, and
tion even further. The only disappointment
although its upper limit is down as quoted to
was the stand mounts, all of which needed
19kHz its strength is at the other end. Here
tightening up (on one the nut and bolt weren't
particular attention has been paid not just to
even attached) and were supplied without .the amount of bass but the linearity and accuinch thread adaptors. Same old litany I know.
racy with which it is presented; it claims to he
but I find this standard of presentation unacflat down to 63Hz, quite a feat for this type of
ceptable. One day a microphone will droop
microphone. This makes it an obvious candiwhen I put it on a stand and it will go straight
date for (again) bass drum. as well as anything
back in the box and back where it came from.
else whose character is defined in its low freThe capsules all use Audix's VLM Technolquencies. I was particularly impressed with the
ogy (used in the successful stage vocal microresults on string bass in a jazz quartet. where
phones). which is not elaborated on in the
its warmth and low -end detail were complepaperwork. but I suspect it stands for Very.
mented by what remains a full and complete
Low Mass. the main feature of the diaphragm
upper end. Once again the tight polar pattern
construction. This comes in various types
gave me a clarity off the hass even in close
designated VLM Type B. C and D-and it
proximity to a kit that vastly reduced my
seems that it is the various versions of capsule
dependence on the bass's mediocre hug and
used that determine the appligave the kind of natural
sound my studio normally
cation of the microphone. As
is common with dynamics.
Audix, 9730 SW Hillman Court.
can't manage under these cirAudix suggests specific uses
Suite 620. Wils onville,
cumstances. Even the has
for each model where the
OR 97070. US.
player (a notoriously difficult
individual character of the
Tel: +1 714 58 8 8072.
lot to please) liked it.
capsule complements the
Fax: +1 714 588 8172.
The
Audix
D- series
instrumental sound. Thus the
Net: www.audix usa.com
deserves to he heard and to
become popular. The promocatalogue descriptions of the
UK: SCV, 6 -24 Southgate
original three models has a
Road, London N 1 3JJ.
tional literature may he full of
woolly hype, but the perforgood old- fashioned pictorial
Tel: +44 171 9 23 1892.
chart of various instruments
Fax: +44 171 2 41 3644.
mance and quality (with the
showing which microphones
exception of those stand
to use where. The surprise is how little the
mounts) speaks for itself. Apparently built to
specs differ between models: the D -1 and D -2
last, they can hold their own with some well appear technically identical, sharing the same
established favourites, and their small size and
big sound could even see them usurping some
capsule, frequency response. sensitivity and
SPL handling. The D -3 is slightly less sensitive
of them.

Presonus ACP22
The ACP22 stereo compressor /limiter with
spectral gates provides full control over
compression threshold, ratio from 1:1 to
20:1, variable attack and release times and
switchable hard -soft knee characteristics. An
auto mode selects programme-dependent
attack and release times while a stereo -link
function links both channels together.
Onboard metering is provided for gain
reduction and input -output metering. LEos
show soft -hard knee, auto in-out selection
and channel bypass while de-ersing, ducking and other forms of spectral processing
can be accessed by using the side chains.
The noise gate hands over control of
threshold, variable attack and release, and
switchable gate range, and the unit also has
a low-pass gate filter for eliminating gate
triggering from high frequency signals. An
independent gate key side chain is included

for external triggering.
Connectors are XLR and unbalanced
'/, -inch jack selectable from the rear panel
PreSonus, US. Tel: +1 504 344 7887.

Battery cab
Klein & Hummel has introduced the
TRA60 /NA mobile active loudspeaker that is
targeted at outside applications such as television productions, open-air performances
and promotional presentations.
The active PA loudspeaker has a HD

'

-
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rechargeable battery and built -in channel
amplifier for the 2 -way system. A unique
touch is the inclusion of a receiver for wireless microphones that renders the unit independent of any power or microphone
cables for a maximum operating time of 18
hours at full volume. The speaker can
achieve a sound- pressure level of 113dB, a
coverage angle of 90', and a claimed frequency response of 75Hz to 18kHz.
The charging device is built in and the
box comes with a convenient carrying handle for transportation of the 13kg unit.
Klein & Hummel, Germany.
Tel: +49 711 4689335.
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technical statement laced with passion.
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digital vacuum tihe preamp

sample rate.

Two

ultra high -quality pre -amp stages providing 'dean gain' from -25dB to +60dB.

Comprehensive digital output formats include AES /EBU, SPDiF, Toscan'

°

TDIF -1 and Alesis ADAT

.

Creative processing including Fine Tune EU, Dynamic Spectral Enhancement, Variable Tube grive, Hi /Lo Pass filters and

transparent Limiting can

be

inserted in the signal path.

vacuum tube preamp/cumpressor

Word Sync in /out.

le

Irnni tube
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Brochure hotline: 01924 378669
Web: http: / /www.proaudio.co.uk /drawmer.htm
E -mail: sales @drawmer.co.uk
DRAWMER Charlotte Street Business

Tel: +44 (0) 1924 378669

(entre Charlotte Street Wakefield West Yorkshire

Fax: +44 (01 1924 290460
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NEW TECHNOLOGIES

Joemeek VC6

ART E
Building on the legend Joemeek reveals another green processor.
George Shilling prepares to tell of a subtle Fletcher rethink
circuit board in front of the photoelectric cell.
One knob sets Compression on a range of
1 -11. sustaining the perennial Spinal Tap gag.
This knob increases the side chain gain to the
compressor as it is turned up, thus increasing
compression. A RATIO knob can be set
between 1.2:1 and 6:1. There are no marks on
the scale between these extremes, which
makes noting settings difficult. It is the same

S\CE THE INTRODUCTION of the Joe
meek Compressor a few years ago,
Joemeek has been steadily increasing
its range. finding a particular niche with the
all -in -one box for use as a direct -to -tape
microphone processor. Joe himself was a pioneer of direct- inject recording. but nevertheless these are unmistakably 1990s fad gadgets.
From the budget VC3 Voice Channel. through
the VC1 up to the VC2 high -end valve -based
design. there is something in the range for
every pocket.
I was, therefore, somewhat mystified by
the VC6. It is more expensive than the
VC3, but somewhat cheaper than the
VC1 -why

bring out

a

with the

ArrACK and RELEASE pots. The Compressor is very similar to that found in the Joe meek Compressor.
Next comes the Enhancer section, which is
identical to that on the VC1. Controls comprise owe, Q and ENHANCE. There is no
bypass, you just have to turn the ENHANCE.
knob to zero. A dimly glowing LEI) brightens
as the enhancer adds sparkle to the signal.
I found it a hit edgy sounding, but used with

fourth box that

does pretty much the same job as the
three already in existence?
The mystery was solved by a quick call to

ART's 2-U -high 355 dual channel 31 -hand
equaliser has constant Q circuitry with a 3%
centre frequency accuracy, 20mm centre
detent slider, selectable boost-cut range of
6dB or 12dB, balanced and unbalanced
input and output connections, adjustable
high -pass filter, adjustable low-pass filter,

variable input level control, clip level indicators, ground lift and an internal power
supply.
The device coincides with the release of
the 310 stereo 2 -way or mono 3 -way audio
crossover that employs 24dB/octave statevariable fourth order Linkwitz -Riley filters.
Access to each channel's input level, high
and low output level and filter frequency is
available from the front panel rotary controls. The 310 has balanced and unbalanced
connectors with a filter tuning range of
80Hz-920Hz which can be switched to
operate from 800Hz- 9.2kHz.
ART, US. Tel: +1 716 436 2720.

Soft vocoder

care it is good although I preferred it on
instruments rather than vocals. The ourrt-r
knob is accompanied by 5 LEDS that indicate
level before the pot, to help you set input
gain. The first one lights all the time to indicate power on. Personally, I would have preferred the Lens to indicate gain reduction for
the compressor rather than level: one overload light would have sufficed.
I found the front panel legending nearly
impossible to read: the labelling of the knobs
is tiny, and black on fairly dark green is not
the best contrast. However, it is easy to see the
position of the black rubbery knobs with their
green insert pointers.
The manual is written in Ted Fletcher's
inimitable assertive yet charming style. It
could, perhaps, do with a few diagrams, but is
otherwise a delightful read.
The sound quality is very high for a budget
unit. The overload margin is very high, and
the compression is unusual. In terms of charOn the front panel there is
acter it is slow, and sounds
more like axle grease than
an instrument jack that, like the
WD40. This suits some vocalline input on the hack, has priUK: Sound Val ley
ority over the Mic input. This
ists more than others: for some
Distribution, T he Briars,
has been optimised for instruit is perfect, but for others
North Road. A mersham,
does not work as well. You
ments such as electric guitars.
Bucks HP6 5N A.
won't be able to achieve the
and was designed by plugging
Tel: +44 1494 434738.
vicious graininess of some
in a Fender Jazz Bass and
Fax: +44 149 4 727896.
experimenting to find the best
competing compressors, but
International: Joemeek Ltd,
matching. This turned out to
this is not what Joemeek is
Swillett House Heronsgate
be 180W-exactly the same as
about. Ted Fletcher places
Road. Chorleyw ood. Herts
an Ampeg bass amplifier input.
great importance on phase linWD3 58B, UK.
earity right down to 5Hz and
Great minds...
Tel: +44 1923 284545.
this pays off with a great solidA GAIN pot is accompanied
Fax: +44 192 3 285168.
by a small phantom power
ity in the sound. Costs have
switch with a LED to indicate that the unit is
been kept down
example by not using
powered up. Adjacent to the compressor secbalanced connections, but there are a few
tion's ON button is an LEU that disconcertingly
cheaper competitors. However, this is quite
does not light when you press the button, but
different from the competition, and while
instead glows when the compression threshergonomics design is not its strong point. its
foibles are probably part of its charm.
old is crossed, as no doubt do the two on the

Ted Fletcher, Joemeek founder and designer.
The VC6 replaces the VC3, with enhancements
made to the old Voice Channel design which
were requested by users.
The most obvious change is that the unit is
housed in a standard 1U-high rackmount
case. as opposed to the VC3's half -width 1U.
This extra space has enabled the power supply to be moved to an internal location
instead of the inconvenient external type of
the VC3. The unit is nevertheless very light
and shallow. Fletcher has carefully positioned
the little transformer as far away as possible
from the mic amp.
On the hack of the unit is an XLR mic
input, and unbalanced jack sockets for line
input. mix input. and. usefully, two identical
outputs. There is also a TRS jack insert
socket. that is particularly intended for hooking up the new VC5 Meequalizer EQ introduced at the Vision and Audio 97 Show in
London in November.

,

-for
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Vocode launches Opcode's line of cross platform DSP plug-ins and brings the classic
analogue vocoder effect on to the desktop.
The Fusion Effects platform currently
supports plug -in formats including Adobe
Premiere, Audiosuite and Direct X media
allowing all Fusion plug -ins to be compatible with the most popular music recording
and sequencing software. A TDM version of
Vocode is currently being designed.
Opcode, US. Tel: +1 650 856 3333.

Digital portables
Marantz will launch its new portable digital recorders in the new year using solid state PCMCIA flash ROM cards or PCMCIA
hard drives.

i
The mono PMD680 and stereo PMD690
are targeted at ENG and location recording
and are expected to retail for under £1,000.
Users can choose between MPEG I, MPEG II
or linear PCM formats and nondestructive
editing via an EDL will be included. Data
can also be accessed from a PC through a
parallel remote interface and a built -in monitor speaker and SPDIF and analogue I -Os
are provided.

Marantz, Holland. Tel: +31 40 273 2241.
+44 1932 854544.

AVT, UK. Tel:

Neumann TLM103
large diaphragm microphone with
cardioid polar pattern equipped page 40
A
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Audio Indigo 0 -2031

NEW TECHNOLOGIE

Latest in the popular Indigo valve series. this Overdrive Processor
makes an impressive entrance. George Shilling observes

T

III: HUGE RANGE of studio outboard
equipment so rapidly built up by
TL Audio has been well received. The

high -end Classic Valve series is keenly priced
and loved by industry professionals, the Crimson transistor range provides good value at
the budget end. and in between the Indigo
range provides valve gear at bargain prices.
Enter the 0 -2031.
The Indigo Valve Overdrive Processor fills a
well- researched gap in the market. that I hope
will succeed the current trend for all -in -one
'voice channel' processors introduced by
almost even' outboard manufacturer at even
price range. There have been too many occasion when I've wanted to add a bit of 'crunch'
to a signal and found myself staring forlornly
at an equipment rack in a very expensive
recording studio. In the case of guitar processing, of course. it is preferable to use a
miked valve guitar amp -but that option is
not always available. This is particularly true
in this age of home studios and mix rooms
which have no studio area. Also. the real thing
is time consuming: it is frustrating to have to
pause while mixing to set it all up. choose a
mic and so on. Another problem is that guitar
amps do not always interface particularly well
with mixing consoles and are often noisy.
both in terms of signal-to -noise and neigh bours. Both my neighbours and I have been

familiar to TL Audio users. Each channel also
includes a footswitch socket to kick in the
boost circuit -although one footswitch for
both channels might have been better for a
stereo setup.
First I reached for my Les Paul and discovered that the gain has to be switched to Hi even
for a high- output guitar such as this. Without
Boost switched in. the unit worked well as a
preamp. with the valves adding a subtle
warmth. The LOW-PASS FILTH knob ranges from
500Hz to 10kHz. With it set around the 1kHz
mark it approximates the rolloff you get with
guitar amp speakers. With Boost inactive I was
able to emulate the sound of a clean channel
on a valve amp. Indeed. overcooking this
slightly produced similar results to turning up a
clean valve guitar amp fairly loud. Switch in the
&xrst and a great overdrive sound is achievable with a hit of twiddling. My Stitt sounded
equally convincing-the 3 -band EQ, with 80Hz
and SkHz low and high shelves and 80)Hz mid
hand. is a vital part of this. It is very powerful
and can change the entire timbre when used in
combination with the filter. However, I found
that with too much Input Gain and Boost. it
was possible for a nasty sibilant distortion to
appear when the Mid Boost was increased past
3 o'clock. This was probably the sound of the
EQ or output section overloading in a very
'un' -vale manner-horrible. The EQ comes

::::::::::::::ï..:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.::_._.

e page 38 with a new capsule and circuit
boards, the TLM103 has an equivalent SPL
of only 7dBA that represents an improve-

ment of 5dBA over the U87Ai and thus
makes it suitable for applications where low
noise is essential.
The claimed dynamic range of 131dB and
the maximum SPL of 138dB is said to make
the mic a good bet for vocals and instruments while the competitive price will make
it appeal to home recording.
Neumann, Germany. Tel: +49 30 4177240.

dbx pre/dynamics
The 1086 single channel mic preamp and
dynamics processor uses dbx's new V2
VCA. The preamp section has a variable frequency low-cut filter and low and high EQ
plus phantom power, 20dB pad and phase
invert. Levels are shown on a backlit vu
meter and the preamp and dynamics sections can be used independently.

Dynamics processing includes a cornpressor, de-esser, expander -gate and limiter.
Compression includes selectable hard knee
or OverEasy characteristics plus de- essing
with variable controls for threshold and
frequency settings. The unit can be optionally fitted with the company's Type IV digital output similar to that found in the Blue
series device.
dbx, US. Tel: +1 801 568 7660.
t

Pena

larnnut

Maselec compressor
Latest in the \laselec Master Series

of outboard is the MLA2 2-channel compressor
with input control of compression depth,
output gain makeup, adjustable compression ratio from gentle to limiting, and
adjustable attack and release times which
can also he auto-adjusted.
Additionally, the unit boasts electronically
balanced I -Os, switchable gain reduction or
programme level vu metering, stereo linking
of the two channels, and precision stepped
controls for accuracy and repeatability.
Prism, UK. Tel: +441223 424988.
Prism, US. Tel: +1 973 299 7790.
;;

waiting for this unit for some time.
The Vale Overdrive, then. is a

Il' -high.

2- channel design. It is very heavy. and open-

after the Baxr«t :tall Falter a ttuns. w flu'. t'. not
surprising. but it did mar the experience for
me. as you do need the Gain and Boost at high
settings for a really crunchy guitar sound.
Inserted across keyboard and percussion
sounds the 0 -2031 adds useful crunch and
warmth to sterile sample-based sounds. and is
particularly useful in mildly dirtying up an

ing it up revealed a large toroidal mains transformer. The crunch (sic) comes courtesy of
two Chinese -made 12.AX A- ECC83s per cannel. Several chips are attached to heat sinks
and the case provides ventilation at the top
already distorted recorded
and sides. Build quality is
high. legending is good.
guitar sound. When your project recording setup makes
although the knobs are of the
Tony Larking Pr ofessional
things overly clean. this is just
type that can lose their pointer
Sales, Letchwor th, Herts
the job. You can use it off a
caps. The manual is yen
SG6 1AN, UK.
send or on an insert: although
British: clear and straightforTel: +44 1462 490600.
ward. if a little strait- laced.
there is no mix or bypass conFax: +44 1462 490700.
trol as such on the unit. The
Both channels have the
US: Sascom Ma rketing Group.
output overload problem
same controls. and share a
Tel: +1 905 469 8080.
occurred with all signals
central stereo EQ section. The
Fax: +1 905 46 9 1129.
tried: sometimes just opencentral EQ section features
Germany: SEA.
ing up the filter a little allowed
three cut-boost knobs at well Tel: +49 5903 9388 0.
level to increase enough for
chosen preset frequencies
Fax: +49 5903 6141.
with centre -detent stops. On
unpleasant clipping to start. At
least it the filter was right at the end of the
the rear panel. XLR connectors operate at
+4dBu and jacks at -10dBu (not the more
chain you would be able to take some of the
usual -10dBv) enabling you to convert
fizz out. This is not always a problem and only
between pro and semipro levels with this
occurs if you go a bit overboard with the setbox-a welcome inclusion in a confusing age tings. It's a very minor irritation on an otherwise excellent unit.
of pro and semi-pro gear, and a feature now
I
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Sondelux U195
The U195 is a large diaphragm FET cardioid
condenser with 'fat' and `norm' operation
-the former resembling the tonal character
of older designs the latter operating as a tra-

ditional FET.
The mic includes

a

non -capacitive pad and

low-frequency rumble filter. Components
include Roederstein resistors, polypropylene
and polystyrene coupling capacitors, low ESR
electrolytics, a selected low capacitance low
noise FF1 and a massive extended bandwidth
output transformer.
Sondelux. US. Tel: +1 516 249 1399.
a
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As a real professional you demand the highest quality from your media. Therefore the choice is QUANTEGY. Being the "standard"
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Ed Cherney retains a

I

refreshingly matter-of -fact
attitude to studio work
despite a credit list that
reads like the `history of
popular music' cliché.
Dan Daley talks to an
engineer, producer and
analogue junkie
ever had a real -life
counterpart to the incorruptible innocent
Chauncey Gardener he played in the
F PETER SELLERS

film Being There. it is Ed Cherney. Engineer on countless classic records for
B nnie Rain (including the comeback record
o perhaps the century, 1989's 4- Grammy Winn r Nick of Time). the Rolling Stones. Bob
D 'Ian. Eric Clapton. Ry Coo der, Iggy Pop,
J. kson Browne and the B -52s, and producer
f r Little Feat, Jann Arden, Marc Curry. and

vin Montgomery, Cherney's early years are
ose of a kid looking to have a lot of fun
ith minimal capital investment.
Born and raised in the Chicagoland neigh urhood of Evanston. Cherney grew up in a
r iusical family headed by his theatrically
i tclined father, who acted in local product ons and did commercial voice -overs. Classipiano lessons, starting at age five. were
most aborted both because Cherney's living
m window faced the park where his
lends were out playing ball while he was
ractising scales, and because his strict
erman piano teacher tended to spray toxic
esidue from his not -so- expensive cigars as he
oached. So it seems quite in character for
herney to describe his later collegiate expeence as determined by things less than acaemic: after two years of pre -law studies in
he cold climes of Wisconsin. he visited a
riend at the University of Arizona and disovered that the hot sun and hotter blondes
hat attended there were every reason to have
his transcripts sent south. If college was a blur
lof beer and babes, so were the next few years
t

I

hack in Chicago, where Cherney hooked up
with some friends who had a band for which
he did general- purpose roadie work.
'The bass player used to do the sound. and
when he stopped I ended up mixing sound,'
Top: Quincy Jones's recalls Chemey, sitting on the patio of the Los
Angeles area home that he shares with wife
The Dude. Credits
read: Recorded and Rose Mann -Cherney president of Record
Plant Studios and now Cherney's manager as
mixed by Bruce
well. 'It was something to do and a good reaSwedien, assisted
son to drink beer. travel and a great way to
by Ed 'Big Julie'
meet girls.'
Cherney.
After this less-than -auspicious start to an
audio engineering career, Cherney started getting serious. He realised he had an affinity for
Below: Ry
sound and electronics. and enrolled in a local
Cooder's Get
technical college in the mid- 1970s. which proRhythm which
vided some theoretical foundation for an othprompted tears
erwise decidedly empirical apprenticeship.
from Roy
'I figured knowing Ohm's Law couldn't hurt if
Orbison
I wanted to be an engineer,' he deadpans. 'And
I also learned how to figure things like decay
times, which helped when I started getting jobs
with larger PA companies in the Midwest:
The live sound industry was still in its
infancy, though; Cherney remembers working
on a state-of- the-art Tapco 6-channel mixer
that had such mind -boggling technical
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advances as both high-frequency and low -frequency EQ and a reverb send. (But no reverb
to send it to.) But he learned a lot. 'In the
clubs you could always get the drums and
guitars up loud enough: the real art was learning how to get the vocals to where you could
hear them,' he says. 'I developed a real affinity for vocal harmonies and mixing them in
with the hand during that period:
Until this point, records were something
that you bought in the store; their actual creation was a sort of hazy mystery to Cherney.
Chicago had already passed through its brief
period of pop glory. with acts like the Buck inghams, the hand of Chicago and Corky Laing
already relics in the larger picture of music culture. and the city didn't have what could be
called a thriving infrastructure of recording.
Cherney did discover PS Recording on
Chicago's bluest' South Side, though. a single room facility run by locally noted jazz trumpeter Paul Serrano. where a lot of blues and
R&B records were being done and which had
occasional visits from touring bands, including
the Rolling Stones once. This provided Cherney's first in -person studio experience.
'Before that, studios were just a rumour to
me.' he says. 'People seemed to page 43
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of Earl'. and the Chi- Lites' 'Oh. Girl'.

Fi

as

well

He quit and moved with his then -girlfriend to
California. following his parents there after his
father went to Hollywood to further his acting
career. It was the heyday of what was known
as the Syndicate: producers and engineers like
Peter Asher. George \lassenhurg and \al
Garay doing records for a circle of artists
including Linda Ronstadt. the Eagles and Warren Zevon and using an even smaller cadre of
session players like \Waddy Wachtel. Russ
Kunkel and Lee Sklar.
The records in Chicago were the great old
blues and R&B records from Chess.' says
Chernev. But they were dry- sounding. These
California records had ambience: you could
hear the hardware on the snare rattle and hear
the harmonics.'
Cherney got an assistant gig at Westlake
Studios. which via its client roster and the fact

as

Count Basie and Dinah Washington out of the
city's studios for some years. 'We became
friendly and I started carrying his briefcase
around to his sessions.' recalls Cherney.
Cherney's persistence at Paragon finally
paid off when. in 19Th. he was given the
equivalent of a janitorial gig there. after taking. and failing. a somewhat ludicrous entry

1

examination.
'I was sitting there in the reception area writing on this test. and Bruce was there doing a
Kentucky Fried Chicken jingle. and I whispered
the questions to him and he whispered hack
answers. all of which were wrong. and he
walked away laughing and I failed the test but
got the job anyway. It was a pretty low -level
job: when they gave me a brush to clean the
toilets with it was considered a promotion.' he
laughs. But Swedien and engineer -producer the
late Barry \Iraz (Styx and Ohio Players) were
working there on the studios 20 -input
Flickinger console. 3 \I M -lfi multitrack and

The Stones provided part of Ed Cherney's

first studio experience
<

page

43 spend nu).st of their time under the

Ampex 440 and Scully 280B 2-track decks.
Cherney spent days on end there. soaking it all
up. What had been an adolescent pastime had
by now become a Very :Alit passion.
Cherney was lead engineer on his first session some time later. at another studio. doing
a self -produced record for the hand he had
started Out doing live sound work for. But
Paragon owner \lam Feldman was working
Cherney to the breaking point: the straw on
the canel's hack was when Feldman asked
Chernev to pay for a hamburger after he had
gone three days straight assisting on a session.

rt mst'ie with soldering irons trying to nuke
sound come out. but it \aS the music. not so
much the gear. that grabbed nie.'
Hooked. Cherney macle the abbreviated
rounds of Chicago art studios in search of a job
but was continually turned down. including at
Paragon Studios. where he knocked on the
door once a month literally for two years. In the
meantime. he took a recording techniques
course taught by Chicago freelance engineer
Bruce Swedien. who had been making some
classic records. such as Gene Chandler's 'Duke

owner Glenn Phoenix also ran a
pro-audio sales company from there exposed
Cherney to the big time. in terms of both
celebrity and technology. The studios were
equipped with Harrison and API consoles.
with \'CA automation just coming into plan in
the late 19 -0s. Cherney's first assisting job
\vas with his mentor Swedien on Michael
Jackson's l9 -9 Off The Wall album. Ile went
on to become a favourite of Quincy Jones
and did Rufus-Chaka Khan. lames Ingram
and fatty Austin records there with him. as
well as Jones' own Grammy- winning The Dude
recording.
I was spending a lot of time documenting
that

the console using a camera to record the EQ settings. If Michael wanted to change page 46 >
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he TL Audio
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compressor

is

C -1 Dual Valve
t 2 channels of soh knee,

the

industry standard compressor. Why?

t

Because nothing matches the rich audio

t

quality and superb flexibility.

I

Fogel (Engineer Alan's
Morissette) -I was amazed at
what the C-1 did for the track.
The bottom end was warm and
solid and the high end was clear
and open.
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Dual Parametric Valve Equaliser

Pal

Dual Pentode valve Pre Amplifier

variable ratio compression
Wide band width (better than
40kHz)
Ultra low -noise
Frequency response 20Hz to
40kHz +0; -1dB
Balanced mile and line level ins
Balanced line outputs, ( -10dB
or +4dB operation)
Stereo front panel auxiliary
inputs with gain control and
sensitivity switch
48v phantom power

Compressor
Sidechain insert points for

t

frequency conscious
compression
Continuously variable Input
Gain, Threshold, Attack
Release times, Compression

t
t

Ratio and Gain make Up

Unbalanced jack O
connections
I

Program dependent

compression charactensticattack and release times
automatically adjust In
response to program mayen:

MOM
EQ-1 Dual Valve Equaliser

'Stereo Link' mode gangs
Threshold, Attack, Release and
Ratio controls for processing
stereo signal sources
90Hz high pass filter switch
12d8 octave). Applies to an
inputs
Illuminated VU meters allow
monitoring of either output
level or gain reduction
Very high quality build
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LEading edge performance has been

a defining
feature of Audio Precision products since the
inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our
System One audio analyzers are in use worldwide,
selected by design engineers for high performance
a id by test engineers for our comprehensive pro
g-ammable analog and digital audio measurement
capabilities
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separate, independent hardware for direct audio
measurements in both domains, plus additional and
extensive interface measurement capability including jitter measurements, eye patterns and all
other parameters described in AES3, the serial audio
interface standard.
The new standard of System TWo is represented by

performance spec f cations such as guaranteed
analog generator and analyzer residual THD +N
of -108 dB, guaranteed analog signal flatness of
0.01 dB for the generator and analyzer; and 24 bit
digital signal generation with 48 bit FFT dynamic

Now our System 1Wo true Dual Domain audio anaNzer joins the System One, setting a new standard
for performance and flexibility in audio frequency

test

_ tin.

,.._

-r

measurement.

range.
System Two is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test
instruments may have both analog and digital inputs
and outputs ..- but they're not true Dual Domain!
They rely on performance -limiting converters to pass
analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digital only hardware. Passing signals through a/d or d/a
converters for every measurement robs the test
iistrument of performance. System TWo includes

Aprecnn

From aircraft to automobiles, satellites to cell
phones, headsets to hearing aids, System TWo
represents a new standard for audio frequency test
& measurement applications. Compare for yourself our worldwide force of representatives will be
pleased to provide comprehensive specifications
and a true Dual Domain on -site demonstration.
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successful ersatz-coun-

It

try film Urban Cowboy.
Cherney then started
widening his network.
assisting for engineer
Mick Guzauski. whom
Cherney remembers as
a mischievous electron-

j

ics genius.

He once took a
woofer and put it into
the sewer line of his
house and pumped low
frequencies throughout
neighbourhood.'
the
Chemey says. 'It drove
people nuts. He could also do eight things at
once: do punches on a Chuck Mangione session and at the same time he designing and
soldering a new compressor.'
But the breakthrough session came after a
stint engineering commercials, which the fast
moves he acquired in Chicago were perfectly
suited for. Slide guitar artist Ry Cooder was
doing a bit on a car battery commercial one
morning in 1983 at The Complex. a studio
then owned by George Massenburg and the
group Earth, Wind & Fire. Cherney did a spoken slate to tape ('Take One, AC Delco') into
the talkhack mic, which drew withering stares
for such blatant un- Californian unhipness
from Cooder and other musicians on the session, including drummer Jim Keltner.
'Ry said, "Don't ever do that again ",' recalls
Cherney. But Cooder noticed him. and subsequently recommended Cherney to Linda Ron-

Bonnie Raitt with Ed Cherney and Don Was
<

page 44 something in another mix,

I had it.
was watching every move that Quincy and
Bruce were making.'
Cherney had a self- admitted long gestation
period as an assistant engineer. but spending
rears as a second were much more common
I

then than today, when impatient apprentices
often leave internships after a few months and
buy their own recording equipment. Cherney
says the fastidiousness that he acquired borne
of a long apprenticeship was worth the wait
and stood him in good stead when. after a
few assisting sessions with producer John
Boylan (Charlie Daniels Band. Commander
Cody. Boston) and engineer Paul Grupp. the
latter's incipient burn -out caused the former
to move Cherney up to the first engineer slot.
His first major record niix was Johnny Lee's
'Looking For Love'. the biggest hit from the
Boylan- produced soundtrack to 1980's highly

he PA -1 produces what can only be

described

as a

source. Both mics and instruments produce
a

PA -1 Dual
I

fuller, more open and vibrant tone.
Alex Marcou - Abbey Road
'We all talk about the 'warmth' and
'smoothness' of analogue that seems
to be missing in the digital domain
and what TL Audio gear provides
are these missing elements."

I
a

I
a

merly Known As, then simply known as
Prince, had produced a few random sides
with her hut otherwise her career had stalled
completely. Cherney and produce! page 48 >

Eric Clapton
`I got a call from Becky Mancuso, one of
the first music supervisors in Hollywood, to
work on a movie called Rush that Eric was
the composer for, with Russ Titelman
producing. They wanted someone who
ÌCnew how to get guitar sounds fast and
had experience in film. Eric liked to work in

the control room, often right behind me,
Where he could see the picture and listen.
4Ve were in Village Recorders, Studio D.

was taking the guitar direct and had also
set up an amp in a small but very live
I

room at the rear of the studio, away from
the rest of the band. put a 57 in close
and a AKG 414 a little further out and then
some omni mic a littler further than that
and then just messed with the balances for
teach scene depending upon what that
scene seemed to need.'
I

Pentode Valve Pre Amp

channels of high quality valve
pre-amplification
Balanced transformer coupled
microphone inputs
Wide band width (better than
40kHz)
Ultra low -noise
2

stunning sound from any

stadt, who was about to produce slide guitarist and Jackson Browne sideman David
Lindley's second record, Very Greasy. The true
launching pad for Cherney, though, was Bonnie Rain's comeback record, Nick of Time.
released in 1989. Raitt had lost her Warner
Bros record deal in 1983 and had spent the
intervening years unable to channel herself
onto tape in a meaningful way. The Artist For-

Front panel unbalanced Jack
instrument inputs
Balanced line outputs,
switchable for 10áB or +4dB

operation
Line outputs duplicated on
unbalanced jack connections

a

a

I
f!

t

Switchable input gain control
(20 to 50dB in 10dB steps)
with continuously variable +12dB mm
Switchable high and low pass
filters (12dB / octave). Applies
to all inputs
HPF has cut off frequencies of
50Hz, 100Hz or 150Hz
LDF has cut off frequencies of
5kHz, 10kHz or 15kHz
Rotary faders for controlling
output level

I

Phase reverse switch on

I
I

I

Channel B
48v phantom power
LED level indicators for signal
present, peak and clipping
Frequency response 30Hz to
40kHz .0 -2dB
Very high quality build quality

£899
In USA

EX VAT
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$1250
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drawing on my jingle experience and working
fast, going for what felt right. The only thing
Don asked was that I brighten up the snare a
little. We had a lot of clarity and depth to the
sound. and we didn't go crazy looking for
separation. We cut that record in three or four
weeks on a S100,000 budget. It was real fast

eatery) Musso & Frank's, and the chemistry
seemed right between us.' says Cherney. It
turned out that that was what made that
record so great-the chemistry was right

between everyone involved.'
The result was a rare and coveted example
of an R&B record that worked on pop radio.
I was used to working fast and Bonnie was
used to working slow. Her last few records
had taken a long time but still didn't let the
essence of Bonnie through. I did my homework: I listened to those records. Then weBonnie. me, Don. [drummer) Ricky Fataar.
bassist Hutch Hutchinson and guitarist Johnny
Lee Schell-went into into Ocean Way Two
and set up and just started playing. In five or
ten minutes I had all the sounds up. I was

and real easy.'
It also won four Grammy Awards that year
and sold over a million units in a matter of
weeks. despite Capitol Records' initial misgivings about the record: when the master was
turned in. Cherney recalls. the label asked

them to go hack and cut some Motown covers. 'Bonnie and Don stood up to them. and
they obviously were right: he says.
Once the Grammys kicked in. page 50

Iggy Pop
Brick By

Bel

first opportunity to make a real hard rock record as first engineer. It was literally
almost a punk record, really. A lot of Iggy screaming live while we tracked. When was recording
Bonnie discovered the virtues of the EV RE -20 as a vocal microphone. She liked to be in the
room with the band while they were recording and wound up keeping a lot of those vocals, so
needed a mic that could easily match performance with later for fixes and overdubs, and that
could take high SPL and had enough rear rejection. found it through trial and error. That's what
wound up using on Iggy after going through a few others like a Shure 57, which was sucking in all
e high frequencies like the cymbals in that same application. It's not like a great tube
icrophone or anything, but the RE -20 worked for what needed it to do, and that's what really
ave learned about making records: I've figured out that the sounds don't have to be great if the
rformance is great. You can get away with murder if the feel is right. found that by going back
o the old records and listening. They didn't really sound all that great, but the feel was great.
And the other thing about making the record work is to do the homework and go back and listen
to the artist's previous work, which did with Bonnie and Iggy and others. It gives you a sense of
the artist.'
I

I

I

I

I

I

Iggy's Brick By Brick sold Ed Cherney
on the merits of the EV RE-20 mic

46 Don Was were at about the same
point in their respective careers: long selfimposed apprenticeships waiting for the right
opportunity to come along. Raitt's woodshed ding had resulted in exceptional new songs
and a new attitude. She took a chance on
Was, who in turn called Cherney to engineer.
We met for lunch at [Hollywood Boulevard
< page
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he TL Audio EQ -2 equaliser is quite

PA -1 Dual

t
a

audio quality and valve sound of the EQ -2.

a

t
t

Andy Jackson - Pink Floyd

a

(Sound engineer) - All the lead
vocals on the "Division Bell" album
mix were run through the EQ-1
and the new EQ-2 is probably the
best all -round EQ I've ever used.'

a

C -1

Dual Vane Compressor

I
t

channels - each with 4 bands
of fully parametric valve EC)
Wide band width (better than
40kHz)
LF band variable: 30Hz to 3kHz
LM band variable: 30Hz to 3kHz
HM band variable: 1kHz to 40kHz
HF band varable:
kHz to 20kHz
All bands s t 5dB of gain and
variable Q between 0.5 and 5
Channel EQ bypass switches
Continuously varable high and
low cut filters (12dBoct) with
bypass switches
2

-

In USA

2

phantom power
Low cut filter variable from
30Hz to 1kHz
High cut filter variable from
1kHz to 25kHz
Output level control giving +l15dB of trim
Peak LED indicates degree to
which valves are being driven
Balanced mic & line level inputs
with variable gain control
Balanced line outputs,
switchable -10dß or +4dB

it 48v

t
t
t

1

Eo-1 Dual Valve Equaliser

Ultra low -noise

t
t
t

Line inputs & outputs

duplicated on unbalanced

t
t

jacks
Front panel dual sensitivity
auxiliary inputs (for guitars
keyboards etc)
Insert point on each channel
(between mic pre amp and EO

section)
a

a
a

Status LEDs on all function

switches
Frequency response 20Hz to
40kHz .0 -1dB
Very high quality build quality

MUM
VI-1

t Channel

Studio Sound

£1299

o'

t

"The detail
provided by the
valve circuitry
means that the
EQ-2 only ever
seems enhance."

EQ -2 Dual Parametric Valve Equaliser

Nothing beats the flexibility, the supreme

Pentode Valve Pre Amplifier

:

e*!7o

(-)

simply the ultimate in valve equalisation.

,
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WE'VE COMPROMISED ON PRICE, SO YOU
DON'T HAVE TO COMPROMISE ON QUALITY
* PREVIOUSLY

£1099

EX VAT,

NOW £935 EX VAT (£1099 INC VAT). SUGGESTED SELLING PRICES.
£935'

Legendary sound and build qualities have made Panasonic

Remarkably, its also the least expensive. Just

Professional DAT Recorders the choice of countless major

(excluding VAT) now buys you the mastering DAT -ecorder

recording studios and broadcast facilities around the

that professionals swear by.

world. And features like 20 -bit DACs, 44.1/48kHz sampling

So why compromise with an 'uprated' consumer DAT

rates and

a

full complement of consumer and professional

recorder when you can have

a

fully professional Panasonic

digital /0s have made the

SV3800 in your rack?

excellent SV3800 the most

For details of your nearest

I

popular model

in the

current

HHB DAT Centre, call HHB

Panasonic range.

Communications today.

For consistently low block error rates and superior archival security.
always use HHB Professional DAT Tape.

Panasonic

sv-J.

Distributed by: HHB Communications Ltd

73 -75 Scrubs Lane. London NW10 60U. UK

Tel: 0181 962 5000

E -Mail:

Fax: 0181 962 5050
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48 so did Cherney:s career. Among
the highlights are Iggy Pops Brick by Brick
album for Virgin Records. Van Dyke Parks &
Brian Wilson's Orange Crate Art album for
Warner Bros, and Eric Clapton's work for the
Grammy Award winning (Record of the Year,
1992) film Rush and 'Tears in Heaven' track.
But perhaps the most poignant moment,
though. was when Cherney was working with
Ry Cexxler at Ocean Way. who had played a
particularly beautiful and emotional slide solo
on a track called 'Across the Borderline'.
Standing in the doorway. Cherney noticed a
figure listening intently. tears slowly trailing
from behind square dark glasses. It was Roy
Orhison. who was working in an adjacent studio. Orbison, who died shortly thereafter in
1988. asked Cooder to play on his record, and
Cherney eventually wound up working on a
posthumous Orhison track. at the request of
Orhison's widow. Barbara: a remix of a track
called We'll take The Night'.

!

Cherney s most recent projects take him
even further afield. Starting late this year. hell
begin coproducing tracks with Melissa
Etheridge. who will portray and sing the role
of Janis Joplin in the forthcoming film Piece of
AI) Heart. This after doing the live simulcast
mixes on the Rolling Stones' current US tour
(which are also being recorded to Sony 3348s
for possible later release. And Cherney cautiously took on the leadership role in establishing the Music Producers Guild of America
(MPGA), an organisation similar in nature to
RePro in the UK. Interestingly, Cherney was
one of those producers who had shown initial
reluctance to become involved in a guild -like
organisation of producers. His own conversion
to the cause came about from a personal
epiphany.
'Years ago one of my friends' grandfather
was the director King Vidor,' he recalls.
'I learned a bit about him from that and from
UCLA film festivals. Vidor felt directors were

NEWS FROM
TUBE -TECH

being exploited in the early clays of film and
he started the DGA. I always wondered why
there was nothing like that for producers and
engineers. I always though it could be
NARAS, hut that was more sharing of information rather than real networking. There's so
many things [the MPGAI could do, from giving producers a voice in copyright legislation- people in government and the public
don't even know what a producer does
acting as a networking group and creating
more of a dialogue between producers. who
tend to be pretty solitary people working long
hours in isolated studios.'
He's also looking forward to doing more
surround music mixing. having just remixed
Raitt's Road Tested recording in DTS surround.
'It's a way to get emotion back into the music,'
he says. 'Compared to surround, stereo is dry
and monochromatic. I'm looking forward to
making records that are intended for surround
from their inception. And one of the things
I like best about that is that in surround, we're
making up our own rules as we go along.
There should always be an element of that in
recording music.'

-to

Van Dyke when he was playing
keyboards with Ry Cooder. hung out with
him because he had all the best stories
-he'd been around for a while. He and
Brian had started collaborating on Smile
years before. It was great stuff but the label

EQ 1A
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and the other Beach Boys hated it. So it
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1966, was never released. Some of its
songs did appear on subsequent Beach
Boys records.] But Van Dyke had always
hoped to finish it. Van Dyke had compose
these songs, encouraged by [Warners he
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stayed on the shelf and Van Dyke went on
with his career and Brian went on with his
madness. [The legendary Smile, started i
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The new TUBE -TECH EQ 1A

-

state

of the art full range parametric
equalizer. Featuring one channel of
.low and high cut, low and high
shelving and three overlapping bands
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written and recorded over a period of years:
often, Brian didn't show up and Van Dyke
kept recording more and more tracks on
them. He had dozens of tracks and it had
gotten to the point where he started to lose
perspective on it. He asked me to come in
and make sense out of it. went into
Brooklyn Studios in LA and put up all the
tapes and just listened for days on end. It
was an honour for me for him to have
picked me because this project was close to
his heart and soul and it had been going on
so long. He chose me to "find the pope in
the pizza" [a reference to a running gag by
comedian Don Novello as Father Guido
Sarducci on television comedy sketch show
Saturday Night Live in the 1970s]. It was a
great education. Since most of it was just
Brian singing, there were tons of tracks of
him doing harmonies with himself. The
strange thing found was that, when you put
them together in certain ways, it would
create 'phantom' harmony tracks -weird
harmonics that didn't exist on the tracks but
were there when you combined the real
tracks. Putting together Brian Wilson
harmony tracks. the possibilities were
almost endless. can see why it took
forever to make this record.'
I

I
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mkii Advanced timecode DAT

Pro performance DAT
Further improved version

DA

-3o

MKII

Professional studio DAT

of the massive selling DA -2o high quality DAT recorder, offering
EVEN MORE FEATURES for DAT

mastering AT AN EVEN LOWER PRICE

Improved error correction,
with

a

sophisticated error rate detection system which automatically
checks tape and head integrity before signal goes to tape

professional studio DAT
for duplication or dual mastering

DA -3o2 Double

New Sampling Monitor Mode
prevents head and tape wear during source monitoring
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odd

on BASF

tape

"For music recording
better.

I

I

believe that analog sounds

prefer BASF SM 900 maxima because it represents

the best balance of virtues available in an analog tape.
SM 901 has

a

good tone to it and the sound sticks to it

better than other tapes I've used. It's that simple.
winning producer/engineer Richard Dodd's crecits
include work with Tom Petty, George Harrison, bob Dylan,
The Traveling Wllburys, Francis Dunnery, and Edwin McCain.
Grammy

900 maxima Is a high-output ansieg tape designed
specifically for multi -track recording ate mastering, with
extra wide dynamic range. low 'wise and low print through.
SM

BASF

EMTEC Magnetics
c-magnetics.com

Global music

networkin

Res Rocket Surfer gets musicians from around the world together
while other companies make commercial on -line audio distribution
a reality. Simon Trask reports from the on -line front-line
INTERNET AUDIO is growing up fast. The
rapid expansion and commercialisation of

ing mixture of old and new media companies.
Atlantic Record plans to broadcast concerts by
its artists in its virtual venue. the Digital Arena.
According to a UUnet representative.
where 100.000 unicast 28.8k audio streams
would require three -i5Mbit net connections at
a monthly cost of around 53m. a single multicast 28.8k audio stream to 100,000 users will
cost around 5500 a month. plus a 510.900
monthly multicast service charge from UUnet.
On one hand. then, the Internet is moving
ever closer to an on -line broadcasting model
-the Holy Grail of the existing media conglomerates. who would like to make the Internet in their image. Meanwhile. other
companies are championing an on -line sales
and distribution model for music which will
operate in parallel with. and perhaps one day
replace. today's physical music sales and distribution infrastructure. The two companies lead-

the predominant means of streaming audio
and video over the Internet. In this model.
the net over the past couple or so years
multiple streams are sent out over the net
has brought with it massive amounts of
from the content source, one for each listener
investment geared towards developing
or viewer
system which can be
technologies and infrastructures to facilitate
expensive for the content provider as it
real -time transmission of audio and video over
requires large bandwidth onto the net
the net, as well as secure on -line commerce
to reach large numbers of users. and
and rights tracking solutions that will allow the
demanding on network bandwidth as
investment to be turned into a viable business.
the same content is replicated for each
While bandwidth both in the network and at
user along the same and multiple
the user end is still less than ideal, new netpaths. Essentially, IP multicasting gets
working technologies are gradually emerging to
round both these shortcomings by
cater for the seemingly insatiable demand for
requiring only a single stream to be
bandwidth. The dial-up modem standard has
broadcast, and only replicating the sigmoved from 14.4k to 28.8k, and now 56k
nal at more localised router stages.
modems are starting to appear, while signifiRecent IP Multicast initiatives from
cantly faster technologies such as cable
leading US backbone provider UUNet
modems, xDSL and wireless access are waiting
Technologies and from telco multinain the wings with bandwidths in the
tional MCI in collaboration with audio Res rocket all tired up
8Mbps- 10Mbps region. At the same time,
streaming pioneers RealNetworks are for the
ing the way here in terms of providing the
increasingly sophisticated codecs are providing
first time enabling media providers to reach
enabling technologies are Cerberus Central and
ever greater compression ratios,
many thousands of listeners or
Liquid Audio.
while new networking protocols
viewers over the Internet at non Both of these emerging on -line models.
optimised for media streaming such
prohibitive costs. UUNet has
then. are essentially about delivery. However.
as IP Multicast, Real -time Streaming
launched its new UUCast IP multhere is also a third model, which is integral
Protocol (RTSP) and Real -time
ticasting service. which it claims
to the concept of networking: the collaboraTransport Protocol (RTP) are
will allow content providers to
tion model. Its a model which. not surprisemerging to facilitate enhanced net send a single audio or video
ingly, has particular significance for music
work throughput and improved
stream to 250.000 simultaneous
making -so also not surprisingly its a comdient-server communication.
US subscribers (and up to a milpany started by musicians which is pioneering
Until now, unicasting (more
lion subscribers by early next
the use of the Internet for real -time musical
properly known as
year).
Early
collaboration. The company is Res Rocket
point -to -point uniUUCast adopters
Surfer, and the software they've created is
1CJi
casting) has been
TNt NUM wwt IN MUSIC Del1VIRY
include AudioNet.
called the Distributed Real -time Groove Network (or DRGN, pronounced 'dragon'). The
sM POP
first release of the system has been up and
P.
Ele Decks view help
.. ri:77LIMMIMMI:rErniiiiimm running since July. following extensive beta
testing, and most importantly it works
you
...
LIQUID AUDIO
want to jam on -line with musicians from
around the world you can do it now.
.-L1Qutd Mus1cPlayer COIn the remainder of this article well be
L..Y
e,
looking at how DRGN works, how it's being
,,. rw
... r-r
r-- woLra
used right now (as you read this there will
probably he musicians somewhere in the
4041
world jamming away on the system). and at
J.er.l
some intriguing new possibilities it offers for
11111131131111111111
forward- thinking recording studios and engir ,
neers. We'll also be looking at how these
Liquid Audio was used by Capitol Records to
developments can he augmented by the dispremier Duran Duran's Electric Barbarella single
tribution model exemplified by Cerberus and
Liquid Audio to produce a new infrastructure
Cable News Network and the Microsoft Netfor the creation and distribution of music.
work (MSN), while among those taking up the
The beginnings of Res Rocket Surfer go
MCI /RealNetworks multicast service (called
hack to late 1994 and a conversation over a
' RealNetwork') are JAMty. the Seattle Mariners
beer between musicians Willie Henshall of
(the first Major League Baseball team to
LondonBeat and Tim Bran of Dreadzone.
broadcast its games on the Internet), ABCDeciding that it would be interesting to set up
01:11 OI:R
News.com. and Atlantic Records -an intriguan Internet hand. using e-mail and page 54 >
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< page
an 171'l' site as a way to circulate
samples and MIDI files between collaborators.
they went on to post an announcement on
Usenet which generated a lot of interest and
started the ball rolling. Meanwhile. on the
other side of the Atlantic. two music technology students at Chicago's Northwestern University. Canton Becker and Nlatt Moller. had
begun collaborating on an early version of the
DRGN system. which had been devised by
Moller. Becker had already been working on
another collaborative music-making system.
the Communal Groove Machine (on which he
presented a paper at the International Corn-

to work together to develop the on -line jamof Software for
ming concept. Res Rocket's
the past year. Aric Rubin. is also a musician
and one of the original Res Rocket jammers;
before moving to Res Rocket he worked for
Macromedia. where among other things he
wrote the audio spec for Macromedia's multimedia streaming technology Shockwave.
DRGN. then, is a development which has
come from musicians who saw a new way to
use the Internet for making music. DRGN
takes on -line music- making to a new level by
allowing musicians to create music on the net
together in real time. Res Rocket page 56 >

puter Music Conference in 199+). This was an
algorithmic -style music generator which for its
raw material used text -based note sequences
submitted on -line in CTD -MOO. an on -line
text -based multi -user chat system based at the
university. Becker was administrating the
MOO server, and used his experience to help
Moller with the server code that would .tie
together the various distributed DRGN clients.
In the way of global networking, these two
pairs of musicians found out what one another
were doing, got together to do the first on -line
jam using the nascent DRGN software in the
Spring of 1995. and decided that they wanted

\i'

Res rocket: Arrangement window with jam in progress
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Plug into the smartest audio workstation ever created.
The new AUDICY

was designed from the ground up to do what no other broadcast audio work-

station has done: plug directly into the creative mind. Unlike complex workstations, it treats the editing
process like an "inspiration with

a

deadline." If you've ever watched an editor sit down and try to read

manual under pressure, you'll understand why the new AUDICY is

a

a

study in "see it, get it, do it."

The clean, uncluttered control surface was specifically designed to look smart, feel good, and be
ly

productive. The screen interface combines simplicity with

a

instant-

brilliant use of "virtual hardware" graphics.

And to keep pace with the endless rush of ideas and deadlines, AUDICY offers unrivaled speed and power.

With RAM -based editing and mixing, you edit in real time -by ear -working on up to 24 tracks.

Access to audio is instantaneous, even when using the complete suite of built -in effects

Introducing AUDICY

including compression, Ea, and reverb. AUDICY even lets video people plug into advanced audio production

with flexible

SMPTE

features. All of which means that creative minds can spend less time learning, more

time creating, and still get on -air, on time. The genius of AUDICY

is in

making power simple.

orben
H

1997 Orhan. Inc Orhan and

Aud¢r are regstered trademarks

A

Harman International Company

1525 Alvarado St. Sar

leandra.

CA

94577 USA

Phone

1.510.351.3500

Fe 1.510.351.0500

i -mail custservIorban.com

For information contact:

Harris Studio Products Europe, UK. Tel:

1441

12231415459. Fax:

1441

12231210441

Web

wwwmhan.com

Surfer call it 'on-line MIDI jam page
ming
first clue to how the system operates. DRGN doesn't transmit any audio.
instead it uses MIDI data to trigger notes and
sounds on each individual musician's MIDI
setup. However. real -time synchronised MIDI
streaming is out. According to Becker, even in
an ideal world of zero-delay routers and
servers what he calls .streamed multi -point
:MIDI jamming' wouldn't he possible on a
worldwide scale.
In a technical document he wrote on the
subject earlier this year, he commented: 'Musicians would find a delay of more than 8ms
unbearable (as evidenced by frustrated guitarists using less than optimal MIDI transceivers) and 8ms is how long it takes a
speed-of -light signal to go 1.488 miles. If the
server were geographically centralised with
respect to all the clients. then the farthest any
one client could be from the server would be
-+1 miles (half the distance the data needs to
make a round -trip).'
The DRGN software, which runs on both
MacOS and Windows95 platforms. can be
downloaded free from the Res Rocket Surfer
Web site. after which you get one month's
free use of the system and then pay a monthly
charge of S4.95. In the DRGN system, musicians gather on -line in virtual rooms, or studios. located on a server in Res Rocket
<

-a

Surfer's San Francisco offices and make music
together using a specially -developed multitrack MIDI sequencer. A MOO -based text chat
interface built into the DRGN client software
allows musicians to communicate with one

another as they're creating music together-or
just to hang out on -line and socialise, the
social dimension being an essential aspect of
the system. Some of the Res Rocket jammers
set up CU-SeeMe on -line videoconferencing
software so that they can see one another as
well (Res Rocket has its own CU-SeeMe
'reflector' site).
However, one of the most fascinating
aspects of the DRGN virtual world' is that
jammers can be anonymous. When you sign
up. you select a name for your 'avatar', or virtual personal on -line: this remains fixed, but
you can also give yourself a text description
and even assign yourself a gender. This
means that jammers can mix and play with
one another without having any idea of the
sex, age, race or 'fame quotient' of their musical partners. Its a big boon for name musicians who just want to jam on -line without
attracting attention to themselves.
Steely Dan guitarist Elliot Randall, however,
is known to be an enthusiastic user of the system. Comments Bran: 'He's been right
through the music business, and he's sitting
there at home making music with people online. and he's like This is the way to go ". He
goes. This guy's great! ", but this guy is an
amateur musician or semi -pro in wherever. So
he's respecting people without the knowledge
that they're not professional. Its a true leveller. In this world you're only as good as
your notes.'
The way that Res Rocket has got round the
real -time synchronisation problem is to replicate tracks created by individual musicians to

the sequencers of all the musicians in the
room -all the tracks play locally on each
musician's computer setup. The server handles the organising, distribution and updating
of tracks across the Internet. In the DRGN system, you create a track locally while listening
to the tracks created by other musicians in the
same virtual studio; the other musicians only
get to hear what you've played once you hit
the BROADCAST CHANGES button in the
sequencer -and you only get to hear their
tracks when they do the same. Not only this,
but you can start and stop the sequencer
locally, and drag left and right location pointers to any range of bars and then work within
that range in looping fashion. Each musician
has sole control over his or her parts, but can
mute any parts that they don't want to listen
to. Sequences can also be exported as MIDI
files at any time for saving locally.
In one sense, the working method will be
very familiar to anyone who has used a MIDI
sequencer such as Cubase, Logic or Cakewalk. But none of these sequencers allow
new parts to appear suddenly, magically, as if
out of the ether, played by musicians who
could be anywhere in the world where there's
an Internet connection. Bran, who works out
of the company's London -based recording
studio where he coordinates jams and is
responsible for the company's musical output,
dreams of recording his next album via the
net while sitting with a PowerBook on a
beach in Hawaii
possibility which budding
tax exiles might want to look into!
The DRGN system uses General page 58 2
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at LOW, LOW PRICES!
Top quality, Pioneer CD -R media at
incredible new prices

(j, Volume discounts available
*.

For latest pricing information call:
UK - Sue Webb on 0181 962 5000
USA - David Beesley on 310 319 1111
Canada - Dave Dysart on 416 867 9000
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HHB Communications Ltd
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Welcome to an oasis of real satisfaction, where
your thirst for the Whole Truth and Nothing But
the Truth will finally be quenched.
For Nearly 20 years we've been known for

our active monitoring systems, particularly our
compact, nearfield bi- amplified ones.
But outside the nearfield, where the heat really
gets turned up, Genelec's S300, 1037B and
1038A integrated tri -amp* active monitors are
designed for bigger spaces - mucho grande.
1038A

10378

'Amplifier modules m.a

,

:

cacti- mount,,

:

.

soffitt installation.

GENELEC®
The Whole Truth And Nothing But The Truth
the U:S: please contact: Genelec Inc. 39 Union Avenue. Sudbury, MA. 01776 Phone 508/440 -7520 Fax 508/440 -7521
International enquiries: Genelec. Olvitie 5,FIN -74100 lisalmi, Finland. Phone +358 -17- 813311. Fax +358-17- 812267 Web: http: //www.genelec.com
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page
\IIDI as a 'lowest common
denominator sound-set. allowing musicians
with a basic PC and sound card or PC and GM
module setup to use the system and work
with musicians that have a more extensive
<

MIDI setup. Plans are afoot to incorporate
MIDI Bank Select capability for compatibility
with the Roland GS and Yamaha XG General
MIDI 'supersets', so that musicians with GS
and XG modules can jam together on -line and
take advantage of their instruments superior
capabilities. The DRGN software operates in
conjunction with OMS. Opcode s software
MIDI patchbay system. allowing individual
musicians to easily reroute tracks to any MIDI
instrument and channel in their own setup.
For instance, if you'd rather have your Mini moog play a bass track in place of your GM
synth bass sound. you simply use OMS to
repatch the track to the Minimoog. In a sense.
then. General MIDI merely acts as a commonly agreed set of sound -to -patch (and

drum- to-note) assignments.
Becker identifies two main ways in which
the existing base of Res Rocket jammers (cur rently nudging towards the one thousand
mark ) use the system to make music:
One way is where you're just looping over
the same 16 bars, say. and replacing parts. So
at the end of five hours jamming you still
would only have 16 bars, but it will have morphed from being first maybe a reggae thing
and then later on a jazz tune and then maybe
a techno tune. It grows and evolves over time,
and that's how you get a live feel out of
and especially how you do live events. The
other way that people work is that they build
a song from left to right. with a beginning. a
middle and an end. as they would with a traditional sequencer. and maybe in the end its
500 bars long. The software doesn't look any
different, it's actually just a social convention;
people agree beforehand which way they're
going to hr working with one another.'
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MK319 CARDIOID CONDENSER

N;
The preferred
mic of choice

(¡

for a rapidly

expanding group \
of producers, engineers, and artists
worldwide. We gave one each to the producer
Edwyn Collins, the engineer Edwyn Collins, and

the artist Edwyn Collins, to see what they thought...

With individual users' equipment setups
ranging from a PC sound card to a full -blown
recording studio, there is obviously potentially a tremendous difference in how each
musician working on a sequence will actually
hear the same notes. The Res Rocket band of
original jammers uses the company's London
studio for recording all their tracks. with Bran
at the helm as engineer and mixer as well as
contributor while the other members are scattered around the globe. The studio is also
used for broadcasting live MIDI jams out.over
the net using RealNetworks' RealAudio
streaming software. with Bran again providing the mix.
Many jammers don't have a sophisticated
recording setup at their disposal. and Becker
sees this situation as providing an interesting
opening for studios and engineers along the
lines of what Bran does.
'There's already about five or six bands on
the Res Rocket server,' he says. 'Sometimes
they just jam, sometimes they work on songs.
One of the possibilities here is for MIDI hands
to employ the services of an on -line recording
engineer. Bands can work on their songs online and then invite an engineer over who just
logs in, goes to that [virtual] studio, and plays
hack the songs and feeds them through his
MIDI rig and does a proper mix of them. So
there'd be competition between these roving
engineers for hire on -line: one could say "I've
got all this gear, and I'll give you a RealAudio
stream as I'm mixing it."
'This could conceivably be a new cottage
industry of some sort. It hasn't happened yet.
but I think there's a huge possibility for it,
especially because there's a lot of studios out
there that have a lot of hours that aren't
hooked, and a lot of weird hours that aren't
hooked, but if you're willing to stay awake
then somewhere in the world it's prime time.
The time zones start working to your advantage -and you don't have smelly musicians
coming into your studio and mucking up
things. you just log on on -line. It's very
hygienic! If I had a studio it's something I'd be
wanting to do.'
At this stage the Res Rocket collaboration
model can start to link into the on -line music
distribution model mentioned earlier. In addition to mixing a track and perhaps providing
a live RealAudio feed for the hand members
to hear, the recording studio or roving on -line
engineer could offer a further service of mastering the track for on -line distribution and
then publishing it to a music commerce
server. This is where a company such as Cal ifomia -based Liquid Audio comes into the
picture
rather. its enabling software does.

-or

Liquid Audio is currently experiencing a flurry
of take -up by record labels. individual artists
and 'new media' companies. Among these are
the grandaddy of Internet music sites, the
Internet Underground Music Archive. New
York avant garde music label Knitting Factory
r,r.rrolme rrsull3

"Alm.

Pr'r-purllnrt!inr,.,
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real work of arre-

...all three agreed
THEY'D NEVER KNOWNA MIC LIKE THIS BEFORE!
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Records. rap artist MC Hammer, legendary
guitarist Carlos Santana. and record industry
major Capitol Records.
Capitol premiered its use of Liquid Audio
technology in mid October by making

Duran Duran's new single Electric Bar barella available for on -line purchase, in full
length and Internet -only versions at 99 cents
and $1.99 respectively.
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C nnments Liz Heller, executive vice president of Capitol Records: It is incumbent upon
the music industry to experiment with new
tech ()logics that protect our artists' copy righ s in the digital era. We've got to try new
thin s. new ways of bringing our artists' music
to t e public. Liquid Audio's technology rep re. is an entirely new avenue of exposure
that the music industry can embrace without
fea of losing what we stand for as artists and
wo dwide music providers.'
"e are committed to using the Net to promo - a wide variety of music, and making our
pa nership with Liquid Audio a long -term
sue 'ess for us. our artists and their fans,' adds
Rol in Bechtel, senior director of New Media
at t ' pitol.
e Liquid Audio system has three software
co tponents. The Liquid MusicServer, which
ru s on Unix -based platforms with a Windows
N version to come, handles the on -line distril ution, commerce and rights tracking
as
Is of the system. The server can deliver
m sic in two forms: as streamed extracts for
au itioning tracks. and as downloadahle files
fo purchasing, both using Dolby Digital forma t. System pricing starts at 11899 for five
co current audio streams. 15 songs and unlimite preview clips, and goes up to £38,459 for
u inited streams and songs.
The Liquifier Pro (PC. £1149) or Liquifier Pro
T Is Audio Suite Plug-in (Mac. £459) software
le you encode and publish audio to a Liquid
II

versions optimised for all these mediums of
commerce -and it's another potential revenue
source for the mastering houses.'
Beyond the ohyious application of selling
music to consumers. Woods also sees uses for
Liquid Audio in providing business-to-business solutions.
'say you're doing a series of Pizza Hut spots
and the ad agency wants to hear the three
30- second mixes you just did.' he says. You
can use Liquifier Pro to publish the mixes as
non- compressed audio files to your MusicServer. then email the 1RLs to the agency so
that they can audition the files on -line and
send you hack an email to let you know which
mix they want. If you'd had to FedEx a DAT it
would have taken a day to get that approval
hack. but you got it hack in five minutes.'
The other major tin fact. the original)
player in the on-line music commerce game is
London -hased Cerberus Central. Cerherus.
which like Liquid Audio has made page
>

ing those concepts and that market were well
honed. The Internet looked like it offered a
very promising opportunity to utilise some of
that technology and raise the bar on where
audio standards were.'
The Liquifier software has been designed
with pro-audio personnel ill Mind. and as such
it could slot neatly into the 'on -line engineer'
concept espoused by Res Rocket's Becker.
Says Wixxls: 'One of the things we want to
do is approach mastering engineers. because
Liquifier Pro is mastering software. Who letter
to use a 4 -hand parametric EQ or a sophisticated compressor- limiter -gate-expander module than one of the people you're paying to be
the lynchpin in your process. the mastering
engineer. Why shouldn't they, at the same time
that they deliver the CD. also deliver a Zip cartridge or a CD -ROM with song clips mastered
as Liquid Audio files. optimised at various hitrates ready for Internet deliver' It makes
sense that when I'm delivered a master I want

Give your mix the raw aggressive

impact only

a

classic

eclogue

a

Joemeek can deliver

well as attach associated mate
ri' I such as album art, liner notes and lyrics as
M sicServer. as

Praised by the press.

w Il as 'watermarked' copyright information.
Y u can also master your audio for different
b. ndwidths. from 14.4k dial -up modems up to
8k ISDN terminal adaptors and beyond, and
li ten to what it will sound like at those hand-

demanded by the professionals

\ idths. The 'stand -alone' PC version of the
mftware includes a 4 -hand parametric EQ and
a compressor,' limiter/gate /expander module
for those who want to go beyond the preset
mastering options.
Finally. the Liquid MusicPlayerCD software
for Mac and PC is a freely available player.
downloadahle from the Liquid Audio and
(idler Web sites. This can handle both the
,creaming and downloadable file formats. dislay the sleeve art and other associated media
aterial, and let you construct playlists of
ownloaded songs as well as burn songs onto

Buy one

and sought aher for dicer

1

CI)-R. This latter facility allows you to still end
up with a physical product that you can stick
into a standard CD player, only now you can
create your own compilation CDs.
Bill Woods, Liquid Audio's director of marketing and communications, emphasis the
ompany's background in the pro-audio indusry. Company founder and CEO Gerry Kearby
orked previously for Studer Editech, where
e was responsible for the development of the
tuder Dyaxis digital audio workstation, while
director of engineering Phil Wiser came to the
company from Stanford University's prestigious
Centre for Computer Research into Music and
Acoustics (CCRMA). Woods himself was previously with Digidesign, and other members of
the Liquid Audio team also come from proaudio backgrounds.
'Gerry had a vision of using the Internet as
a music commerce tool,' explains Woods. 'We
knew our skillset in digital audio was quite
strong. and our abilities there in understand-
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payment collection a priority from
the outset. provides the Virtual Pressing Plant
server software package. VIO server. a free
Cerlerus Audio Player for each customer who
registers on -line with the server. and the Cercure ATM Commerce Server which links into
the global credit card network. The system.
whiCh uses \IPEG1 Layer 3 audio format and
is for the PC platform only. lacks the inbuilt
mastering capabilities or Pro Tools connection
of the Liquid Audio setup. Pricing starts at
WO for a single server license complete with
10.000 downloads. with subsequent recharging at 50.02 per download.
\Chile both the Cerberus and Liquid Audio
systems have the mechanisms in place for
rights tracking and payments through the
appropriate agencies, contractual agreements
of course still need to be made initially.
Where a hand is signed to a 'real -world' label
which is using on -line distribution as an
adjunct to CD sales. there will already be contractual mechanisms in place (though whether
they're appropriate for the new on -line reality
is another matter).
However. what to do when a hand originates and operates solely in the on-line
domain and anyone can listen and download
the MIDI material. is another matter alto-

gether.
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Combat:

'mobile(

contribute to

on-line audio technology

jam or listen and download a
sequence as a MIDI file. However. it's a trivial
technical matter to introduce private rooms.
and Res Rocket Surfer plans to do this soon.
' \Chat you'll be able to do is designate who is
allowed to enter and to jam in a room.' explains
Becker. 'So that way you really have the ability
to set forth a copyright agreement among the
people you're going to play with. You fax it to
each other or whatever, and then actually have
some enforcement of it by not allowing just anyone to walk into the studio except for those
people you have an agreement with.'
For vocalists and other non -MIDI musicians
wondering how they can get involved in
DRGN jamming. Res Rocket's Rubin has a
positive response.
'\Ce believe that we will he able to incorporate digital audio directly into DRGN.' he
says. We feel that it's important to allow

virtual

waters. The server tracks who plays what at
what time. which gives some measure of protection. but ultimately the answer will be private on -line rooms. or studios. As of writing.
all the DRGN virtual studios are public, which
means any jammer can enter any studio and

a

vocalists to directly sing into DRGN or to
allow musicians direct access rather than only
MIDI access to our world. One of the coders
we've looked at. from QDesign, is incredibly
impressive and we have opened discussions
with them on incorporating it into DRGN. So
I think it's yen safe to say that we will include

direct digital audio support eventually. \\e
will likely start with support of sample delivery technologies, such as lHeadspace'sl Beatnik and DownLoadahle Sounds. and grow
from there to having a digital audio track or
two in DRGN itself.'
The new developments in on -line music making and music commerce described
aloye are up and running now and starting to
make their mark. As always with new technologies. new possibilities are beginning to
emerge. and new opportunities are becoming
available for those who want to take them.
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DN -C680 CD Player

DN- M105OR MiniDisc Recorder /Player

Common features Matched

3u rack mount chassis, displays, operation. Carefully designed front panel with
intuitive layout enabling fumble free operation. Varipitch, Jog /shuttle wheel, illuminated control buttons,
balanced + unbalanced analogue /o, AES /EBU -SPdif digital /o, serial + parallel control ports, track select dial.
i

i

Option Cards - Sync
SRC 32/44.1/48khz.

Sony 9-pin, Word clock, SMPTE.
'Hot' start 20 track memory.

MD V4.0 Atrac, PS /2 Keyboard socket, 'undo' edit,
auto level record start, AB insert edit.

CD

True instant start -10ms, cue to audio, enhanced
display, index search, hi -grade audio.

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND A DEALER LIST CONTACT:

IAN DOWNS OR CHARLES COOK

HAYDEN LABORATORIES, CHILTERN HILL CHALFONT -ST- PETER.
BUCKS. SL9 9UG. TEL: 01753 888447 FAX: 01753 880109
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PROCESSING PURITY WITH THE PP10
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THE EQUIVALENT OF OVER 30 QUALITY OUTBOARD DEVICES

The Penny & Giles Audio Multiprocessor System

IN A SINGLE SYSTEM

universally acclaimed for its sonic purity. A unique
approach to audio processing - delivering

.

MORE

i.a

24 -BIT RESOLUTION

FOR YOUR

MONEY THAN A HOST

OF

DEDICATED PRODUCTS

exceptional transparency, accuracy and clarity. The
system's software -based processors can be used
many times in

i.

SOFTWARE PACKAGES FOR RECORDING, BROADCAST,

single patch, and on multiple
channels if required, with the ability to save and

POST -PRODUCTION AND LIVE PERFORMANCE

recall all settings.
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Construct processor chains and signal routes with
complete freedom of choice, selecting the optimum

EXPANSION TO

16 CHANNELS

20-

ems

OR

blend of processors for each application. More
power, more control and more potential. Access a
new sphere of digital audio with the complete
multichannel processing system from Penny & Giles.

18 -BIT ANALOGUE OPTIONS

REMOTE CONTROL OPTIONS

The range of Pythagoras Audio Software currently supports

separate audio "paths. It can access

8
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over 30 separate processor types
and allows you to construct

`8

chains of processors in each

1

channel.
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FILTERS
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Contact us now for

a

brochure pack, copies of press reviews, and

full details of the latest Pythagoras Audio Software packages.
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city that hasn't seen much studio growth lately, LA's
two -year-old Royaltone Studios brings a sense of the old
Hollywood grandeur. Dan Daley reckons that in doing so,
it points to the future of the West Coast's recording scene
In a

DO PEOPLE continue to
build recording studios? If the
\\ riling isn't on the wall. then
its at least in between the lines
of the copy in trade magazines
in which those who already participate
cmoan higher costs and stagnant rates. \Well,
onetimes studios just 'happen'- which is
retty much how LA's most recent recording
WIIl

glace. Royaltone. came about.
The studio business in the I S in general
and in Southern California in particular had

wen jostled by the economic recession of the
:arIv 1990s. And Los .Angeles was the hash
tioint fi>r chat would become teary open
warfare between conventional recording
studios. which had organised themselves into
a coalition called HARP. and so- Balled project
studios which HARP members perceived as
unfairly eating into the waning market for
music recording. It was not a particularly congruent moment in which to enter the tenuous
fraternity of studio ownership.
And Ro\altone Studios. on \lagnolia Boulevard in N\-hat Los Angeleans refer to as The
\alley' (the spacious bowl on the other side of
the Hollvwood Hills) was intended at first to
be a hybrid child of the times: neither pure

Studio Sound November 1997

project ruont nor conventional for -hire facility. Purposely off the beaten path of Hollywood and its surrounding neighbourhoods
where music studios had congregated for
wars. the studio was intended to serve as
home to acts sited to Alias Records owned
by Delight Jenkins in Burbank. What was supposed to he a private studio. but one that did
not pull its clientele away from existing
LA studios took on a life of its own, however.
as construction began in 1991. after a year
spent looking for the appropriate space.
But by the time Jane Scobie. Royaltone :s
manager and a London native who moved to
the States in 1989 after an eclectic career in
that city s music and recording business. had
arrived, the emphasis had shifted to being a
commercial facility. When i came here !October. 19951. it was already the largest studio
that had been built new from the ground up
in Los Angeles in probably ten years or more.'
\list inunie. though. eras the fart that very
few of the primarily regional college a!t rock
hands signed to Alias Records ever used the
facility. Without a lot of trying. news of Royaltone s appearance spread quickly through
the LA studio grapevine. Technically speaking. the studio had first opened in page 64>
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page 63 early 1995 when engineer Gary
\le\'erhUrg. who was supervising the technical
aspects of the studios construction. brought
in friend and former Eagles drummer Don
Henley for one of his solo projects. followed
closely by Hugh Padgham's production of
Melissa Etheridge 's Your Little Secret' record<

ing. Producer- engineer Joe Ciccarelli was also
retained as a technology consultant.
Built from a design originally done by
Studio bau:ton and later elaborated on by
Jenkins and architect George Newborn (now
of design firm Studio 440) and built by studio
constrlction specialists D1'
Construction. the nearly
11.000ft' facility is massive
even by LA standards. It
houses two studios. one a
large tricking room centred on a vintage 41)-input
Neve 8078 (that was previousl used in Nlotown's

Haff. which resulted in significant changes to
the main monitors in each room. these were
originally designed by Ocean Way's Allen
Sides. and included JBL speaker component
and Augspurger cabinets: the upgrade
included Avalon crossovers and new Larry
Phillips amps on the low end. which Scohie
says made a 'significant improvement' to the
overall sound.
It was the low- frequency response of the
control rooms that got the most attention.
RPG diffusers were removed from the hack of
the control room. which Scohie says eliminated a build -up that was

Built from a design
originally done by
Studio bau:ton and later
elaborated on by Jenkins

studios) with 31105 nodales. 72 channels of GML
automation and a Niacintosh computer interface.
The 23 x 24 x 14 f01t

and architect George
Ne\vhurn (now of design
firm Studio 440) and built
by studio construction

specialists DP Construction,
control roost
a
ma
the nearly 11,000ft' facility
spacious tracking area that
measures -18 x 31 x 22 feet
is massive even by
and
offers three iso
LA
booths, two amplifier cloyets. variable acoustics. and a 9 -foxx Steinway
grand piano. Studio B's control room measures 28 x 24 x 14 feet with two iso hcxxhs:
it's intended primarily for nixing and some
overdub work and is equipped with an SSL
G -Plus with Itimation and Neve modules.
The initial projects proved that the new
Sim -plus facility had significant potential but
also revealed some sonic issues. 'What we
had found from these early projects being
done here by the time I came on hoard was
that the studio needed some fine tuning.' saes
Scohie. \who strongly recommended that the
studio shut down and all sonic issues be
examined and corrected before a formal
reopening.
Its not that the studio sounded badly. but
it needed some small corrections.' she
explains. The cure process was to invite in
some notable pairs of ears for assessment.
including George Augspurger and Vincent van

standards.

1
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1
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1

Contact Philippe Desgué
HOLLAND: TM AUDIO HOLLAND DV
Tel. 030 241 4070 Fax 030 241 0002

Contact Peter de Fouw
HONG KONG: DIGITAL MEDIA TECHNOLOGY
Tel: 2 721

0343 Fax. 2 366 6883

Contact' Wilson Choi

ITALY: AUDIO EQUIPMENT
Tel

039 212 221 Fax 039 214 0011

Contact Donatella 0uadrio
JAPAN: TIMELORO
Tel. 3 3794 5575 Fax 3 3794 5605

Contact Henry Dienne

around

80 cycles. and the filling of
the Neve room's bass traps
with what she described as
'tons and tons' of sand.
Close -field monitors and

amplification include Aurutone Sound Cubes. NRK
900)B. Tannoy SRNI 10B,
TOC Time Align. Yamaha
NS -10, Bryston. F \1 Acousties. and Perreaux and
Yamaha amps.
The closing was not an
easy decision to make.
Scohie admits. It could
luye slowed the studios

KOREA. DAIKYUNG VASCOM CO LTD

k.

lax

2

766 8504

Contact Dae Hyun Han

NEW ZEALAND:
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LTD

Tel 09 378 8778 Fax 09 378 8776
Contact John Bicknell

NORWAY: SIV. ING BENUM NS
Tel 22

1

399 00 Fax 22

1

48259

Contact Wenche Gronvold

PORTUGAL. ESTEREOSOM LOA

3546 0563 Fax 01 357 2981

Tel 01

Contact Jorge Goncalves
SINGAPORE: TEAM 108 PTE LTD
065 748 9333 Fax. 065 747 7273

Tel.

Contact Helena Lim

initial momentum. which

had gained considerable impetus from the
first clients of Henley's and Padghani s stature:
and closing \vas not without cost. with the
upgrades adding several tens of thousands to
the studio's already sizable Ixlttont line. But.
stresses Scohie, it \y :ts an absolutely necessary
move. even if it seemed a frightening one at
the time.
'You cannot open until everything is right.'
she says. 'Even' client is a first -time client in a
new studio facility. So it has to be right and it
has to stay right.'

745 6123

2

SPAIN: LEXON
Tel

93 203 4804 Fax 93 205 7464

Contact. Alejandro Palencia

SWEDEN: EM NORDIC AB
Tel 46 8

603 2300 Fax. 46

8

603 2390

Contact Mats Mattsson

SWITZERLAND: DR. W.A. GUNTHER AG
Tel 01 910 4141 Fax. 01 910 3544

Contact Roland Bricchi
TAIWAN: DMT TAIWAN
Tel 02

516 4318 Fax 02 515 9881
Contact. Honton Sze

USA: HHB COMMUNICATIONS USA

SCOBIE ATTRIBUTES the studios success in the last two years to a combi-

nation
of things.
Technically
speaking. Royaltone offers a rather
gcxxl selection of both vintage and
state-of-the-art gear. the consoles being the
perfect representation of a philosophy that
extends through the outboard page 66 »
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IN A WORLD WHERE
16 -BIT AUDIO IS NO
LONGER ENOUGH

ONLY ONE
DIGITAL 8 TRACK
HAS WHAT IT TAKES
The Genex GX8000 8 -track MO disk recorder isn't just the future of recording

Simultaneous

8 -track 20 -bit

recording on ISO standard Magneto Optical disks

-a

-

it's the here and now.

random access, removable format with

industry -proven reliability. 24- bit/96Khz recording via external converters for DVD Surround Sound work.
Comprehensive on -board synchronising facilities with forwards, backwards and varispeed lock to timecode or bi- phase.

Just some of the features that equip the Genex GX8000 uniquely for the new recording requirements now upon us.
For the full picture. call HHB today.
Designed and manufactured in the UK by Genes Research

HHB Communications Ltd
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Royaltone has a striking
interior design, a motif
modelled after a stately
European castle that
contrasts sharply with the
low storefronts and wide
boulevards outside. The
regal interior design includes
amenities that are extensive
and which fit the Grand
Hotel motif of the facility

441111

racks. as well. including an AMIS
API 550A. 550B and 560 EQs., \ :Ilan

< page 64
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M -2 dual -channel mie preamp and F-2055
stereo EQ: dhx160 and 165. an EAR \IP2
stereo mie preamp, a Lexicon PC\1 -u. P( \180

weiss engineering ltd. digital audio. Per as,' me

IO

80
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and PCM -l2. Mlassenhurg 8200 stereo EQ.
Neve 225+ and 3226a limiters: Puttee EQP IA3
and EQH -2 tube EQs and HLF -3C filter.
te electronic M5000. t rei 11 "6 LN. LA3A and
LA4 limiters. a Teletronix LA2A and a Tube-

U.ro, Sw,trerland.Tel. +411 940 20 06

setting the tone
«The Weiss 02
I

is an

Tech CL -211 stereo limiter. The studios tape
machine complement includes four Studer
A800 Mk.III with recent transpon upgrades. a
pair of Ampex ATR-102 decks. a Studer A820.
and Panasonic and Sony DATs.
The other attraction, though. is decidedly
aesthetic. Royalton has a striking interior
design. a motif modelled after a stately European castle that contrasts sharply with the low
storefronts and wide boulevards outside. The
regal interior design includes amenities that
are extensive and which fit the Grand Hotel
motif of the facility. including a private.
moonlit whirlpool spa. and several beautifully
decorated private client lounges which, fitted
with one -of-a -kind furnishings. page 68 >

Fax +411 940 22 14

essential ingredient to Gateway Mastering Studios

success. l don't know-what I would do without it. From the Grammy award
winning Sting album to the grunge of Nirvana and Pearl Jam, the 102 is my
most used piece of gear.»

Bob Ludwig

Gateway Mastering Studios, Inc.

._(

MEMIX

SW'

is

a

sQ

professional analog mixing

&/.,

console for broadcasting studios. Easy to
operate, MEMIX offers all essential functions: no

i

confusing knobs, switches or displays -just faders and

pushbuttons, which can be programmed with any desired
control function.
The modular MEMIX system consists of 4- faderoperation

modules, a 3-fader plus master module (both modules

itt

It

acting as remote control devices only), a 1911/4U
chassis with all electronics and a power
Weiss 102 Series
processing system

supply unit (1971U).

weiss

the ultimate digital audio

Please send detailed information to

Company

Name:

Adress

Country:

weiss engineering ltd. digital audio

Florastrasse
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Ill= MEDIA
8610 Uster

Switzerland
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DISTRIBUTORS

ENGINEERING

Badenerstrasse 41, CH -8104 Weiningen- Zurich
750 66 88 Fax: +41 1750 6691
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The Latest.,.
Sennheiser Syste,-n 3000

- bridging the technological gap and

smashing the price barrier between professional multi -channel

radio microphone systems and small stand alone units.

- Sennheiser's latest

System 3000 combines the SKM 3072

hand -held radio

nic - with the

EM 3031 is a single 32- channel
-

mountable housing, while

EM 3031 or EM 3032 UHF receiver.

switchable receiver in
EM 3032

a 1U

rack

incorporates two complete

32- channel switchable receivers into the same 1U space.
32 switchable PLL frequencies

Sennheiser HiDyn plus noise reduction system

'Low battery' indicators
Includes many superior features from Sennheiser's

famoJs

.

n

A

ánd

EM 1046

multi- channel system

world beating new radio system at

price that's down to earth.

a

reatest

The American Academy of Television Arts a-1d

Sciences EMMY awards recognise those who

have displayed excellence in the entertainment fields.

Awarded

ii recognition

of the company's pioneering

advances in the field of wireless microphores and radio

frequency technology, an EMMY

is

the latest

prestigious accolade for Sennheiser. A companythat
has spearheltded research into jadio technology for

over thirty years.

s

The Eurovision Song Contest.

One of Europe's largest

broadcasting events,
sponsored by Sennheiser.
.

..
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UK, Ireland and Middle East: Sennheiser UK Ltd, 3 Century Point, Halifax Road, -sigh Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3SL, U.K. Tel 01494 551551. Fax 01494 551550. E -mail 1O6066.2217gcompuserve.com
USA Sennheiser electronic Corporatior: Tel -1- 860 -4349190. Fax +1- 860 -4341759. We site www.sennheiserusa.com
Germany and the rest of the world: Sennheiser electronic, Germany. Tel -49- 5130 -6000 Fax +49- 5130- 600300. E-mail 1O6OO5.55jcompuserve.com Web site: www.sennheiser.ccm

which offer clients a way to get
detailed. Location. for instance. We get a lot of
away from it all without leaving the premises.
Japanese clients and we find that they like to
'These rooms have a remarkable effect on
be near shopping areas, like Hollywood over
people using the studio,' says Scobie. The
the hill. But other clients like the fact that we
facility is huge. so there's lots of room to wancan give them what's virtually a closed envider around. Then I've seen people come back
ronment as though it were a residential facility
to one of the private lounges and finish lyrics
but still be within a short drive of anywhere in
or work out new musical arrangements. It's
LA. The small private client areas. the jacuzzi.
quite unique to have something so visually
All of that comes on top of having desirable
appealing and inspiring in conjunction with a
equipment that's maintained properly:
recording studio.'
Attention to detail is apparently paying off.
Its not quite an amenity. hut the front
as is an increasingly assertive marketing camreception area offers visitors a glimpse of
paign that has seen Scobie nurturing New
what might he -at three feet tall -the world's
York -based producers as she tries to widen
largest lava lamp. Skylighting is used in the
Royaltone's client base. Producer- engineer
main tracking room. which provides an airiTony Visconti has clone two projects there this
ness that contrasts nicely with the castle -like
year-the Sea Horses and Christian Lane
interior, which comes with its own heraldic
-and Nile Rodgers. who has his own facility
coat of arms.
on the east coast, has done Jimmie Vaughn.
As beautiful as Royaltone is. it still has to
All -t One and Paula Abdul there. Other artists
compete in an extremely tough market.
\h( hays availed themselves of Royaltone's
Scobie, who worked in music
technology and aesthetics
publishing. record labels and
include Rod Stewart. Van
ran her own producer and
Halen. the Scorpions and
Royaltone Studios.
engineer management firm in
Des'ree. as well as producers
10335 Magnolia Blvd, North
the UK. says she needs to
like Stan Lynch, Rick NowHollywood. CA 91602, US.
draw upon every bit of that
eis. Greg
Goldman and
Tel: +1 818 769 2596.
wide- ranging experience in Fax: +1 818 769 2573.
Rob Jacobs.
order to keep the studio comSumming it up. Scobie
Net: www.royaltonestudios.cottL,
petitive and profitable. 'It is
observes that. 'The studio is
difficult out there, there's no denying that. she
designed to maximise both creativity and effisays. 'But Los Angeles is experiencing a very
ciency. by creating a versatile environment
good upswing in music recording at the
that lets you go from work to relaxation at any
moment, and every studio has something difpace the client wants. It's like working in your
ferent to offer. which is important. I mean. the
own home
you happen to live in a very
things you have to consider are pretty
well-equipped castle.'
< page 66
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CineMix is D&R's answer to the ever
increasing demands placed upon the high -tech
video, film, and post production studio world
of the 9O's.
A recording console with superb
electronics, true dual input path design,
complete recall of all digitally controlled
muting and switching functions, True Left /
Center / Right Surround panning and two
highly automated signal paths per module,
CineMix is about to change the way you view
recording consoles - forever.
The D &R design team has broken new ground
with CineMix's digital recall "ARM" system
and its associated master controlled and
automated status switching. Easy to
understand, yet incredibly powerful, ARM
revolutionizes the way consoles are designed.
Its full six channel automated output section
and fully integrated automated Joysticks are a
pleasure to work with. Add to this D &R's
reputation for hand- crafting consoles of the
highest orden you will begin to understand
how the power of CineMix will change the way
our productions lake place in the future.
iWhether you're mixing for record or CD
induction, audio for video post, or six
liannel surroundfor film, the D&R CineMix
will fit the most difficult demands placed on the
mixing engineer of the nineties.

/

11.

D &R Electronica b.v.
Rijinkade 15B
1382 GS WEESP

The Netherlands
Phone: +31(294) 418014 Fax: +31(294) 416987
68
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Th3se clever engineers at Soundtracs had a challenge. How to
improve on perfection?
That is, the Jade Console still is for many, the perfect
)reduction console.With un- coloured audio, endless intelligent
features and total ease of use, could it really be improved upon?
Yes.

Combining the finest sonic specification with digitally
controlled dynamics, a proven (and reliable!) moving fader or
VCA based automation system (with on or off-line editing),

AES /EBU digital stereo and LCRS

format mixing

has culminated in those
'impossible' improvements.
And a remarkable refinement of an

already perfect design.

Challenge accepted, met and surpassed.
The new Jade -S Production Console.
Call for a free 16 page colour brochure, or better still book
private demonstration.

a

SOUNDTRACS
21 -D Blenheim Road Longmead Industrial Estate Epsom Surrey KT I9 9XN England. Telephone: ( +44) (0)181 388 5000. Fax ( +44) (0)181 388 5050
Distributed in the United Kingdom by Larking Audio Tel: 01234 772244
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Not all feature films need big budgets and supersonic soundtracks
to make their point, some rely on thrift and ingenuity. Rob James
reports on the posting of Shooting Fish
surrounding
audio post production of
vies concentrates on big
.,Iget. high profile. international
'Juctions and state-of-the-art
production facilities. But for every blockbuster. tens it not hundreds of low to medium
budget movies are quietly completed in a
variety of w :11s in more modest facilities. Shooting Fish, a British comedy drama much in the
Ealing tradition. is one such production.
The title refers to the ease of 'shcxwting fish
in a barrel' -the fish in question being the victims of confidence tricks perpetrated by the
MOST OF TIIE HYPE

the

70

leading characters: Dylan ( Dan Futterman). an
orphan with a burning ambition to buy a
stately hone and lei (Stuart Townsend)
another orphan. As we enter their lives they
are living in a gasometer and perpetrating a
scam involving an 'intelligent' talking computer. Dylan and lez are joined by Georgie
(Rate Beckinsale after they hire her from a
secretarial ad in a newspaper. Georgie's father
owns the house of their dreams but can't
afford to keep it. The film charts their adventures towards the ultimate goal of acquiring
the house. There are scams and counter
)

rams

in plenty.

London's Shepperton Studios ho >tcLI the
posting of the film and has been much in the
news since the Scott Brothers took it over.
A considerable investment has resulted in
two world -class dubbing theatres equipped
with Harrison \1PC consoles and Akai digital
recorders. But for pictures that cannot afford
the rates commanded by these studios there
is one room at Shepperton that. although less
prestigious than it once was, is still producing
good work; Theatre One. Lead mixer on
Shooting Fish. Mike Dowson. assisted on Stanley Kuhrik's Full i%Ittal Jacket and the Oscar nominated Gorillas in the Mist which cyere all
completed in the same room. Dowson's numher two on Shooting Fish was \kirk Taylor.
Original music was composed by Stanislas
Syrewicz.
The first temp mixes were done at the end
of 1996 and the film was more or less completely mixed in time for the 199- Cannes
Film Festival. There were already some
foreign sales. but the involvement of Fox
ensured financial success. When a major distributor gets involved they go through a
process of previews which almost inevitably
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changes and when the director. Stefan
Shwartz. went back to make the changes he
was vet) happy with what they had achieved.
When I first saw it they were struggling to get
it below two hours and it is now just over an
hour and a half. This must he one of the few
times a 'director's cut' has turned out shorter
than the original.'
The location recording. or Iloor mixing.
was clone by Simon Clark onto a stereo Nagra
with time -axle. without noise reduction. The
pictures were originally cut on film with the
re -cuts done on an Avid. 'l'he xaion talcs
were transferred to time -code DAIS and
3nun mag film with time code. After picture
editing. an EDL was generated from the cutting- copy magnetic -film track using a Colin
Broad time -code logger and the DATs loaded
into an A\IS AudioFile at the Sound Design
Company for conforming and editing by
Stefan Henrix, who is also the supervising
sound editor for the film.
'It would he unfair to say anyone sound
designed this picture.' Dowson says.
you
come up with concepts which affect the
whole soundtrack you deserve a sound
design credit. but that really only applies to
certain pictures and the space for it is almost
alwa)s present in the original script. The film
is shot and cut with the sound design in mind.
'It's not every picture that needs that kind
of thing. There was no real need for a sound
designer, as such. on Shooting Fish:
Dialogues were premixed onto a Sony 3324
digital multitrack with ADR recorded at Shepperton onto Akai DDI500 and loaded into
AudioFile from I)AT. Effects were trucklayed
on a Studiofrmie by Colin Chapman and
premixed from this onto the 3321. \\'e almost
always premix direct from the workstations if
we can Dowson continues. 'trying desperately
to avoid going to Tascam if at all possible
because of the relatively long kx.'k up times.
The first final mix was recorded onto an
Otari \ITR 9(I with Dolby SR noise reduction.
At that point we knew we couldn't finish the
mix because the music still wasn't sorted out.
but as we did this mix we added quite a few
sound effects which were not in the original
premixes which meant when they came back
to do the mix proper we were in a position
where we had effects on the final mix that we
did not have in the premixes and they wanted
to add more effects. In
the kind of schedule
allowed on pictures with
this sort of budget. you
do not have time to
properly update the premixes. So for the first
"final" final mix we
came off the \ITR -90
adding new music and
more effects onto the
332 -+ and then mastered
onto SR -D plus the necessary Dolly Stereo.
There were no picture
cuts at this stage so that
was okay. Then the picture went to Cannes:
and they recut the picture on Avid.
'Out of that came an
EDL. But by page 72
1

"fit

if

result in changes being required. In this case
several months of recutting followed. The
5nal film is around 20 minutes shorter than
the original with at least one scene cut completely and replaced with one line of ADR.
Ironically. due to the distribution arrangements. the version of the film being shown in
Scandinavia still has the original scene.
Once filins would be completed to the
director and producers satisfaction and that
would he the end of it but with the complex
financing arrangements surrounding even
modestly budgeted films weeks and months
of revisions are now the norm. Mike Dowson
reckons that. 'a lot of executives involved in
the process these days don't seem to be able
to visualise the film in their heads while it is
in production and only start to tailor it to marketing requirements once a version is substantially complete. Very few directors these
days seem to be able to make their own film
and stand by it, there are a few. but pretty
much if enough of the executives want
changes they will get them:
According to Dowson: 'With this particular
film they were quite happy about making
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Little Dipper analogue notch filter and a Dolby
Cat 43a. Dowson sees the DEQSs as a direct

replacement for the ubiquitous Little Dipper.
The DEQS is great. but the ability to peak
bands in the notch nude would make finding
the problem frequencies much easier.'
Dowson also makes considerable use of the
Dolby Cat-+3a noise reducer. For those unfamiliar with this device it uses .t standard Dolby
A Cat 22 card with a controller that allows the
card to he used in decode mode with fader
adjustment to the various bands. Legend has it
the Cat -13 was born after a dubbing mixer
heard an engineer playing audio through a
Cat 22 card on an engineering test rig which
varied the effect of the decoder bands. He
liked what he was hearing and the Cat or
Orange Box' was the result. The effect is

ENE

?EX

something

< page 71
now they had made a video master at 25fps and they decided to use that for
the recut which meant the EDL was only a
rough guide. So we had to play off die 332 t
onto a hunch of Tascam DA -88s for dialogue
effects and music. The dialogues were loaded
into AudioFile. roughly conformed to the EDL
and accurately placed by phasing to the guide
track. Dialogue editor Richard Fettes added
even more effects at this stage. From the
AudioFile tracklay they managed to generate
a kind of E[)L that gave the editors a guide of
what to do with the effects and music. The
effects. Foleys and music were loaded into an
Akai Dl)I500 and conformed to the dialogue

like

a

frequency- conscious

expander. There is also an SR version. the
Cat 430. that Dowson would have liked to use.
but did not have available for this picture.
Despite these tools. cleaning up dialogue is
a tine- consuming operation. The lighting
whistles do not remain constant in frequency
or level from shot to shot or even within shots
and you have to be constantly aware of the
filters' effect on voice quality.
it was a labour of love: hut there comes a
point in a picture with a schedule and budget
like this where you just have to say. "Enough.
I can't do any more without spending a lot
more time on it ". In this case we mixed the
dialogues in ahout four days, did the rest of
the premixing in another four. and did the
first final mix in two.
'When it carne to the last final mix. once

with a few intelligent
tweaks as. and where.
needed. For the final
final mix we had a
AudioFile
16 -track
two 16 -track
and
DD1500s giving us the
elements hack which
we mixed onto the
3324 before mastering
to SR.D on M -O disc
with all the other
delivery requirements
M &Es, D M&Es going
onto Tascam.
'Thu get into situations like this and you
think there must be a
better way and, of
course. there is.'
The sound of a feature film depends largely on the directors'
interest in it. In this case Stefan Schwartz was
interested. but not fanatical.
He doesn't care how it happens as long as
the intention is achieved,' explains Dowson.
They were certainly interested in sounds
which give then gags.'
'Stefan IHenrixl is a very. very good dialogue
editor and he did all he could. hut he is no
mixer and he brought me a whole bunch of
problems. A lot of the location sound was
plagued with radio tic interference. particularly
some location scenes shot around Alexandra
Palace. most of these had to be post synced,
there were horrendous HMI lighting whistles.'
The tools used to deal with all this consists
of two Yamaha DEQS digital equalisers. a l rei

72

the various versions of dialogue were combined, life became even more difficult.
Because I hadn't had time to get as much of
the rubbish out as I would have liked and the
new juxtapositions made some of the artefacts
more obvious. You spend maybe 20 minutes
sorting out one bit only to find five feet along
the frequencies have moved and widening up
the Q really affects the dialogue. I had quite a
lot of sibilance generally and some of the filtering and other processes the material went
through accentuated it a bit. I tried using a deesser we've had here for years but it is
extremely finicky to set up. and although I
was getting reasonable results. I tried a BSS
Opal compressor, de -esser and that was an
absolute life -saver. I took some page 74 >
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This Way.
Tday's Digital Audio Workstation is an indispensible tool for

Post Production, CD Premastering, and Music Production.

With each new twist and turn

in the maze

of technological possibilities, some
systems lead, others follow, and
many fall by the wayside.

Trough it all, one system
has consistently emerged
as the technology leader

-

delivering an impressive list
of achievements that have
taken our users where they need to
be to stay ahead of the competition.

The Path To Success
Follow the path we've blazed in digital audio with
achievements such as:
Best Sound and Best Picture Oscar -' winner The English
Patient posted on Sonic by The Saul Zaentz Co.

t award -winning NoNOlSE'ä system for professional
audio restoration
Emm

First non -linear DAW for music production and
CD

premastering

Sonic MediaNett' - the first (and only) real -time network

for media workgroups
Sonic High Density Studio

-

the world's first multitrack

96kHz 24 -bit audio system
DVD- Ready' - the first audio system to support all DVD
formats (Dolby Digital, MPEG -2, PCM)

And as you

find your way to the future

- 96kHz and DSD

High -Density Audio'TM, Surround Sound and DVD Audio

- don't get

stuck with yesterday's tools. Count on only one company to lead

the way

- Sonic Solutions.
Don't Get Lost in the Maze,
Get on the Right Path...with Sonic.

www.sonic.com
1.888.SONIC.4U
Sonic Headquarters
tel 415 893 8000

Sonic Europe
:2. 171

.

:

Way.

.

,

.

CA 94945

fax 415 893.8008

22 Soho Square. 2nd Floor. W1V 5FJ

287 0203

Sonic Pacific Rim

fax
!

londr^

UK

44 171.287.6106

81.3.5439.7171
.anea

The Sonc

SONIC SOLUTIONS

Sdmora bAe. Soc SaacSaem. Suer Wallet
oensm hew and CM) Peach are Iradarais
Ae ate eademal¢ all regaleredeadan3eó are de popery dderrespatnewNes
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72 advice from BSS :Intl fixmd using
the compressor section as a pure de -esser
worked wonderfully well. The dialogue \vas
tar easier to listen to. It took some hardness
out and eased off the sibilants really nicely. A
< page
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JUST GETS THE JOB DONE

a next generation digital
audiorecorder with on -board editing facilities. As a pioneer in the field of portable
PC card recorders, Maycom was able to
bring its years of experience to bear in the
development of the Easycorder.
Experience has shown that the capacity for
use in a variety of applications must not
be allowed to stand in the way of the simp
lest user interface possible. As a result
much of the development work focused on
the user interface and human engineering.
Frequently used functions are within
direct reach and all settings and actions
performed by the user are permanently
visible on a large, illuminated LCD display.

The Easycorder is

Though simple in operation, the Easycorder
offers great versatility and a wide variety
of I/O connectors.
Furthermore the Easycorder excels in
performance and reliability. The battery
pack provides over 4 hours of operational
recording time. A 'smart system' keeps
track of individual battery statistics, thus
providing a precise indication of the
remaining capacity. Using only the latest
technologies, the Easycorder is fully geared
for today's professional user.

- _:

MAYCOM
.'l.,1rim Ii

Dorpsstraat 29. 6661 EG Fist (Lid.)
Tel: .31 (0) 481 377 740
Fax: +31

10) 481

bargain at the price.
' \Pith the changes in technology suddenly a
lot of the transfer hay work has moved into
the cutting rooms: he suggests. 'The editors
don't have any great problem trlcklaying
using D:\\VN once they grasp the essentials
because they know what they want to
achieve: the problems arise on the analogue
side. They should he in this wonderful position to assess sound really well. but they
haven't had the training or experience to do
that. and they don't necessarily have the ear
for it. A lot of then have a problem identifying what is and is not a real problem.'
The mixing console in Theatre One is a
venerable, and heavily modified. 40- channel
Trident Series 80 film desk fitted with Otari
Diskmix automation. This system is well liked,
but Otari is not keen to extend it further since
it no longer sells automation systems for fitting to other manufacturers' desks.
it is just as quick as Flying Faders, its simple, and \vc use it just like a 40- channel
recorder. We never bother with off-line editing of mix parameters.' comments Dowson.
The music was all 2-track and with discrete
mixing -like SR.D -you have to actively fill
the speakers with sound. With Dolby Stereo,
the matrix will give you a centre image and
stuff bleeds into the surrounds: with SR.D you
have to work that hit harder to fill it out and
use a few more tricks:
One of the tricks Dowson used on the
music was to pass it through a Dolby SDII 4
decoder to spread it without major effort
('Dolby don't really approve of the method.
but the final test is whether it works or not.).
Dowson disagrees with Todd -AO's Chris
Jenkins over Dolby's influence on the quality
of film sound: 'I can see the purist in him talking about the Dolby matrix putting the ultimate quality of cinema sound hack years. but
you have to remember what it has done for
quality in the average cinema.'
Making the Dolby Stereo track as compatible as possible with the SR.D is necessary
because any problem with the SR.D track on
the print causes the system to switch to the
analogue optical track. Careful choice of
revert) and effects is needed to make such
changes as unobtrusive as possible. Dowson
has a favourite Lexicon program that he uses
for this purpose.
Rcverh was taken care of by a couple of

NL

377 380

Email: maycom. +euronet.nl

1III

4
171 602
: 715 12IS. fax 32 2 725 7b38 U.K.: lumina Trading Litl. Tel .44 171 603 7777.
d:oan lag en Lmbli. Tel: +49 6074 915 226, Fax: .49 6074 915 10 New Ocean Computer, Tel. 49 8139 99072. Fax: .49
4240 4780
4240 5522. Fax .33
732 1511 /1658. Fax: +41III 730 1502 France: SA. V. Tel +33
8139 1024 Switaer)and: Tello, Tel: .41
3 203 4804, Fax: .34 3 280
Portugal: 4 ++id L enli6co. Tel: .351 470 4348. Far .351 475 4373 Spain: Lexon Audio Video Professional. Tel
4029 Italy TOS. Tel: +39 2 3340 0350. Fax: .39 2 3800 0465 Denmark: Rev.. Tel .45 5932 1212. Fax +45 5932 1512 Sweden: Protron Audio AB.
Tel
922 3640. Far. +46 922 13633 Poland: Proli Audio. Tel: .48 22 773 1759. Fax: 48 22 773 1759 Slovenia: MID. Tel: -386 61 317 830. Fax
New Zealand: EDSI. Tel: -61 2 9550 2288, Fax.61 2
095 249 8074, Fax .7 099 249 8034 Australia
.386 61 320 670 Russia: MSMAX. Tel:
9517 1406 Japan: MTC. Tel. .81 3 5280 0251. Fax: .81 3 5280 0254 China: ACE. Tel .85 2 2424 0387. Fax: 85 2 2424 0788 Korea: Sunil Tech.
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Lexicon 300Ls and an AMS. Other toys in Theatre One include an Eventide ultra Harmoniser and AMS 15 -80s. All the various
record and replay transports are synchronised
using a TimeLine Lynx system including. of
course. a biphase film module. In addition the
Akai DD1500 is often used as a time code
gearixlx to deal with the usual mixed collection of frame rates.
Early mixes of Shooting Fish were all done to
a video picture and Dowson is wary of the
faith placed in current nonlinear editing
processes to keep the picture in sync.
When it came to the last final mix I insisted
we had a film print. partly to get a true sense
of scale, but mainly to be absolutely certain
the neg cutting had resulted in the print having the same sync as the tapes we had been
working to.' Dowson explains. Traditionally.
the rubber numbering process gave you a
direct route back to the clapper board. With
nonlinear processes there are so many things
that can go wrong that result in the sound
being out of sync with the picture and there
is virtually no way of checking where things
went wrong. I have only mixed two filins this
ye:ar which were completely in sync. one was
traditionally edited and tracklayed on film and
the other was nonlinear, but the whole
process had been carried out at 25fps, shot.
cut and dubbed.'
With the old way of doing things there was
an 'audit trail' right the way hack. This is an
area that will require further attention if the
full promise of nonlinear is to be realised. But
despite the tortuous route, Shooting Fish sounds
fine.
What began as a budget feature 2-week
mix has stretched to several months of intermittent activity. Could it have been simpler?
Of course it could, but it would have required
a larger budget up front and the foreknowledge that major revisions would be needed
after completion. In a sense, some of the
problems here were caused by the film's success
Fox Searchlight hadn't picked it up
the major revisions would not have been
required -but there were still fundamental
problems with the chosen route.
It would be great if film projects always
went smoothly with well -recorded location

-if

sound and a clearly laid out postproduction
process route. Multichannel music or at least
music that has been mixed with a matrix
decoder in circuit so there are no nasty surprises ought to be the norm, but unfortunately isn't. In the real world, the route
followed by many films is verging on anarchistic. The last few years have brought profound changes to film postproduction
process. Very few people would want to
return to physical editing of sound let alone
to nonautomated mixing. But something vital
is in danger of being lost. The old way of
doing things may have been a hit agricultural,
but at least the process was clearly defined
and refined over many years with appropriate
skills employed at the critical points. Projects
can work smoothly using the current technology with the proper preplanning. Sadly,
few are well planned. It is time to inject a little order into the digital age. Not only would
quality improve, but costs would actually fall
since `rescue jobs' are invariably more expensive than doing it right in the first place.
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50th anniversary of the APRS society, Tim Goodyer and
London to trace the origins
of its recording studios and its music recording scene
On the

Dave Harries take to the streets of

-

IlE STUDIOS that served the early
stages of the music recording scene

have since become as much a part
its history as the records they produced. The days that defined popular music also saw equipment and working
thethods derived almost from scratch. But
while records poured out of these studios, the

of

studios themselves were few in number, refining their recording and production practices
with a fervour and secrecy that made them as
glamourous as the stars they made-and
building formidable reputations for certain of
those who operated them.
As with many historical events, the story of
these studios is heightened by the conflicting
recollections that arise when it is researched.
So when the 50th anniversary of the APRS pre sented a golden opportunity to look back at the
formative days of London's first studios, it was
no surprise to find that anecdotes now outnumber hard facts by a considerable margin. A few
signposts exist to help define the framework,
however, so when Abbey Road opened its
doors on 12th November 1931 for Sir Edward
Elgar and the LSO to make the first recording of
Land of Hope and Glory, we can be certain that it
was called EMI Studios, that IBC had been running for some time, that the opening of Decca's
Broadhurst Gardens facility was three years
away, and that Billy Higgs independent music
studios, Levy Brothers studios and Star Sound
studios would all appear over the following four
years.

IBC grew out of Radio Normandy when,
after WWII, its major shareholder, a former
MP named Captain Leonard Plugge, was
unable to recoup his investment from the
French. It was established as both the Universal Programmes Company Limited and IBC
-standing for International Broadcasting
Company or International Broadcasting Corporation (according to Adrian Kerridge and
Peter Harris respectively; Harris recalls it
being the only corporation other than the
BBC). When Allen Stagg arrived to run Studio
B alongside John Terry, they were in the business not only of recording but of training a
particularly high standard of engineer. That
the names found here recur throughout this
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story is testament to IBC's success: Dennis
Preston, Adrian Kerridge, Eric Tomlinson,
John Timperley, Jack Clegg, Jimmy Lock,
Peter Harris, Ray Prickett, Keith Grant... And
Joe Meek. Today Stagg regards Meek's
involvement with IBC sourly, but Meek did go
on to establish himself as the first independent producer-engineer at his studio at 304
Holloway Road in 1960.
'When I first started, I was wearing a white
coat and sweeping the dog -ends up off the
floor,' comments Adrian Kerridge. In those
days Allen Stagg really put you through your
craft. Then I started spinning discs on
shows-we had a live announcer in the room
and I'd run the show from two turntables, and
do the whole show in as long as it took to do
the show, and then the playouts. There's no
better way of learning than doing something
live and getting your craft and your art drilled
into your head pretty quickly.'
The two rooms that once comprised IBC
are no longer studios, along with many of the
other key studio sites: Decca's studio in
Broadhurst Gardens now used by the English
National Opera, Philips' Stanhope Place
address was made familiar by Paul Weller (as
Solid Bond Studios), but now hosts another
business, Pyé s spot in the former ATV House
has become a casino, Trident's St Anne's
Court home is now empty; and the New Bond
Street location that housed Guy de Bere and
later became Advision (before it moved to 23
Gosfield Street in 1969) and then Chappell's
has been cleared. A few sites still support
related studios, however: Star Sound is now
Air Edel and, of course, EMI has become
renowned as Abbey Road.
From a literal handful of studios during the
1930s and 1940s, there was a watershed
beginning in 1956 when the first studios not
associated with record companies appeared.
These included the first Advision and Philips
in 1956, CTS at its original Bayswater address
in 1957, Lansdowne in 1958 and page 79 >
From the top. 1 Star Sound showing Air Edel
colours. 2 Adrian Kerridge: from IBC. to

assisting Joe Meek. to running CTS. 3 Abbey
Road soldiers on. 4 Philips at Stanhope Place
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in '59. Originally. all were

5.-a4/417d4rofie

building custom equipment, common links
being limited to tape recorders such as EMI's
BTR1 and BTR2 machines. which helped keep
engineers' expertise specific to one studio.
But there were other factors that distinguished
an engineer's prospects from those today:
I joined EMI the same day as George Martin
-1st November 1950; recalls Ken Townsend.
I was at (EMI] Hayes for a while and I came
to Abbey Road at the tail end of 1953, early
1954. and even then there was apparently a
pact between the studio manager of Decca
and EMI that no staff would he given a job at
either of the other ones. and they didn't want
the techniques being divulged. In fact. there
was probably some sort of unwritten law
when you look back-nobody did move
between those two companies. and they were
at that stage the two biggest companies.'
Even Abbey Road hosted an uneasy peace
between two former rival recording companies --HMV and Columbia Gramophone -that
had been 'thrown together'. in Townsend's
words. under EMI.
'It was a hit like EMI and Decca were later
on,' he continues. 'you weren't allowed to
speak to each other because you had your
own recording techniques and they were
absolutely dead secret. And so it was even after
1945 when the war finished. When I joined.
the people who were HMV and the people
who were Columbia still considered themselves as either HMV or Columbia people.
'There weren't magazines like Studio Sound
that published all the microphone techniques
and all the sorts of microphones that people
are using. Recording engineers were a little
bit. I suppose, a hit scared of somebody taking their jobs over.'
One of the key movements of personnel of
the time was that of Allen Stagg from IBC to
Abbey Road. After 15 years training the industry's engineers. Stagg received a call from Ken
East inviting him out to lunch.
'1 said. "What's it about ? ". He said. "I'll tell
you when I see you ".' Stagg relates. 'They'd
apparently heard all about how IBC was, and
he wanted me to do the same at Abbey Road.
What a job.
'I did a few things but I never did see it as
anything other than a temporary thing as far
as I was concerned, for the very simple
reason that I was forced into being confrontational, which is against the grain as far as
I was concerned. But I couldn't see any other
wV:n forward.
The tragedy was that when I left I was
asked to make a recommendation and I said.
-Well, there's only one person there and that's
Ken Townsend ". I knew and everybody else
knew that Ken was the obvious choice, so
I
recommended him and they chose Gus
Cook instead.'
The early recording studios were all to he
found worked into existing buildings as
opposed to enjoying purpose -built facilities.
Decca was a municipal building. Advision was
originally a dental manufacturing company and
even Abbey Road began as a residential property. The circumstantial nature of page 81 >
From the top. 1 Place your bets at Pye.
2 Evidence of Decca's past life. 3 Transport
of delight at Advision. 4 IBC: company or
corporation? 5 Trident, deep In Soho
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page 79 such

premises

rims-such as those at
Decca. CTS in Bayswater. Olympic in Carlton
Street, Advision in Sharpleshall Street (subsequently used by Mayfair) and later Trident in
nunv of the live

Annes Court-did possess excellent acoustics.
'It was purpose -built, triple -wall. floating
floor. trick ceiling that looked low. but in fact
wasn't.' says John Timperley of Advision's
Bond Street days. 'It was veri well equipped:
Neve, pukka air conditioning that added

cope

agewzad

Versfon

O

St

Barry Sheffield on Trident:
We used to have the police come round on

fairly regular basis when the Beatles were
there. There was one chap that had ginger
hair
policemar -and he used to bang on
the door at two in the morning. They used tc
come in and they used to stow their helmets
under their arm in the control room and they'd
say, "A lot of joss sticks tonight" and we'd
say, You want a beer ? ". and they'd go away
again. Then you'd see them in about two
nigits' time.
'I think because in those days you werd
honest enough to let them in and they could
cone and stand and be with the stars-they
weren't interested in what we were doing
anyway.'
a

-a

moisture to the air to keep the string sounds
the same night and day...'
The first site chosen by Dennis Preston for
CTS studios was in Kensington Gardens Square.
Bayswater. and was previously a banqueting
hall owned by retail magnate William Whitely.
'Somelxxh' found an old print that showed
it in its heyday with a minstrels gallery at one
end and all sons of things.' Peter Harris
explains. The drawback we had there was
that underneath the studio were the storage
cellars of the furniture company next door
-Frederick Lawrence & Co-so at crucial
times you'd hear these steel- wheeled trolleys
being trundled around downstairs. So one
had to rush round and beg the gentleman
who controlled the loading bay to get these
guys to lay off for a little while.'
Any tension that exists today between
audio and video people can. in part. trace its
origins back to these early days as much of
the music recording grew out of established
radio and film facilities. Peter Harris remembers the dissatisfaction of film -music composers with existing facilities driving them
into places such as CTS (Cine Telesound Studios), established specifically to attract them:
'All the film studios had scoring stages then,
but many of the composers were not madly
happy about the results they got,' he says.
There were exceptions, of course. but a lot of
composers knew that the record-type studio
could produce a better noise for them. So CTS
was set up with film projectors. sprocketed
recorders. and optical recorders, and very
shortly coined an awful lot of film work from
the UK, and a lot from America. All the major
composers from the States used to come over:
Mancini. Goldsmith. Baccarach... It also captured a huge amount of the commercial.
making commercials, because ITV had just
stared. One of the directors was Johnny Johnson. who was known as 'The King of the Jingles'. we used to do a lot of Cliff Adams work
and a couple called The Shakespeares were
quite busy in that field at the time. So we had
a very large percentage of that sort of work.'
But studios already serving film companies.
and the film companies themselves. were
often ready to belittle the work of a new
breed of engineers who were interested in
establishing a new benchmark in audio.
They were bitchy.' confirms Jack Clegg.
who toured Pye. Decca and CTS after his
stint at IBC. 'I did stuff for Pinewood with
Frank Cordell, and they were forever picking
holes in it and saying. "Well. I can hardly
hear the cellos... ".'
'The major studios like Shepperton page 83 >
From the top. 1 Trident's typically anonymous
entrance. 2 Ken Townsend at Abbey Road.

Star Sound's Deco frontage.
4 Home of a generation: IBC.
3
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Mailes on Decza:

Almost to the end of Wilkie [Arthur Wilkins
retiring, if you did anything that was slightly
different you were conside,ed to be not one of
the real Decca people. it wasn't on.
'I remember Wilkie once walking through the
number two studio
had an access through
to the Number 3 canteen and studio area, a
sort of shortcut. don't remember what was
recording
piano. voice or something. pop,
or jazz even-and I'd got the piano propped up
on a little half- stick. He walked through and
said, You can't record a piano like that ". In
my young way, said, "Well. you come back
half past two when the session starts and I'll
show you ". This was the only way we could
tackle the problems that were coming along.
People wanted different things and you had t
go about them in different ways.'

-it

I

-a

I

I

81 and Pinewood, although they did

record music it was done under duress.' adds
Eric Tomlinson. who succeeded Allen Stagg at
the helm of IBC. 'They would tell the sound
department there is music next week. and
there was a sort of. "Oh all right. I'll do it ".
It was not the most popular reception in the
film industry.
'While we were at CTS I did a score with
Ronald Goodwin -Those Magnificent Alen in their
Flying Machines. Pinewood were dubbing it and
they said they must have the music, as soon
as the first reel was done. It went. and at
about quarter to one we got a message from
Pinewood to say the music is useless -stop
recording, you're wasting your time. We carried on.
'Went over to Pinewood and there was a
committee there. of sound people. and they
ran it for us and said, "It just won't work. it
sounds too big. it's got echo on it. and left is
left and right is right. You don't understand
film music. you people in London. And this is
what it should sound like ". They said they
couldn't do much with it. at which point Ron
Goodwin said that we thought they were
wrong. Ron made a very good speech about
how he'd just done the film music for Hou the
West was Won and how he wanted this music to
sound every hit as good as that. And then we
tried to make friends and said. "Come and
have a drink. we'll discuss it further". And they
all said. "Can't do that". Then the lights went
out and we 'ere left to find our own way out.'
'We had a problem because Sheppenon
used to mark up the reels wrong so we
always put the wrong picture and sound up.'
adds Jack Clegg. 'I'm sure they used to mark
then up wrongly because they were so
insanely jealous. \\e weren't allowed to do
film music because we were a sound studio.'
But the sheer volume of hits that came out
of Britain and the London studios proves that
the engineers had learned their trade well.
Technical progress accompanied and
assisted the recordings. Eric Tomlinson recalls
the first stereo recording taking place at IBC
in the hands of Adrian Kerridge. who now
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heads CTS.
'It was for an American company. Empire
I believe. Johnny King I think was the musical director. These Americans came over and

they brought with them a brown plastic
attaché case in which was one of the portable
Ampexes. It was shiny brown leathery -type
hard case and you opened up -broke it in
half and the top half was the deck. and the
bottom part the amplifiers. and then two
speakers popped out. \Xe were very short of
mies. but we managed to find Adrian a
couple and packed him off. \\'e had the Ted
Heath hand there. and he put one mie at one
end and one at the other. and we were all outside in the corridor listening to this fantastic
stereo. Took the wind out of my sails a little
bit but nevertheless it really was quite good
considering he just had two microphones up.
It was a fairly interesting time.
'I've still got the actual tapes of that session. In mono. It was the best Ted Heath
page 84 >
hand and it was in top form

-in

From the top. 1 The English National Opera in
action at Decca. 2 Now just another business
address: the former Philips and Solid Bond site.
3 Abbey Road sporting an almost graffiti wall
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page 83 fact. just a few years ago I was
playing the tape early one morning when I
was setting up and in came some musicians:
-Hey what's that? Sounds great ". And I said.
-\\'cll you ought to know. you were on it ".
It was only it commercial record. it WAS
nothing spectacular. but I still use it in a
strange studio to acclimatise myself to the
sounds of the room.'
The opportunities for technical development
were irresistible and the foundations of numerous reputations were quickly laid down. including that of Rupert Neve. But Neve cyan in the
good company of designers such as Bernard
Marsden and Dick Swettenham who was
responsible for all the desks used at Olympic.
Bernard used to go around with a cigarette
packet and draw circuits on them.' says Eric
Tomlinson of Marsden. 'Then he'd put that
cigarette packet in the fire. so consequently
nothing was ever really kept. He would
deci t.tn :all thtNe link: hits and nieces. remenr
<

1

b r going to see this big box with a magic eye
in there which opened and closed. He used it
for disk cutting to get more level on. Of
course Nlichael Barclay of I've loved that -get

records louder. or apparently louder.'
\I(>st notable for their in -house equipment
were Decca and EMI.
1\'' had a manufacturing centre upstairs
and all the RS60s. limiters and things. they
were made there.' explains Ken Townsend.
\\'c later made those into cutting rooms.
when we formed a thing called REDD. which
was Record Engineering Development Division (based in Hayesl, which started making
the REDD equipment -the REDD was the
first sort of stereo gear.
'The REDD 1- used 41kdB amplifiers made in
Germany-to my knowledge. that was the first
ever recording console. rather than a sort of a
box. It had eight inputs and two auxiliaries.
You had sum and difference transformers on
('h:mneh M2 anti '\S :mil ;it the next stage
'

1

you could plug in either pop or classical EQ.'
'One of the big things that we got going was
the echo chamber,' continues Stuart Eltham,
who began his time with EMI's Abbey Road in
1948. 'and it took quite a time persuading the
research department that we needed a mixer
they thought you could just put echo on everything. \\e had to try and explain to them that
you needed more echo on violins and voices.
and you didn't need any on the drums... Which
means you wanted to select which microphone
circuits you were going to inject echo on and
able to adjust the level. The trouble was they
used to give us what they thought we ought to
have-you thought. "For God's sake, why
doesn't one of you sit in on a session and see
what we're trying to do ?".'
The BTR1 appeared from EMI's R&D rooms
in 1949. giving way to the BTR2.
'It was still a mono machine,' Eltham says,
'but it had been redesigned and it was pretty
gcxxl. One of the big things was that page 86 >
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Below: George Martin In his Air years

INTERNATIONAL
The extensive range of

Micron radio microphone systems offers one of the
widest choices of compatible products available.

Specified for their audio quality and ruggedness in the field, they are used every day, all over
the world, in television studios and theatres, for outside broadcast and location sound. Micron

systems have an excellent reliability record, with products
years - engineered by a company which specialises solely

in

continuous service for over 20

in

radio microphone equipment.

Jack Clegg on Air:
'With Anthony Newly, did a thing called 'That
Noise-Can You Hear It?'. Up turns the band
and Tony Newly and he says he's being
haunted by this noise in his head. like tinnitus.
He said to me, "What are we going to do
about the noise ? ". said, "What noise ? ". He
told me about this noise that was haunting
him
kind of rhythmic noise. didn't know
anything about this, and we couldn't add it
later: it had to be the root of the thing
because it had to be driving the rhythm section
and we'd got to put it on a track on its own.
'There was a cardboard box that Arthur used
to keep with novelties in, so grabbed a
handful of these things -there was a football
rattle, a pop -gun and a duck call. couldn't find
anything else. so stuck a ruler on the edge of
the desk -this is while I'm setting up the
bloody session -and went 'dong', cut it into a
loop, stuck it on the BTR at the back and
whipped up some headphones, and that was
the basis of the rhythm section driving the
piano. bass and drums.
'The beginning of a session is all fraught
anyway because you've only got three hours to
get the bloody thing done and the last thing
you want to be doing is pratting around with
popguns and football rattles. You didn't get
any help: you set up your own bloody studio
and as often as not you were your own tape
op. It really was in at the deep end.'
I
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We are now in stock Apogee's keenly awaited
AD -8000 which combines a true 24 bit converter
(114dB dynamic range) with 8 channels of
AES/EBU & S/PDIF /o. In addition, a 4-card
backplane, featuring Apogee's exclusive AMBUS
(Apogee Multimedia Bus), allows you to add
interfaces for ADAT, TDIF (Tascam) and Pro Tools,
with even more interfaces to come.
Also on board are Apogee's famed W22 process
for translating high -res digital audio to 16 or 20 bits
without quality loss; and Soft Limit to add extra
level to your recordings without overs.
AD -8000 is ideal in project studios or postproduction suites paired with a modular digital
multitrack or DAW, and equally at home in the
world's top studios & production facilities with
the most sophisticated digital 48 -track recorders
& digital mixing consoles.
The next step in digital audio conversion is at
R &W. Call Gary Ash for an evaluation AD -8000
now. We'll understand if you want to keep it.
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console. We are currently giving y
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02R complete with FREE MB02 Meterbridge, FREE WO2SP Wooden
Side Panels & FREE choice of CD8 -AT (ADAT) or CD8 -TD (Tascam)
interface - in fact everything to get you started for only £5995''

for just £5595'
for as low as £5195'°"

02R + FREE Tascam DA -30 Mk2 DAT Recorder
02R + FREE Philips CDR870 CD Recorder
.A

Maraahi-Z CDR
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FREE Discs
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Buy a Marantz CDR-615 Pro CD Recorder at R &W we'll give you 10 FREE
Professional CDR Blank Discs and a Neato CDR Disc Labelling Kit complete with
its user friendly Windows /Mac CD label design software and labels.
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The digital console of your dreams can be had at

R &W

TC Price Drorl

New Totsc twi DAT

At R &W we continue to take the
trouble to test and listen critically to
all the DAT recorders available today.
Tascam's DA -20 has always been our
firm price/performance favourite.
Now they've released the DA -20
Mkt. It's even better and it costs less!
Nevi low DA -20 Mk2 price! Call now.
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54 Section: SrMplers, Sequences, Sound
The most popular way to record and
store digital audio data is still on the
most reliable and portable medium
of tape. The contenders are the Hi8
format Tascam DA -98, DA-88 & DA-38
or S -VHS Alesis ADAT-XT & M30.
But which one is right for you? The
answer is at R &W. Best prices too.
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DB-Max Broadcast Maximizer
Now only £2099

is the most gorgeous sounding and
sexiest looking mic pre available.
The new VOXBOX from Manley.
It's even got their famous optocompressor on-board, and one of their
amazing extended Pultec equalisers, plus
a de -esser and peak limiter. VOXBOX is
already selling well because nobody
does it better than Manley. Like to hear
one? We have demo units available.

Just look at what it covers
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Wizard M2000 Multi- Effects
Was f139 Now only £1099
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copy today.
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means we've cut tc
electronic prices. It's commonly
accepted that tc make the best studio
outboard kit you can get your hands on.
So, whiffle the £ is high it's time to buy!
The strong
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forjust £2549 plus VAT.

Oh, and we'll throw in a FREE new Tascam DA20 Mk2 Professional DAT
Recorder worth f595, our standard 2 -year guarantee, and the best pro-audio
back-up and support service in the business. So what are you waiting for?
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non -linear digital recording are
possible without breaking the bank.
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< page 84 somebody at the factory designed a
way of getting bias on the tape -the previous
method used to give quite a few harmonics that
caused distortion. Somebody there had
designed a push -pull method of making an
oscillator. so it just gave out pure frequencies
and no harmonics. and all the harmonics were
killed. and you got a pure source of bias in the
tape. and it didn't distort.'
Today. such equipment commands equal
measures of respect and cash-although some
original users remember its shortcomings.
All the mixing consoles were pretty bloody
awful.' says Decca's Jack Clegg. 'I'm thinking

of the mixing console in Number 1. which
was "Heath Robinson ". There were ten channels, so if you wanted the bass-and we're
talking about 4 -track recordings -to be on
Track 1 you had to be in a particular place in
the studio. You actually had to physically
move people around in the studio to get them
on different tracks. It was awful.'
Tom Stevenson remembers the first Neve
desk appearing in 1964 at Chappells when it
had been bought by Philips: In 1964 I was so
impressed with what Rupert had done I raised
capital to set him up in business. In fact, the
day that Harold Wilson got into parliament
when there was a great shortage of money
around, I was able to raise capital. but he
turned it down and I think he got it from a
semi- religious organisation.'
The installation provided the inspiration
Eric Tomlinson. then based at Anvil Studios in
Denham. needed: 'We went to Chappells in
Bond Street and saw the very first Neve desk.

44°

black one. rather a long black one- you
had to he very long in the arm to reach the
top of it. We met the sales guy and he said,
"There it is. we can do you one of these ". And
I said, "Well. it's good, but it's not very good
for us, it's too big. too long. It would be difficult in our control room. You wouldn't he
able to see the screen, you have io see the
screen. It's got to be lower. And we want to
be able to work quickly on it ". So he said.
"Well, there is another design coming out... ".
That was the very first of the blue -coloured
slimline modular desks. the number of it
I don't know, but it was one which had EQ
on the channels, and so on. We talked Ken
(Cameron] into buying one of those, but being
a Scotsman he balked at buying a 24- channel
one, he bought 18.
'It worked very well once we got over the
first teething troubles. We were using 3 -track
and 4 -track Studers, 4 -track 1 -inch I believe it
was and 3-track half-inch, and. I think. 4 -track
half -inch. So I had numerous head -blocks.'
A Neve also replaced a Telefunken desk in
Pye's mobile in either 1965 or 1966 and
worked with. 'It was the first desk that wasn't
shiny black.' says Pye's Ray Prickett. 'it was
that bluey beige. I chose that for that desk and
they stuck with it for many years.'
Throughout the 1960s and 1970s studios
came. moved merged and closed. The doors
to the once-exclusive club had been forced
open and the cocktail of enthusiasm. entrepreneurism and business that came to characterise the studio business began to take 11,,1,1
Particularly significant in the op( r page 88 >
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THE HIRE

a trap-door at the end of the studio
Garrard 301 turntable with an arm
`Connected to it. had a button on the console
that used to operate a relay that controlled the
motor under the 301 that turned the turntable

'There was

that had

a

I

round and opened the trap-door. And that was
the air conditioning.
used to get the horn players complaining
that they couldn't breath. So just used to
shut the door and pretend couldn't hear
them.'
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page 86 ing was that of George Martin's
in 1969. This followed his departure from EMI in 1965 over money-having
requested a rise and expenses for his secretary. he was informed that the Beatles made
166m profit that year. Martin challenged the
statement. believing that the figure was .f66m
turnover. The revelation that it was. indeed,
profit prompted his departure and the formation of his own independent company.
'We opened with 16- track. Air's Geoff
Emerick states, 'Abbey Road was still 8- track.
We intended to open with Studer 16- tracks.
I seem to remember. but they weren't ready
so we bought 3Ms again. then Studers.'
'George and I had lunch one day,' recalls
<

\ir studios

Trident's Barr Sheffield. and George said,
"I reckon that Air Studios is the best studio in
the world now. I think we're better than you
are And I said, "George. that's the best hit of
news I've ever had because I want to be number two because I've got somewhere to go
and you've got nowhere to go ". I can remember him saving. "I wish I hadn't said that".'
Inevitably. not all the trading met with the
approval of the engineers. Olympic's sale to
Virgin. for example. came as a surprise to
Keith Grant: 'Cliff called me up to the office
and said. "l've sold it ". I said. -What do you
mean you've sold it ? ". He said. "I've sold it to
Virgin ". I said, "Thu might at least have told
me about this ". I know I was a microscopic
shareholder, but for goodness sake...
'And that was that. I immediately had two
offers to reopen
was offered á5m to
reopen another studio by one party. and then

-I

One of these

shortly after that another party asked me the
same question: -Would I reopen another studio in London ?". And that same party six or
eight months ago approached me again.
I said, "tio thanks, l've had my fair share ".'
The studio operated by Chappell Music
Publishing from its basement faced difficulties
when the death of owner Louis Drefus
incurred death duties so large that they forced
its sale. John Timperley's memories of the
acquisition are not fond ones: 'AT\' nearly
bought us. EMI looked at the hooks. various
big corporations made offers and counteroffers. And in the end Philips got us.
'Got ruined by Philips,' he states. 'I've no
hesitation in saying that. Philips came and
looked round and were distraught at the
equipment level: What had we got all the Dolby's for? Why did we need all these microphones? What about this and that? My Goct
you've got four echo plates and a chamber...
'Gradually the Old guys that hired nie wen
got rid of. and in the end if came down to the
fact they didn't want to have another studio
competing with their Philips studio in London. They did their damnedest to close us
down, and within three or four years they dig!
They wrecked it. Out of pure jealousy:
Most recently. the famous Decca Recording
Centre has also closed leaving just a couple of
engineers behind.
'They probably feel they have to.' Timperley observes, 'if only to play their tapes to
them, sort out the library and do the odd sex
sion. But eventually when they retire...
'Have they kept Jimmy Lock?'

Geoff Emerick on Abbey Road:
'If we wanted to be really luxurious we'd record
three songs in a session, otherwise we'd do
four. That was that the union allowed and in
those days too you didn't have any mixing time
afterwards -you had to get it right on the
session -so it was like being a live broadcast
in a way.

'But they were good records:you relied upon
the arranger to do a really workable score, that
you knew in advance was going to work well
and you had an engineer who knew how to
balance up the rhythm sections and the brass
the
and the strings. The net result was
artist was good, and they generally were,
certainly Matt Munro was-you got a very good
recording in a very short space of time. Very

-if

efficient way of recording.'
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...the other is the key to recording success.
Schoeps GmbH

Spitolstrasse 20
D -76227 Karlsruhe
Germany
Tel
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email: mailbox a schoeps.de
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The new CCM -L series is the latest enhancement of the outstanding CCM series. Now
fitted with a purpose designed, balanced, tri -axial Lemo connector (or "plug" as we
say in the trade); you can pick and choose the cable most suited to the job in hand.
Fit a rigid cable for suspension and fixed installation work or an ultra compliant cable
for the ultimate lightweight boom microphone. Whether you are recording in Antarctica
or The Albert Hall, you can be assured of the results you need. Sonic excellence just

crammed into a tiny space
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good job they don't need any room for improvement.

The New Schoeps CCM -L series
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Project Audio Limited
5 Castle Road
London
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Tel
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Fax: 0171 428 9699
e-mail: projec t.audio a =etnet.co.uk

The classic professional microphone...just crammed into a much smaller space.
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8

9

4

,

Now available in the U.K.

circle

mad to

+

Anthony DeMaria Labs

813701

L

1

:.r:SS,...:,w,.

E-mad saiesehhb co ah

%

Oxford Road

New Denham
Uxbridge UB9 4DN, UK
Tel: +44 (0)1895 813730
Fax: +44 (0)1895

-or' an iillrttnrtedlJa!te response
either' FAXBACK Rebecca

Studlib SoubfUdly 401u Floor,,
a Montaigne Close,
London SErU SUM

HHO,.n,i
Fax

recording equipment

Worldwide
distributors
wanted

Harbeth Acoustics Ltd.,
01444 440955 fax: 440688

if outside UK

+44 (0)181 962 5000

FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS,

The new April '97 Product Guide from FFD is
now available. 160 pages packed with 6000+
audio and video products.
FFD distribute: Canare and Supra high quality cables
and connectors. Switchcraft, Neutrik, Edac, Hirose and

are
Outstanding
performers

ore

'c10 Including postage

:

near -field

Reeves directly

professional

Upper Wheeler House Colliers End
Herds SG11 1E7 7 01920 822 890 F 01920 022 892
@unityaudio.co.uk Web: http:/www.unftyaudio.co.uk

DPM1

UK:

important in

e -mail: sales

rllo

definitive guide

everything that's

to

-

,T1

the new
Harbeth

a

msmics @image.dk

`

VAC RACni

.

11

Denmark

Tel: +45 4814 2828
Fax: +45 4814 2700

smooth &creamy

Contact: Adam Hall Ltd
Tel: 01702 613922
Fax: 01702 617168

Allerod

House, Cowley
owley Road,
CB4 4WX

Cambrid

6

3

Hejrevang
3450

Tel: +44 (0) 1223 424988
(01

0

Have you seen the new catalogue
from Dan'
anish Pro Audio covering the
complete range of Brüel & Kjmr Series 4000
Professional Microphones and accessories the Microphones that are famous for keeping
their promises about superb transient response
- clarity - high SPL handling - low distortion wide dynamic range. If you want to learn
more about Brüel Sr Kjær microphones and
microphone techniques
then get the new
catalogue.
Danish Pro Audio ApS

For more information on Prism Sound range
of products, call:

ill iam Jam es

sionl

8

1

10

11

12

POSTCODE
TEL

NOVEMBER 1997

FA X

INFORMATION\

r

Go}- yolir Kew
RaMI Cafal 09 Ae

Professional Audio Metering

eurocable

eurocable

range includes audio. viueo and control
cables. Main characteristics are the extreme flexibility
also at lowest temperatures, the high quality of
materials and the excellent features. Among the audio
cables, multipair cables from 2 to 48 pairs are
available along with instrumental. microphone,
starquad and wiring cables both analog and digital
AES /EBU, besides speaker cables from 2 to 8
conductors, 2.5, 4 and 6 sq mm, with coaxial,
twinaxial and parallel manufacturing.

-theMSDWay!
MSD

yee

Issue 8 of the Raper &
Wayman catalogue is
out now. 208 pages
of Pro -Audio for
Production &
Presentation.
Free within UK
Export price f

LINK S.n.c.
00156 - Roma

+44 (0)181 -800 8288

Estati,

Raper & Wayman Ltd, Unit 3 Crusader
167 Hermitage Road, London N4 1LZ. UK.
Fax: +44 (0)181 -809 1515 r +w.proaudio @dial.pipex.com

Get the brochure and check out
new models:
DK- AUDIO, Marielundvej 37D
1)K -2730

lleriev, Denmark

Ici: +45 44 53 02 55 Fax: +45 44 53 03 67
dktimlinc.dk
I -mail: nI' -.ladin:

ti_r_filir 14is

(r)

FJ

-

Italy

-

Via Tiburtina. 912
Tel: +39-6- 4072831

t1

Fax: +39-6-4073138
E -Mail:
LINK.PROCa`IOL.IT

e
rmi

V

Configured 48/8/2 remote patchbay, loaded 48 x 83010
Input Modules, PPM Metering P.O.A.
Configured 24/8/16 Righthand patchbay, loaded 24 x 1081,
Grouping Modules 1943/1, Compressor Limiters 4 x 2284E,
Line Amps 1272. 4 Reverb Returns. P.O.A.
-

Configured 20/8/16 righthand patchbay. loaded 20 it 1088Y,
Grouping Modules 1943's, Compressor/Limiters 4 it 2254,
Line Amps 406/407, PPM Meters P.O.A.

Configured 40/16/40 Remote Patchbay, loaded 40 x
31102, Switching Unit 32430, Routing Unit 32431,
Compressor/Limiters 6 x 32264A. P.O.A.

i%Lim""

N E V E 1081 / 1064 / 1066 / 33122 / 2254A / 2254E
S S L 28 x SSL 611E Series with T/R Board. All serviced

LARGE SELECTION OF FRAMES in the following sizes...
24/26/28/ 16/20 I 12 FROM 8036 / 8026 / 8014 I 8058

sse../

PRO AUDIO

A UNITED KINGDOM BASED COMPANY

2 x NEUMAN CMV 563 with M55K and M7 Capsules,
original PSU / Cables / Boxes, Consecutive Serial Numbers.
2 x MCC

C12 MICROPHONES with original

All equipment is owned by A.E.B. Pro Audio.
We will purchase your Neve / SSL and
collect anywhere worldwide.

PSU /Cables

INININTAGE'

NEVE

SPECUWS1

Telephone: 01932 872672 Fax: 01932 874364
Telephone International: 44 1932 872672
Fax: International: 44 1932 874364
To place an advertisement contact:

aiim classìtìe

Studio Sound (Classified),
Miller Freeman Entertainment Ltd..
8 Montague Close, London SE1 9UR, UK
Tel: +44(0)171 620 3636 Fax: +44(0)171 401 8036
All box numbers reply to the above address

RATES: Recruitment £35 per single column centimetre. All other sections £30 (minimum 2cm x 1) Box number £10 extra per insertion. Published monthly.

Copy deadlines: contact Rebecca Reeves, Classified Advertisement Manager

FM ACOUSTICS
Demo Equipment
rom former Distributor

or sale

ras

Aoow..

FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM
FM

ACOUSTICS power amps:
300 A
5.750,00
600 B
9.350.00
19.350,00
611
21.850,00
611 X
11.500.00
801
19.800,00
801 A

FM
FM
FM
FM

ACOUSTICS cross overs:
236 -1000
9.240.00 DM
10.550,00 DM
236 -1006
12.600,00 DM
236 -4/4L

DM
DM
DM
DM
DM
DM

FM ACOUSTICS line drivers:
1.500,00 DM
FM 214
1.500,00 DM
FM 216

Contact:

F1

-consult

Wolfgang Riedel

Phone: +49-9131-483701
Fax:

+49-9131-483702

Studio Systems
has now amalgamated a team with over 30 years of experience in

Studio design. construction, equipment supply, installation,
after-sales service and maintenance.
It's our job to make all your projects happen. upgrades. mods'. or new facilities.
"From concept to completion and beyond"
Call Tim Jones at Studio Systems
WATFORD U.K. ( +44) 1923 267733 (www.studios.demon.co.uk)

Does your studio need a visit from Doc' Humbuster? He's on call now.

appointments

AKG

is one of the leading international manufacturers of high quality microphones,

headphones, studio appliances and telecommunication products.

The Company with headquarters in Vienna is recruiting a

Marketing Director
"ou will be heading

a team of highly qualified professionals; your responsibilities will include the
development of efficient market and product strategies, product development from the conceptual
s -age to product launch, advertising and promotion, sales support activities.

You should be between 35 and 45 years old, have a commercial or technical degree as well as several
'/Bars of experience in marketing, including product management and /or advertising, preferably in the
:Audio or consumer electronics industry; sales /export experience would be an advantage. In addition,
you should have managerial experience, conceptual skills and be fluent in German. In return, we offer

attractive compensation in accordance with this position.
Please send your application with photograph to our personnel department (Dr. Reinald Buchmanr)

AKG Acoustics GmbH,
A -1230 Vienna, Lemböckgasse
Phone 0043 1/866 54, ext. 328

21 -25

HA Harman International Company

duplication

mastering

&

Mastering
from lust £7.50

RPM

CD

CDRs

Real Time Cassette Copying
The .Autograph Group of
companies are known for their
specialist work in quality sound
reinforcement, hire, design, sales
& consultancy.

PERSONNEL REQUIRED

Repeat Performan 7.e
Mastering

Copy Masters and Editing
CD

Manufacturing

6

Grand Union Cente
West Row

Laser printed labels & Inlays
Every copy Individually checked

London W10 5AS

Excellent quality & presentation
Best prices, ultra fast turnaround

Tel. 0181 960 7222

Hire Department Manager
Enthusiastic individual with an
understanding of sound reinforcement
equipment, very well organised with a

Telephone: 0181 521
Websire.

hands on approach and team spirit.

Fax. 0181 968 1378

www.repeat- performance co.uk

2424 Facsimile: 0181 521 4343

nnn.hgrore.Jemnn.m.uk

EnuJ hilron,grm.(uh.grmedemon..o

uk

1/4

HILTONGROVE

rrl: ASR?S

where sound Iclrice counts
Sales & Stock Controller

Compact

Conscientious & organised person, with
experience of professional audio products,
able to coordinate incoming and outgoing

Dos

32 &r

Pro-.Ilastanng

T hnoloql
The

Col,

I)rilthm W. aue.

Ralmaraphr:,

.wound Restoration

3

Punt
.111)'

Otte-ofi
J

Band

(D',

DP

Ililarngrore Business Centre, Hatherler Mews,

El7

uLlthamsto)s, London
Jmm,..alkr

orders.

Studio,

..,

-

RR).

I

/

4Q13

mm, II=

ref ASUGP

jbs records
MUSIC and SPEECH
& coseringletter quoting
reference ahne,
h, far: 11171 284 1233,
e -mail: carolinea autograph.co.uk
or post: 2 Spring Place \'5 4BA
PLEASE DO NOT TELEPHONE

Please send CV

]

REAL -TIME/HIGHER -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 -1000.

Computer printed labels.
Solo,
reel, Sony Betamax or R -DAT
recording. Fast Security Delivery service.
FILTERBOND LTD, jbs records division
19 SADLERS WAY, HERTFORD, SG14 2DZ
01992 -500101
'

Pro Tools &
Sonic Solutions

Editing & Mastering
Contact Chris
Tel: 0171 483 3506

"Nick Ryan is the first person I call when I want quality

used equipment"
Terry Britten, Producer - Song Writer

COMBINED WITH FIRST

25 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE

CLASS KNOWLEDGE AND PERSONAL

NICK RYAN

IS

ATTENTION

THE FIRST PERSON YOU SHOULD CALL

099
863485

OTHER SATISFIED CUSTOMERS

TEL + 44 1892 861
FAX +44 1892
WEB http: / /www.soundsinc.co.uk

STING. TREVOR HORN. ROGERTAYLOR. CHRIS REA. PHIL COLLINS. OCEAN
COLOUR SCENE. THE COCTEAU TWINS. PETER GABRIEL. ALAN PARSONS.
JEAN MICHEL JARRE. VANGELIS. CHRIS DIFFORD. SARM STUDIOS.
METROPOLIS. FISHER LANE FARM. EDEN STUDIOS. JACOBS STUDIOS.
PARKGATES. STRONGROOM. REAL WORLD. BRIT ROW. SONY MUSIC.
WARNER CHAPPELL. GREAT LINFORD MANOR. MCA. KONK STUDIOS.
STUDIO MULINETTI. HIT & RUN. MAYFAIR STUDIOS. BEARTRACKS.

The YkoaLlrill

Studio Systems
"The home Where the Soundtracs roam-.
Need to buy a new mixing console?

Adventures in Audio

Outboard Specialists
TLA

:h

Joe Meek

* Focusrlte

Lexicon

c?;

-

Main Dealer

MACKIE

-

Main Dealer

Call Nick Melville- Rogers 0181 440 3440

mastering &
duplication
Grounò Bass Proòuctions
ALDIO & MULTLMEDIA POST PRODLCT1l1\

VlOrtr tar Rllio

I

Pidtrt

CO-RIllutD

ich

CD Duplication

-

CO

from 42p per unit

Mlnttchring

Digihl NNag

8

Maslerl

mixers available?
Have you thought about a S/hand Soundtracs?
We can provide over 20 different console types from £500.
"16/8/16" to a £10.000 "Quartz i8"
We can deliver. install and guarantee for a year. a Soundtracs
console with a much higher quality specification than most new
consoles at a similar price.
Maybe you're worried about after -sales service?
Were still giving free back -up on sales of over five years ago!!
Come and demo a S/hand Soundtracs in our new purpose built

Studio Showroom.
Call Tim Jones at Studio Systems. the Soundtracs specialist
WATFORD U.K. 01923 267733
Email: Tint@ studiosys.demon.co.uk
w w w.studiosys.demon.co.uk

We're always on the lookout for Soundtracs consoles!

tLestpressers/ Li twiters
ADL
ADL
AVALON

1H11á lau

&

ikgoisMol

Wlb Dtgpll

I

Nuit

Pro -Mastering

PO

EL
Composition

-

Fxilidos Hia

Rapid
trouble -free manufacturing

init(
through

H

.,:.

i

ief,
--

astering

to the finished product
... ready for release.
PTA

9rnHndhnss.cnm wed

FOCUSRITE
FOCU SR ITE

100 per Album

Hosing

STUDER

Why buy new. when there are so many good quality S/hand

Nearfield Specialists
Dynaudio :ii KRK : Spendor *Yamaha
PROTOOLS

EAST MIDLANDS AUDIO,

wN`w4(sNN
:

Winbsor Centre, Winbsor Street,
The Ange(, Lonbon Nt 8QH
TeL 01712881833 Fax: 0171288 1834

THE CASSETTE DUPLICATING SPECIALISTS
Real time & high speed loop bin duplication,
printing & packaging. Blanks wound to length.
FAX: 0161 905 2171
TEL: 0161 9731884

JOEMEEK
JOEMEEK
MANLEY
MANLEY
PURPLE SUMMIT

SUMMIT
TL AUOIO
TL AUDIO
TUBE TECH
TUBE TECH
VAC RAC
VAC RAC

tygrPre's
CLM

FOCUSR ITE
FOCUSR ITE
FOCUSRITE

CI250
C2375
C3250
DISTRESSOR
C1095
GREEN 4
£999
RED 3
£2195
E1250
SC2
£1999
5C3
STEREO-MU
C2425
MONO-MU
C1425
UREI TYPE LIM CTBA
TLA 10OA
C1370
DCL200
C2650
C -1
C995
IVORY 5021
C399
C1450
CL 18
E2395
LCA 28
£775
VR4000
TLM -I
C585

DB40051MS1 E1499
RED I
C1925
GREEN

1

TL AUDIO
TL AUDIO

TPA200B
PA -I
IVORY 5001

TUBE TECH

MPIA

VACRAC
DW FEARN

TMP -I

SUMMIT

VT

I

REVOX
£950.00
£1.800.00
£850.00
£1.600.00
£650.00
£750.00
£450.00
£1.500.00

AB10 VU TC
A812 VU TC
A80 RC VU
C37 VALVE
B62 VU
B67 VU

A710 CASS
A80 8 TRACK

REVOX PR99 Mk
REVOX PR99 Mk

í650.00

II

£550.00
£1800.00
£450.00
£550.00
£850.00
£250.00

I

REVOX C278 8 TRACK
REVOX 877 HS
STUDER B67 LINE
NAGRA IV 21
TECHNICS SLP10

ALL PLUS VAT

FAX: 01246 550421

TEL: 01246 275479

EO's

1000
1500
2044

RED 8

STUDER
STUDER
STUDER
STUDER
STUDER
STUDER
STUDER
STUDER

&

SERVICE SPARES

SALES

C1225
C699
C1895
C895
£399
C1595
C495
E1725

E50
C90
£125
C45
C40
C85
C50
C75
C95
C55
CTBA
C55
C100
C40
C15
C55
E90
E30
C25

E55
E75
C45
C30
C75
E35
E15

E60
E20
C65

AVALON
FOCUSRITE
FOCUSRITE
MANLEY
SUMMIT
SUMMIT
TL AUDIO
TL AUDIO
TL AUDIO
TUBE TECH
TUBE TECH
TUBE TECH
VACRAC

AD2055

AVALON
FOCUSRITE
FOCUSRITE
FOCUSRITE
FOCUSRITE

VT737

JOEMEEK

VC2

MANLEY

Von BOx

RFI

GAS COOKER

GREEN 2
RED 2

EQPIA
EQF -220A
EQF -I00

EQI
EQ2
IVORY
ME B

5013

PEIC
EQIA
TEQ1

Eilrast- trTipe

E3295
C799
C2195
C1300
£1995
C2150
C699
E999
C399
C1250
C1250
C2695
C695

£150
E30
E85
C50
C75
C80
C30
E40
C15
E50
E50
E100
E25

C1295
C849
C999
C1495
C1495
C1499
£2495
E499
E1895
C399
E249

SUMMIT
TL AUDIO
TL AUDIO
TUBE TECH

M

VACRAC

T11-I

C495

E50
E35
C40
E60
C60
C60
C95
C20
C75
C15
E10
CT BA
C20

-

FINALISER +

-

M2000

C1599
£1099
C1399

E60
C40
C50

-

GREEN 3
GREEN 5
RED 6
RED 7

PC

I00

IVORY 5051
IVORY 5050
M EC IA

CT BA

FX-Ywlts
TC ELEC
TC ELEC
TC ELEC

FIREWORK

-ALL WEEKLY HIRE PRICES ARE BASED ON A 3-MONTH HIRE AGREEMENT. HOWEVER. ALL HIRE UNITS ARE BRAND NEW
AND IF AT ANY STAGE YOU DECIDE TO PURCHASE THE UNIT. WE WILL REBATE YOU 75% OF THE HIRE CHARGES UP Ti)
THAT POINT PLEASE CALL FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR CATALOGUE. OR JUST FOR A CHAT. WE'D LOVE TO KNOW WHO
YOU ARE. DEMONSTRATIONS ON MOST UNITS ARE AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT WE ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR USED
OUTBOARD. PLEASE CALL FOR OUR LIST ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND SHIPPING

SERIOUS AUDIO LTD, WATFORD, HERTS, FAX: 01 923

01923 442121

442441

EQUIPMENT LIST

USED

co6ttnapekslo

PHONE +44 (0) 1225 447222

FAX +44 (0) 1225 447333

bectVing,
MULTITRACKS
.1

6

uipment
ecialists

-amts
Euphonic .
CORE. surround sound As new
N eva VR60 - Fly rig Fade's taco' n,-am c
metering 60 channels Tr, .. :
-

.

V1

60 channels

'

.

',:e* s

n: g

'

Lean
Lean

Otari MIR 90 Mk

.

refurbished. plasmas Ava. able no :.
V3 - 48 channels flying faders Toyshop
refurb plasmas Available soon

Otan MX 80

Leall

Mitsubishi X 880 32T. remote locate m o
Mitsubishi X -850 32T rem roc. mo
Faulighl MFX 3 24T unused boxed call

Leall

Neve 55 series consoles. various models

Ccall

Plasma bar graphs

with remoter ocate

-

Dolby XP 24

-

Dolby Mt6

old Dolby A

with 24

a

A

-c

£19.995
£1.200

'

-

4 x

-Seers

2254E

£25 000

Neve Me -

12

.

e

Neva

51

1

New

ippr>le0

[call

-

i.r

Neva 5124

ANS Logic

,

n

nt.l

£10.000

frail
trait

Spectra MB cal for tun spec

3

Spectra M8 call for fun spec
AMS AuAohiv MI6 Spectra 8h v 11 no
1

l'

SSI 6064EG 64 channels
external p b Total Recall
-

SSL 4048E

G

0115 000

trail

48 channels TR very goo

551 5316 20 4 16 mono
reset 5 dynamics ext p o
.

4 stereo

E

£40 000

':

8

Urei

£850

Sony PCMR 500 DAT
Sony PCM 2500 DAT recorder

E395

'

£15 000

Cakes 32'32 1986 40 eq same as UA 8000
eat Pb
6 groups
£30 000
'
NIA 990 28 mono 8 stereo in -line VU s
year old
Ccail
1

Sounderaf 3200

top of me range
Uptown 2000 moving fader auto

Sounderaf

Worldwide

Studer

A

807 t 4 with meterbndge little used

£895

Studer

A

T795

Studer

A

807 1,4' no meters little used
810 4- CTC no meter rack mount

Studer

B

67 1i4

Studer

B

62

£795

1

28 frame 24

£35 000

tint

MZ1O

Amek Hendrix - 40 trame 22 fitted
Supertrue auto 3 extra patch bays

£40 000
4

sit'

£495

on its trolley vnth meter

-

£250

Studer TLS 40'

£295

Sony MDS

£750

E

Amek BC2 broadcast console 8 mono
trame. patchbay

n

DCM 232 in hie 56 channel. Uptown
latter automation. plasmas 5 y o
-

DDA AMR 24

early version 28 charm

8

O

A

a

D

27 band graphics

3 in

x

2

stack

mono compressor

cT

"Denor

2

060X -RS
?

a

XP

channel compresso'

dual Compea
:ocai ress>
.

-

£4.500
£175
£200 ea
£195 ea
£250
£495
E695
£450 ea

..

-

IC M2000

rtware Total

BRAND NEW SPECIAL

IC 2290

delay
AMS 15 B0S dual V glitch
AMS PMX t6 - classic revert)

elects processor
;.'al reverb
Ouantec ..... 'the business
Cuoioon
a190- 20 seconds samphnc

£425

.

EI50
£2.500

014 995

MDB :.

profanity delay DUMP
16 nit sampler rlear as plas

só5

'

..

-

-

S

AKG 729

-

i

E595 ea

few available Call up to hear
ULS type
9

pencil tube. psu
new shape BRAND NEW

012 - w 3 capsules BRAND NEW
9A19 Russian valve mit stunning
h

I

Shun SM 58
Shun SM 57

£495

.seat AC 713'

£125
£175
£500
£400
£225
£250
£795
£99
£90

NEWrr

NEW"

Genelec 1029A

105.6 Sie- ::uute'

Genelec '0305 parr special otter. Ex demo
Genelec 1025 - 2 x 15. 3 speakers wain art,
ATC SCM 100A ' 3 way actives

£7.995

0105

ATC SCM 50A

E2 250

black beauties

505 -507 LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LONDON N7 8NS
Tel: 44 (0) 171 609 5479
Fax: 44 (0) 171 609 5483

TRADE UP TO DIGITAL

p o s

loads in stock 96 hole

£100 ea

w::
£1

Sony DAE 1100 - Digital Audio Editors '
mastering large remote 4 in stock
EMT 948 - broadcast turntable
Reeoa 8226 signature
Theta DS Pro - DA convener
GPO 316 MOM lack fields. loads. various
Drake DA switching units x 8
psu
Audio Research SP 12 valve hl h ore amp

o

:0

ea

L25 ea
0.95

050
-95

C

l.h.

C

£

-95

£95

This is lust a selection of what is currently is
stock. or available many items are sold before
we have a chance to put them on the list,
if you are looking for anything specific. call or
'ax to be put on the database Similar equip-

We are also dealers for a wide range of new
equipment. including Focusnle. TC Electronic.
AMS -Neve. SSL. API. Studer- Revox. Amek
AKG. Tube -tech. Manley Soundcrah. Smart
Research. TLA. Genelec. Eventide, Tascan.
DA 88. Panasonic DAT etc

f

All prices are in Sterling and unless for export.
exclude the dreaded VAT at the rate prevailing.
4n Items subject to availability E d

0

E

VISA. Mastercard. Access. Eurocard and AneEe

accepted
(A small surcharge applies to most credit card
transactions)

Tel. +44(0)1225 447222.
Fax: 444(0)1225 447333.

PECIAL PACKAGE OFFER

excellent

castani

e

M 8 M 2U 108 nole bantam p/b cased and

Audio Toyshop Ltd

MONITORING

£150

£t 995
Eventide

'

Lomo

a

with 934 Capsule
few left

£925

-

-a £6
Curt

-

£700

-

CO capsule

AKG 414

£795

'

-

AKG 451

Octave

£1.500

-

£495

-

Octava

£2.500

Lexicon 224 with white remote
Leeicon 1200 Time compressor harmon¢e'

.'. '

£3.500
Neumann KM 56 hg 8 only,
Sennheiser MKH 50 super cardmm MKH 40
as new
Sehpeps M221 b
based mic Only

M A M

ment always wanted part exchange welcome.

.''t!.:.

Neumann_:_

£995

£1.995

-

MXR

MICROPHONES

AKG

EQUIPMENT

FX
EMT 251

Yamaha
£22 000

-

FCil1s

£3 500

1991 Supeetrue IBM

size of

-

-

tin stock

£3.995

32

Trident Vector 432 46 channels ,n -hi
modules film panning 32 buss
C30 000
Amek Mozart RN 56 frame 44 , Rupert Ne. r
8 x

ExPQA

TS 12

-

0,

Apnea
A

t073 noise gate

-?

-

.

.

..

DBX

£895

-

Studer C37 1'4' classic calve
£1.500
Studer A 812 4 CTC the ultimate £15k new' C1.295
Studer A 812 1"4' CTC no meters
£995

Baep 2x

-:roe amps

Neve

BRAND NEW'
BRAND NEW

_.76

0030 96 way

a

.illy stuffedwan
6m warranty

:.

Neve

-

ara

1

t25 000

compi.t

SSL 6032E - 32 channels in 32 trarre
Total Recall external pb

Panasonic SV 3800 DAT

Neve-

£750 ea

2T MACHINES

995

£2.000

total Peachy bargain'
October 97 and call for
NEW IN STOCK NOW
(1.295
- rip

1

SUPER Autumn SAVER'

3114 discrete
C6

AMS Logic

'Best in'

a

excet er!

contigi;r.i

of the

1064 ch amps

x

s

s

PI 275

o

_17111,

MI speakers lovely

MISCELLANEOUS
£895

otter NEW
a otter NEW
re mic amp e

-

Ure °'9 m d large Blue horn
Rogers .S37s -no amps
Quad 522 h gn spec 521
....
Threshold S 1000 Dower amps Two 1000W moneenormous In every sense'
EZ.SMp
Apogee 4 x SSM system
controller
Apogee 0E-r pair
:115

irle
Focusnle
Fbcusnte
Avalon

1

fitted 18

N ovo 18 6

£695
£2 995

'e'ea mit pre r;op

'

£495

Timeline Lynx system supervisor
43 SW
C495
Timeline Lynx - Lynx modules latest v 500 26L
software refurbished

C750

mmrte

£17.500
£12.500

£1.500
0495

-

Crookwood

£7.995

cards

-

£30.000

Urel 1178 dual compressor limte
Urel 565T Little Dipper e q.
Amek 909E
a_c e0
Summa
tube e0

000 hours. remote 85 £9.995

Lean

Neve V3 - 48 channels Necam 96 Toysnop
refurb plasmas. Available soon
Neve 8108 - 48 channel
LHPB and prod

2 - 2

Dynaudlo

OUTBOARD

Studer A820 241 - 2 000 his all latest update
:. gent conditron
C18 500
Studer 0820 24T 3.500 Ors remote locate tin 20's
Studer A BO Mk2 241 narrow. audio remote £7.000

...

£895

E

-mail: toyboys @audio- toyshop.C3 uk

E2 750

Mark Thompson
Helen Rider
Steve Lane
Clive Richards

.
Convert your trusty and crusty ANALOGUE into all singing. all dancing. all digital NEW TECHNOLOGY.
The Funky Junk DIGIBLAH department now offers the best trade in or cash deals on:
OTARI RADAR 24 track hard disc with Exabyte back -up and storage.
SOUNDTRACS VIRTUA - YAMAHA 02R - YAMAHA 03D digital mixing consoles.
TASCAM DÁ98 / /DA88/DA38 and peripherals.
ADAT XT and M20 Digital recorders.
PLUS: The latest in digital outboard by LEXICON (480U3000PCM90 /PCM80 and MPX 1) TC (M5000.
WIZARD M2000. FINALISER stunning digital compressor). PANASONIC (SV3800 DAT) and the best of rest.
Call or fax for details of DIGIBLAH offers. and for our famous three page listing of the largest stocks of used

professional audio around.
sales@funky- junk.co.uk

http: //www.funky- junk.co.uk

PROFESSIO
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°.ES

WORLDWIDE

LIMITED

DELIVERY

QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT!!
CALL NOW FOR THE LATEST LIST OF USED GEAR ON

...

..........

OR FAX US YOUR ORDER ON
OR VISIT OUR WEB SITE AT ...

..................aW%Vif Vi/4

..

.....

..Q

49)0400

AVM 49Arin

QArI'iSed11J

UNREPEATABLE SALE OFFERS
List

Description
Akai DR8 8 -Trk Digital HD Recorder

-

Demo

- New

Akai S3000XL Digital Sampler
AKG C414BTLMKII Mic

-

Demo

AKG C414 -ULS Digital Mic

-

Demo

£

List £

Description

Sale £

Fostex D25 4 -Head TC DAT Recorder

4632,90 1175.00

Genelec 1030A Active Near-Field Monitor (Pr) - New

438608 2995.00
432400 895.00

494848
80840

650.00

Genelec 1031A Active Near-Field Monitor (Pr) - Demo

3866 -08 1550.00

595.00

Genex GX20001.3Gb MO Disk Recorder

-

Demo

- Demo

-

AKG CK62ULS Capsule for C460

-

New

4-7440

99.00

HHB MCA1000 PORTADAT 4 -Bay Charger

AKG CK63ULS Capsule for C460

-

New

44480
88840
49&08

99.00

HHB PDR1000TCMS TC /Master Sync. DAT

699.00

Lexicon 300L Digital

595.00

Mackie 01T0 34ch Universal Auto. Gain Cell - New

-

Amek 9098DMA Dual Mic Amp

New

2686-88 1950.00

ATC SCM2OPRO Passive

- Demo
Monitor (Pr) - Demo
Monitor (Pr) - Demo

ATC SCM50APRO Active

Monitor (Pr) - Demo

4.76400 2995.00

ATC SCM1OPRO Passive
ATC SCM20APRO Active

Monitor (Pr)

4260&08

FX (LARC)

-

-

Demo

New

Pioneer D9601 Hi-Sampling DAT Recorder

-

99.00
178.00

Rode CLASSIC Valve Studio Mic

Audio Technica AT825 Stereo Condenser Mic - New

;2;-00

239.00

Roland SDX330 3D Space

424.4)0

299.00

Sony SRPE1000 Graphic

426.88

325.00

Sony TCDD100 2 -Head Portable DAT Recorder

-

New

Denon DN045 MiniDisc Replicator - New
Denon DN1100R MiniDisc Record /Player
Denon DN951FA CD Cart Machine
Denon DN980F MiniDisc Player

-

-

-

New

New

New

Denon DN99OR MiniDisc Record /Player

- Demo
- Demo

-

Quad 707 Power Amplifier

269.00
1795.00

2486-08 1795.00

Demo

74044

73 -75 Scrubs Lane

By

London NW10 60U

595.00

G86,80

425.00

New

-

-

New

-

149.00

4394e

375.00

3370.00

995.00

New

Electronics TC1280 Stereo Digital Delay - Demo

Yamaha SPX1000 Digital Processor

499.00

2660 -00 1995.00

New

Summit TLA100A Valve Compressor /Limiter - Demo

3438.4) 1099.00

30-08

- New

825.00

599.00

Audio Design DMM1 4ch Mini Stereo Digital Mixer - New

44688

Motionworks R2P2 Serial Machine Remote - New

68848 375.00
488688 1995.00
688680 4650.00

Sony PCM7010 4 -Head Prof. TC DAT Recorder

-

New

Sony PCM7040 4 -Head Prof. TC DAT Rec. - New /Demo

799.00

All Prices are Exclusive of Delivery and VAT

Limited Quantities Available
HHB Communications Ltd

410.00

88844
68848
24440

1.99

699.00

Not Only Unrepeatable But Also Unbeatable

38408

-

-

Sony TCDD8 2 -Head Portable DAT Recorder

895.00

2138688

Focusrite GREEN2 Pre- Amp /EQ - Demo

EC)

TC

995.00

New

Focusrite BLUE245 20 -Bit ND Converter

6848

- Demo
Chorus - New

34G8ß0
4,?00-00

215.00

New

Sony TCDD1OPROII Portable DAT Recorder

Focusrite BLUE215 Dual Channel Mic- Amp /EQ - Demo

Electrovoice RE16 Dynamic Super Cardioid Mic

-

3768ß0 1325.00
469&00 1050.00
428848 950.00
4006-08 1495.00

Denon DNM105OR MiniDisc Record /Player

949.00

28840
488
88840

New

26680

Denon DMD1300 MiniDisc Record /Player

3495.00

1273.00

Pioneer CDMW74 650Mb/74 Min. CDR Disc - New

935.00

4608

New

4386410

Marantz CD67SE CD Player - New

Audio Technica AT822 Stereo Condenser Mic - New

-

680690 1995.00
42640 249.00
474400 3575.00

Demo

Audio Design DMM1CASE Case for DMM1 - Demo

DBX DBX274 Quad Expander /Gate

Sale £

2832-80 1995.00

Tel

0181 962 5000

Fax: 0181 962 5050

e -mail

saleshhb.co.uk

www.hhb.co.uk

order of the Central Office of Information and Others

TWO COMPLETE RADIO STUDIOS, SOUND STUDIO EQUIPMENT,
PRESENTATION AND VIDEO EQUIPMENT & PERSONAL COMPUTERS
on: Tuesday 2nd December, 1997 at: llam
In Lots at; THE CENTRAL OFFICE Or INFORMATION, HERCULES RD, LAMBETH, LONDON SEI

Including:-

CO

W

ti

AUDIO MIXING DESKS

AUDIO OUTBOARD

Soundcraft 'SAC -200' Digital Mixer (1995 )
Calrec 24-Track Audio Mixing Desk
Soundcraft Delta 16 -Way Mixer in Flightcase
Tascam M2 16 -Wa} Mixer in Flightcase

BEL 'BC4 -16TP' and Dolby 360, 361' and M -16 Noise Reduction Units
Klark- Techniks'Dn -505' 4-Way Comp/Limiter
Yamaha 'GC-2020' and Drawmcr'DL -221' Stereo Comp /Limiter. etc

PRESENTATIONS EOUIPMENT

AUDIO PROCESSING
2 off Studer Dyaxis II systems, SADiE System. with Version '2.214' Software
5 off New England Digital I6 -Track Post -Pro Machines (Synclaviers)

19x Panasonic "Cube" Monitors, Slide Projectors, Video and Data
Projectors. Projection Panels, Monitors for Video Walls. Presentation
Stands. etc

RECORDERS
Tascam 'MS- 16' Reel -to -Reel Tape Recorder, Fostex, Sony and Tascam DAT
Recorders, Revox, Technics and Studer CD Players. Marantz Recordable CD
Driyc. Cassette Recorders. Record Decks, etc

MICROPHONES
Schocps'KIM -6' Sphere Microphone, 4x Beyer Radio Microphones. 3x AKG
Model 451 mies. 2x Shure SM -58 Mics, about 20 other assorted Tie -Clip and
Hand -Held Microphones

VIDEO EOUIPMENT
AVID Media Composer systems (3- off). Closed Circuit Television
Equipment
Television Cameras, Video Recorders, Monitors, etc

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Pentium 'P/133, l' 100. P90, l' 75' Multimedia and Desktop Computer
Systems (50 -off)

ON VIEW MONDAY 1ST DECEMBER 1997 9AM TO 4PIM ANI) MORNING OF SALE.

Dedicated Web Site: http: /www.henrybutcher/audio/
For Further Information Contact The Catalogue Request Line:

Brownlow House, 50/51 High Holborn, London WC1V 6EG

Tel: 0171 405 5501 Fax: 0171 242 2809
Email: henry. butcher.auctions @dial.pipex.com

%G
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products and services
1000 CD Albums £999 + VAT!
(from EQ DAT and separated artwork on film)
includes

4 page

booklet.

colour on -body print and case.

2

MAN

ASTR

LONDON

-

LOS ANGELES

Digital Editing/DSP £25 per hr. CD Mastering to Exabyte DDP,
Sleeve Design, Cassette Duplication, Vinyl: Call for details.

-

WWW.

JJ,

01992 -505001

Mark Griffin Furniture
CUSTOM STUDIO FURNITURE

AIR CONDITIONING &
VENTILATION TO SOUND
STUDIOS IS OUR SPECIALITY
We provide design only or design and
installation for many well known clients.
Whether it be for displacement free cooling,
V.A.V., V.R.V., split, unitary or centralised
call Mike Hardy of

Ambthair Services Ltd
01403 250306 or Fax 01403 211269

Vintage a Recent
Recording Equipment

SFI.Ecrl.
h41f!i`

T

l)rsivn and
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and

Web:http.//www.pncl.co.uk/%7mhardy/
Email mhardypncl.co uk
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TUBES

-

CAPSULES

-

-

SPARES

WEBBITE UPDATED DAILY s

http: / /www.oneastroman.com
EMAIL : feedbacica oneastroman.com
FAX:
USA 213 - 477 2108
VOICE: USA 213 - 477 2202

Need U.S. production of your
audio or ROM product?
CD AUDIO, CD -ROM Replication
Vinyl Regards - 12" 8 7" with DMM Mastering
Neve DTC.$ Sonic Solutions Digital PreMasterng
Lyrec Dolby HX Pro Cassette Duplication
Graphics Design F. Printing

EUROPADI.S,K;LDTD.

4
\

/! tl)i,4.1'yd`f4
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111141
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All Manufacturing InHouse, Since 1977

LONDON
Cl

r

L

) .r :
: I
rV
-7t)
"I
-NEUMANN- STUDER- NEVE TELEFUNKEN
SIEMENS - EMT HMI FAIRCHILD PULTEC

OCY'C.1.\C7('S

Please call for a brochure
Contact: MARK GRIFFIN
Byrebrook Studios. Lower Farm.
Northmoor. Oxford OX8 1 AU. UK.
Tel: 01865 300171 Fax: 01865 303071

1 1ìi_

MICROPHONES -TAPE MACHINES
r-(
MIC PRE AMPS - COMPRESSORS

K\\1.1 KI I\I 1111 \).
111\1\I\1.1 \\11K\HI ITFAf

12121

75 Varick Street, New York, NY 10013
226 -4401 (6001455-8555 FAX 1212) 226.8672
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International
Studio Design

DAT SERVICE CENTRE

íeeP,ú

Even DAT recorders that record and playback perfectly may Ia

to meet the Sony DAT specificaoon.As a result tapes may
"sound different" or even produce glitches when played back
on another machine.
To guarantee confidence. have

your machine professionally
calibrated by Music Lab. Complete calibration. service and
repair facilities from C75 plus VAT. Contact Jason Sullivan for
calibration prices /quotations on most nv--1

tele: --44 (0) 1743 356161
fax +4410) 1743 359292
mobile:
0385 586079
email: 100714.2673@compuserve.com
:

.

40 Clarendon Rd West. Charlton. Manchester M21 ORL

omen/ Room?

Tel: 0171 388 5392 Fax: 0171 388 1953

almost ans
design principles

.1

of the isarls Sound Scattering Fran,.

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX-BASF-MAXELL-3M-SONY-KAO
AUTHORISED NATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR
Spools. boxes, blades. splicing and leader tape
Custom wound cassettes Cl 120. labels. library cases. inlay cards
Bulk audio C -Os. cases, pancake, Broadcast cartridges

SOUND

&

VIDEO SERVICES

Instead of reis ing un creating a reflection tree /one. in
this new cunligurauun ul noon the unwanted rcllectiun,
are masked hY mans randonsind low Ie'eI reflection.
Gum the front u1 the moon. allowing e,,nsistentls accurate
response and imaging throughout the noon regardless of

equipment layout.
This means that ref-) different nouns can he made
suhieens ely identical. presiding the closest thing yet to
absolute reference mnnitumtg.
If you're serious about your new control ream,
con rhnnld he talking to
ANDREW J PARRY

Mt 0/6 /

Shentonfield Road. Sharston Industrial Estate.
Manchester M22 4RW. Tel: 0161 491 6660
FOR OUALITY PRICE AND SERVICE

STOCK LABELS FOR COMPACT DISK
VHS VIDEO & AUDIO CASSETTE
printing by laser printer.
As continuous roll with holes for dotmatrix printers.
Supplied blank white with next day delivery from stock.
On A4 sheets for computer

48 hour delivery on a wide range of coloured labels.
Custom printed labels supplied to client specification.
Telephone for overnight delivery of FREE samples.

rfast
a:o°
a
a Ltd

Unit 15. Church Road Business Centre
Siningbourne. Kent ME10 3RS England

TF1017951426425 Fax 1017951422365

worinwin.w.h.hnom...,

ó..,

ELEE.TROACOUSTIC

CRYSTAL!

LOCKS TOG[

TAM

24 WAY JACK / 8 WAY MIDI
EAs,cv REVERSIBLE NORMALISING

NORTH ROAD

REM

DATR30
DATR46
DATR61
DATR92
DATR122
TEL FAX

FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM
FROM

£2.89
£3.09
£3.35
£3.85
E4.35

01223 208937

%13a' ROYSTON

'

TAR7Y

SpeciaDsh

SPARES AND REPAIRS
Long established dealer in used equipment
and records
Phone: +44 (0) 181 - 207 4472
+44 (0) 181 - 207 5283
Fax:

085 ARE WIDE SME - SCAE Cdr TWICE AS

nT[0
FR[[ STANDING OR TFAL
COMPACT 1U PATCHBAYS
ONLY (37 99
VAT'
32 WAY JACK JACK

Aufnoris.

11857

WHY PAY MOFE FOR DAIS?
ALL

DAT STORAGE RACK- 3.50.VAT!
OLDS 14 OATS

86/

i

Lockwood Audio

I-EE}ZTS

+
+
+
+
+

CR

MUCH

VAT!
VAT!
VAT!
VAT!
VAT!

@r CARC6

A

erD

SG8 OAB

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
NEW TAPE HEADS
Supplied for most makes.
Tape Head Re- Lapping /Re- Profiling.
Same day turn round.

HEAD TECHNOLOGY
11

Brittania Way. Stanwell. Staines.
Middx TW 19 7HJ.

TEL: 01784 256046

'

US: The Zero Sum game
Sea changes in studio strategy may see studio owners

having to relearn their arithmetic writes Dan Daley
ERO SUM' is one of those trendy business math concepts that was a staple
of economics for years but which

gained currency during the Cold War
as East and West tried to establish parity with ICBMs. (Remember those?) Simply put,
a zero sum model states that there is a fixed
number of something, and that any change
from one side of an equation has to be compensated for at the other end. For instance, let's
say that Farmer Brown and Rancher Jones
each own ten hectares adjacent to each other
and there was no other land available in any
other direction. One day, Rancher Jones
decides that his cattle need another five
hectares for grazing. Late that night, Farmer
Brown receives a visit from heavily armed
members of Rancher Jones's family who convince him that he can make do with half as
much space for his alfalfa plants. As a result,
the next day Farmer Brown has five hectares
and Rancher Jones has 15. Voila: zero sum.
(The fact that Farmer Brown was still breathing
was part of the original equation, so it's not
regarded as an additional value-except perhaps by Farmer Brown.) Based on this example, you can see why the concept translated so

well for military applications.
It's been like that here in terms of record-

ing studios. Prior to the advent of the personal recording studio, conventional studios
were like butchers and bakers: there were
only enough of them in a given neighbourhood to support the local demand. It was a
nicely balanced economic model. Once
home studios started showing up, even

though it distressed many conventional
studio owners, there remained a belief in the
zero sum model based on the notion that, no
matter how much work people could do at
home, they would eventually need to come
to a conventional studio for large ambient
recording spaces, expensive cutting-edge
technology and for technical talent. For
much of the late 1980s and early 1990s,
conventional and personal studios crowded
up next to each other, stretching the zero
sum equation, but never quite tearing it.
A large facility might close down, but it was
often replaced by two smaller conventional
studios, each with some specialised capabilities. Thus, the balance was maintained.
That changed in the last couple of years.
Major markets in the US, particularly New

Europe: The universal divider
With the deadline for a DVD-Audio standard looming large. the

international consent seems as distant as ever writes Barry Fox
HE 'FPI AND RIAA promised that

their International Steering Committee would finish golden-ear tests on
the competing DVD Audio systems
and propose a standard by the end
of 1997. By making such a daft promise the
record industry once again displayed its
ignorance of the audio industry. By October
the ISC still could not agree on the methodology, so had not even started testing.
Nicholas Garnett, the IFPI's Director General, and Hillary Rosen, the RIAA's President,
then wrote to the senior management of all
the major record companies, suggesting that
instead of testing and recommending a
single standard, all the competing systems
should go on sale, and the public left to buy
whichever they prefer. In no uncertain terms
the record companies told their trade bodies
to finish the job they are paid a handsome
sum to do. Garnett ducked questions for a
week and then relayed the message that
there was nothing to say until after an IFPI
board meeting in Rio.
Meanwhile, more companies are promoting rival technologies. Philips and Sony
have stopped pretending that DSD, Direct
Stream Digital, is for archiving only. Super
Audio CD is now proposed as the 'next

96

generation music carrier' because of the
need to migrate from the Compact Disc'.
DSD, they say, is the 'digital Rosetta Stone'
because the data rate is an exact multiple of
the CD data rate.
Sony Music has released
'Alto', the first commercial
recording to use DSD
technology. Alto, by guitarist Joe Beck and jazz
flautist Ali Ryerson, was
recorded with a sampling
rate of 2.8224MHz, to give
a data rate of 2.8224Mbit/s
per channel, a frequency'
response of 100kHz and
dynamic range of better
than 120dB. The signal
was then down -converted
to conventional 16 -bit,
44.1kHz format for CD
release. using Sony's Super
Bit Mapping technique.
In an AES paper (Coding Methods for High Resolution Recording
Systems) Bob Stuart of Meridian and the ARA
attacks DSD. He 'firmly believes that it
would be a very great mistake to try and
standardise the archive format, particularly to

York and Nashville, have begun losing conventional studios. But rather than being
replaced one -for -one by new conventional
studios that could better operate in the

changing environment, they are now being
replaced by more personal studios. Zero
sum no longer applies since the personal
recording studio changes the basic equation.
There is no answer to the hypothetical question: How many project studios equal one
conventional studio? That's because personal
recording technology has brought more
people into the game than was possible
before under the old model's regime. The
growth of the independent record market
supported and sustained a new open -ended
model equation, one that stated that the
potential universe for recorded audio was as
infinite as the number of people willing to
buy the CDs.
The American record industry is learning
now. as it did hack in 1980, that that number
is hardly infinite. With returns as high as 40%
earlier this year, even the independent record
labels have found themselves in a contracting
universe. So as the music business shrinks
will the professional audio industry find itself
returning to the comfortable days of the zerosum equation once again?
No way, Jose. The genie is out of that particular bottle, and not about to be coaxed hack
in. Certainly, there is more than lip service
being given to the notion that low -fi doesn't
sell records in the long run, and that quality
audio is part of what's required to turn the

anything of such questionable audio
promise... bitstream coding might be appropriate to very simple 2- channel systems, but
its data rate requirement becomes unacceptable when the needs of multichannel are
taken into account'.
Stuart argues in favour of noise shaping,
with pre-emphasis and de-emphasis, sampling at 96kHz or 88.1kHz, and 16-hit coding.
Dolby Labs is now throwing its hat into
the ring, with proposals for a lossless coding system (as distinct from the lossy coding used by Dolby Digital AC -3). Although
Dolby has its own lossless system (developed
by Mark Davis) the company is negotiating with
Meridian to sub- licence a
lossless system invented
by British engineers
Peter Craven and the late
Michael Gerzon, and
now owned by Meridian.
The deal could be similar to that which let
Dolby licence the HXtape
Pro
analogue

technology
recording
developed by Bang &
Olufsen in Denmark.
Our lossless system is
ready to go-and targeted
for DVD use', says Stuart.
The audio standards debate is now a complete mess.'
Pioneer, Panasonic and Samsung all have
rival systems.
Stuart was planning a trip to Japan in
November 1997 Studio Sound

bu iness around. That's why Seattle has
be n reduced back to the status of small
ca tal fishing village and why rap produc
ers are adding weird elements like harmony
an melody to their records. But too many
people have realised the benefits of keeping
the means of production within their grasp.
WI en a conventional recording studio is
ref laced by a personal studio, it's truly not
be ng replaced at all, and that's why zero
su doesn't work anymore. In a recent surve ' by a large weekly record industry trade
p lication here, based on the number of
n mber -one records done there, producer Leur Sean 'Puff Daddy Combs's private
o. ddys House studio in New York
all
of one year old-was evaluated as being the
Ni1.1 studio on earth. In Nashville, by the
ie this appears in print, two major record
la el presidents who are also producers will
o''n significant recording studios that are
p marily for their personal use.
The loss of a comfortable equation does
t mean that the future will be necessaril uncomfortable. But similar sea changes

-at

h.ve already permeated the film and
b ndcast industries -remember that there

w're once only three networks? Now there
a - 70 and counting, hardly the stuff

of

z: ro sum equations. The main issue for
my Americans, who are enamoured of
free market but who often resent the
anges it brings, is to recognise when a
xlei no longer works and to be ready to
¡brace a new one.

vember to talk to Audio Working Group

N

4 of the DVD Forum, to 'try and turn their
mel into a horse'.
followed a disastr us demonstration given by WG -4 at the

w York AES. Astonishingly, notes Stuart,
ti e Japanese demonstrated the audio quali
of a 96kHz system
This'over a PA system
ith Bose speakers on stalks'.
Stuart believes the ISC has overlooked a
s mple solution: 'If you have a lossless
s rstem, you don't need to do a listening
test. All you have to do is check what data
c Ames out'.
Even if there is agreement on the best
s rstem to use for DVD- Audio, the public
ill need a good reason to pay any extra

f

r it.

When DMX, the subscription music by
ttellite service, launched in Europe two
ears ago with a blaze of publicity, view: rs were offered the chance to buy a digidecoder and pay a subscription to
ceive non -stop hi -fi music. With so many
1

ee

FM

radio stations now on the air, and

igital audio broadcasting already on test

ansmission, I never could see any sense
the DMX business plan. But DMX
sought they knew better. Unfortunately
ley didn't. A European cable station
Gently told subscribers that the DMX
ervice had been discontinued.
I phoned all the numbers I had for
BMX in the UK to ask for a comment. All
'ere unobtainable or 'cut off". Rival
lusic Choice Europe chortled when I
sked about the demise of DMX. But for
ow long will MCE have good reason to
tay so smug?
¡
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Technology: future tense
The specialisation that marks early technical progress is

beginning to give way to

a

convergence of jobs and

equipment writes Kevin Hilton
E DO NOT NEED to have
an infinity of different
machines doing different
jobs. A single one will suffice. The engineering problem of producing various machines for
various jobs is replaced by the office work
of "programming" the universal machine to
do these jobs.'
So proclaimed English mathematician
Alan Turing, the thinker generally considered to have developed the concept of the
modern digital computer. Without wishing
to unduly criticise an undoubtedly brilliant
mind, Turing's processes were those of a scientist: the theory is the thing, usually omitting any consideration of the practicalities of
the situations the machine is placed in.
Another visionary, the author Douglas
Adams, summed this up in one of the jokes
from his book, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy. In describing a creature that could
evolve into anything on a whim, he wrote,
'They do this with such reckless abandon
that if, sitting at table, they are unable to
reach a coffee spoon, they are liable, without a moment's consideration, to mutate
into something with far longer arms... but
which is probably quite incapable of drinking the coffee'.
In many respects, this is the dilemma
faced by broadcasters as the practices of
computing continue to make themselves
felt on a completely different discipline.
With the main difference being that the
technicians will fight to the death to protect their right to drink coffee, even if
someone does design a piece of equipment that does it better.
Such practicalities do not appear to have
occurred to some in the computer field,
which is to be expected given the missionary mind -set that some leading figures have.
One such is Craig Mundie, senior vice president of Microsoft's consumer platforms
division, who used his slice of the recent
IBC keynote address to make a few
perfunctory pronouncements on the future,
while furthering Laughing Bill Gates' bid for
world domination (a classic case of a geek
trying to inherit the earth).
According to Mundie, broadcasting and
computing are industries at a crossroads,
heading towards 'an inevitable convergence'. Everyone should be well aware now
that the two areas are seen as becoming
joined at the hip (or at any rate the chip)
and Microsoft is preparing for this by developing a new operating platform, Windows
CE (Consumer Electronics).
Mundie said that this will be combined
with the company's existing Web TV
technology, which puts the Internet on TV
screens. He added that the two programs

were designed to give 'better pictures and
audio and flexibility of access to the Internet, using the two together to create a new
television experience.'
The only real spark in the keynote session
came when the second speaker, Dr Abe
Peled, chief executive officer of NDS, said
that although the PC will be 'an important
target for digital broadcast transmissions, the
PC and its software are not yet ready for
prime time.' Such an opinion seems unlikely
to slow down Microsoft, as it is also combining the technology of Windows CE and
Web TV with Internet Explorer 4.0 and the
upcoming Windows 98.
'This will allow us to use television
metaphors on the Internet,' Mundie said.
referring to the tie -up with Explorer 4.0.
However, a telling phrase shows that
Microsoft still sees itself as an outsider looking in. Mundie said that Microsoft's initial
work is concentrated on the PC, but moving
more towards video.
'In our work on Windows 98 and NT
5.0 we are taking video (TV) and adding
it to the world of data. That will define
future television platforms, with the
opportunity for enhanced TV, Email and
interactive guides.'
In the professional field, Microsoft's big
new launch is Softimage's DS (formerly Digital Studio), a NT-based integrated picture
and audio editing, image processing,
special effects, compositing and management package that is designed as a single
multi -skilling workstation. While attempts
were made in the past to produce a onestop solution, the view was that the skills
involved in audio and vision were too
different to be combined. Even those fully
behind DS say this is still the case, unless a
programme budget does not make provision for separate sound work.
Lewis Moore, creative director of Happy
Fish, a DS beta-test site, observes 'Because
all the packages used in DS have a similar
file format, la vision] editor wouldn't be too
frightened to go into the audio package. But
if a job requires a proper sound dub, then
you need the specific tools and skills. You
can do most things on DS-there is no
reason why you can't have a sound engineer come in and do the sound dub on DS.
It's a question of the right ears for sound
and the right eyes for vision. Different people but the same gear.'
Perhaps the answer has nothing to do
with the development of new equipment.
That has been established. What we now
need is genetic engineering to produce
people who can adapt to any circumstance
and any function. Mind you, such creatures
already exist -they're called consultants...
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Analogue tape line -up
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Continuing last month's analogue recording
theme, John Watkinson looks at the all important practice of lining up a tape machine
LINE -UP is meant to
achieve two goals: first that
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he best quality reproduction is obtained, and second, so
that tapes can be interchanged
between machines. Good sound
quality requires that the overall
frequency response is flat. the
bias level is correct and the overall gain is OdB. Interchange
requires much more than that. In
order to interchange correctly.
the mechanical alignment of the
heads must be right, level on
tape must be right and the frequency response on tape must
meet some standard.
Analogue tape recorders are
capable of fine performance, but
almost everything affects the
sound quality and the quality
drifts off in service. In order to
maintain
quality,
analogue
recorders have to be lined up
with great regularity.
Line -up starts with mechanical
stuff. The check list shows the
preferred order. Always clean the
tape path first. Heads and guides
can be cleaned with a proprietary
solution on a cotton bud. Tape
binder is tenacious stuff and
sometimes has to be gently persuaded off with a cocktail stick.
Never use a metal tool for this or
you may scratch the metalwork.
Rubber pinch rollers may be
attacked by head cleaner: use
water and a tissue to clean them.
In fact. some head cleaning solutions. such as xylene, attack skin
so count your fingers afterwards.
The tape path needs to be
demagnetised. Using an AC -powered degausser, move the tip past
every item in the path then move
the degausser well away from the
deck before switching off.
Try transporting a scratch upe.
Fig.l shows what to look for. At
Fig.la, flange scraping may he due
to incorrect huh height. At Fig.lb,
tape rippling may indicate a misalignment. Tape should look flat
like a mirror as it moves. Check
how the two tape edges move past
the heads. If one edge appears
tighter than the other Fig.lc there
could be a zenith problem. Finally
calibrate the tension gauge and
check the tape tension.
Assuming this is a line -up rather
than a head replacement, the wrap
angle and zenith angles of the
heads will usually be okay. It's the

azimuth angle that's the most
important-this is critical because
if it is incorrect it makes the effective head gap larger, increasing the
aperture effect of the head and
impairing HF response. It will be
clear from Fig.2a that azimuth
error is more significant in the
wide tracks of. say. a half-inch
stereo deck than it is with the
narrower tracks of a multitrack.
Azimuth is adjusted using a
reference tape containing transitions recorded at 90° to the tape
edge. The replay head is adjusted
for maximum output on a high
frequency ( Fig.lb), or if the head
has two tracks it may be adjusted
to align the phases of two replay
signals on a dual trace oscilloscope ( Fig.2c). Caution is needed
to ensure that alignment is not
achieved with exactly one cycle
of phase error. In a multitrack
recorder, all of the tracks are
mixed to one signal using the
console and adjustment is for
maximum output.
Reference tapes are delicate
and valuable and should be handled like eggs. Ensure the deck is
in record lockout. Avoid stopping
and starting reference tapes in
the middle and rewind using a
slow spooling mode if the deck
has one.
Once the replay azimuth is
adjusted. attention turns to the
record head azimuth. This is
adjusted by recording onto a
blank tape which is played hack at
the recently adjusted replay head.
The record azimuth angle is
adjusted to get the conditions of
Fig.2. Erase heads don't need
azimuth adjustment. As an erased
tape doesn't have a signal on it. its
pretty hard to measure its azimuth.
In stereo analogue machines,
is important that the record
azimuth adjustment is not made
when the bias levels in the two
channels are unknown. As
recording actually takes place at
some point after the trailing head
pole where the bias field decays.
a different bias level in the two
channels has the same effect as
an azimuth error. Where a
machine is being extensively
overhauled. the azimuth may
need to be adjusted before a bias
adjustment can be performed. In
this case it will be necessary to
repeat the record > page 100
it
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How Lany Buttons Alust
You Push Before ISDN

For You?

Yorke

Just One.
Telos Zephyr: The Best Way to Hearfrom There
You don't have the time or the resources to suffer
over complex menus and heavy manuals. You need
something with fast setup, practical features, and
reliable operation. You need Zephyr.
Zephyr

is

The ideal solution for remote broadcasts, ad hoc networks,

voiceovers, distribution of commercials, backup to satellite and

microwave links, and many other applications.
Designed by Telos System for audio applications over ISDN.

the best sounding, lowest cost way

Optional AES /EBU digital audio input /output module with

to send high -quality audio over ISDN. Once

sample rate conversion.

RN4IOGTaowtiR

CONVERTOR
programmed, anyone can Auto Dial ISDN
calls. Not sure what to do next? Press the help button for simple

Clean, uncluttered front panel for simple operation. Full metering,

instructions.

call duration timer, headphone jack, and mic /line inputs.

Zephyr

is

Built -in input protection limiter. When your talent screams, your

full -duplex for two-way transmission. And you don't have

worry about what codec is on the other side - with Layer Ill,
Layer II, and G.722, Zephyr can handle whatever is thrown at it.
Zephyr make your job less complicated. And you may get fewer

audio doesn't distort.

to

Zephyr has an integrated ISDN terminal adapter designed for the

Let

non -technical operator. You can even place a standard voice -

b'isters on your fingers.

grade call to a Plain Old Telephone Service (POTS) telephone.
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Telos Systems

Fax: +49 81 61 42 402
Europe: Johannistr 6, D -85354 Freising, Germany Tel: +48 87 61 42 467
Fax: +1.216.241.4103
USA: 2101 Superior Avenue
Cleveland, OH 441 14 Tel: +1.216.241.7225

E

-Mail: europe @ telos -systems.com
E -Mail: info @telos -systems.com

http://www.telos-systems.com
Telos Systems

the Telos logo, Zephyr, and The Best

Way

To Hear From There are trademarks of TlS Corp Other trademarks ore the property of their respective holders

YOUR NEW TELOS SYSTEMS DEALER FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM

PRECO
EXCELLENCE IN PROFESSIONAL AUDIO

Pnco (Brosdcstl Systems) Ltd
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contains a series of test tones spaced
through the entire audio spectrum. The
high -frequency and low -frequency replay
runáu óiaseri
EQ adjusters are turned to get the same
meter reading at each frequency. This
Ouerbial.d
S
ensures that a tape recorded elsewhere will
comet.
((ow leve.()
play on this machine with a flat response.
-4
Some care is needed when adjusting the
LF EQ because of head bumps. The low -frequency response of ATRs. especially those
using high tape speeds, is irregular as
AfoI4.B
shown in Fig.-i. If a test tone coincides with
S-1 'AAA
a response peak. you would be tempted to
Fig.3: Optimum bias level
turn the EQ down. whereas if it coincides
with a trough. you might turn it up. The
head
solution is to assess the level of all of the
L
1
low frequency tones and adjust the EQ for
Lcuc(
the best average.
Isere
Lie
Once the replay EQ is adjusted, the record
EQ can be adjusted using a test -tone generator and a scratch tape. The record EQ compensates for record head wear and losses
and is adjusted to make the overall response
Feeta.ewey
flat when measured at the output. Correct
Flg.4: Head bumps can confuse LF EQ
record EQ ensures that a tape made on this
< page 98
azimuth adjustment.
machine will play elsewhere with a flat
In the presence of bias the normal B -H
response. A fairly low level should he used
loop is not exhibited and instead the tape
to avoid misleading results due to overload.
exhibits what is known as an anhysteresis
Once a flat response is obtained some
cune shown in Fig.3 for low frequencies. attention has to be given to level. The corRecording is carried out in the linear portion
rectly biased anhysteresis curve in Fig.3 flatof the correctly biased curve. Note that tens at high levels. Distortion begins when
underbiasing fails to remove the nonlinear the level of signal plus bias reaches tape satity of hysteresis whereas overbiasing
uration. Consequently. analogue tape has a
reduces the sensitivity of the tape, raising
maximum operating level (MOL) often
the noise level.
defined as the level above which distortion
Unfortunately. the intensity of the bias
exceeds. for example. 3 %. At the opposite
field falls with increasing distance from the
extreme. the minimum useful level is deterhead. This means that only one layer of the
mined by the noise floor of the tape. If a
tape coating will be correctly biased. Layers
lower MOL is chosen to reduce distortion.
closer to die head will be oyerbiased and
the penalty is that the signal to noise ratio
layers deeper in the coating will be under falls. Consequently all analogue recording is
biased. High frequencies are reproduced by
made between a rock and a hard place
the surface layer of the
where low levels are too
Line -up check li
tape because deeper
noisy and high levels
layers suffer spacing
are too distorted.
emagnetise tape path
loss. Consequently. biasWhat the tape sees is
Check for smooth tape tra
ing for the best high
magnetic
a
field.
Check tape tension
frequency output results
whereas what the user
Set replay azimuth with high
frequency reference tape
in distortion at low
sees is a signal level on
Set record azimuth with scratch to
frequencies.
a PPM or a Virtually
Set optimum bias level
As there is no optiUseless (vu) meter. The
if
Recheck stereo phase
mum amplitude of the
connection between the
significant change made to bias
bias signal a practical
two is affected by the
Adjust replay EQ using
compromise must he
gain of the record
multitone reference tape
Adjust record EQ using scratch tape
made between distoramplifier and the sensiAdjust replay level using
tion.
replay
level
tivity of the meter. The
reference fluxivity tape
and frequency response
solution again is a referAdjust record level
which will need to be
ence tape with a known
using scratch tape
individual) assessed for
strength of magnetic
fitte
Adjust meters Of
each type of tape used.
flux recorded on it. The
As overbiasing is less
tape is played and the
damaging than underbiasing. often the bias
replay gain is adjusted to give the standard
level is increased until the replay output has
level as measured on the output socket
reduced by 2dB -3dB. generally at 1kHz.
with a test set. Then the machine's level
As the bias level affects the frequency
meters can he adjusted to give the correct
response. EQ adjustment is pertiarmed after
reading on the scale. Using a scratch tape
bias. Replay EQ compensates for replay
and a standard level input from a generahead losses and %year. It is adjusted using a
tor. the record sensitivity is adjusted to
reference tape recorded with the correct
make the overall gain unity.
pre -emphasis time constants for the stanModern tapes have greater energy and
offer higher MOLs. When aligning for these
darcI used by the machine under test. In
other words if your ATR has NAB EQ it has
tapes. the level obtained during playback of
to be aligned with an NAB reference tape.
the reference tape will be se low by the
The frequency response section of the tape
amount of extra MOL needed
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JßL Studio Monitors
farting back
in 1936, when
James B. Lansing
won an Academy
Award for
Technical Excellence, JBL has earned a legendary
reputation for quality, reliability
and innovation.
The pioneering work done in
the theater industry was extended
to the
professional
sound
community
in general.
In the early
I96Os,

through an arrangement with
Capitol Records, JBL developed
the 4320 and quickly became a
force in
monitoring
systems for
recording
studios.
Today,
more studio monitors sold worldwide come from JBL, than any
other audio manufacturer.
No other manufacturer offers
as wide a range of solutions for
the demands of modern audio.
That's why, from the smallest
rooms to the largest, most exotic
installations in the world, JBL
remains... the speaker
of the house.

JBL
PROFESSIONAL

the Sound of Yesteryear,
Next Year and Every
Year in Between.
Continuing the tradition

of innovation, JBL Professional is proud to introduce the
LSR32 Linear Spatial Reference
Studio Monitor. The LSR32
combines JBL's latest in transducer
and system technology with recent
breakthroughs in psychoacoustic
research to provide a more
accurate studio reference.
The Linear Spatial Reference
(LSR) philosophy is based on a
set of design goals that carefully
control the overall performance of
the system in a variety of acoustic
spaces. By incorporating LSR into
the system design requirements,
the workspace placement rules
where the engineer, producer
and artist make critical mixing
decisions are relaxed. a more
stable image is maintained
and off-axis coloration is
niinintized.

JBL Professional
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge. CA 91329
www.jblpro.com

A

Harman International Company

Copyright 1997 JBL Professional

LSR is the underlying design
philosophy that explains why
speakers that measure the same.
sound different. By going beyond
simple on -axis frequency
measurement. LSR techniques
define the ultimate performance

specifications of our monitoring
technology -what it will sound
like in your room.
LSR uses a technique of
measuring a monitor over a sphere
that encompasses all energy
radiated into the listening room in
every direction. LSR techniques
expose flaws in systems such as
resonances. poor dispersion and
other off -axis colorations.
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dialogue Perfection

HD-E0 high definition

these professionals think so!
Al Schmitt
"My Hi -Def EQ:

I love it, quote me! John Oram and his Sound:
love them both!"
(Sinatra, Steely Dan, Madonna, Quincy Jones, Jefferson Airplane.
7 Grammy's, 140 gold and platinum albums)

Allow

I

David Kershenbaum
"Hi -Def EQ lives in the 2-mix all the time. Oram Sonics® is the best."
(Tracey Chapman, Joe Jackson and much gold and platinum)

i

Bob Rosa
"Loved his designs since VOX & Trident, I've got MWS, Hi-Def, Vu -more:
Fabulous sound, nothing else out there. Does your automated analogue
then I want one!"
board really have a Hi Def EQ on every channel?
(Michael Bolton, Fleetwood Mac, Aretha Franklin, Kenny G, Whitney
Houston, James Ingram, Janet Jackson, Michael Jackson, Mick Jagger,
Grace Jones, Madonna, Mani low, Prince, Secada, Donna Summer)

Don Gehman
gets me just
"Using Hi -Def EQ with Manley Comp /limiters in my
the sound I love. (Like my VOX AC30!) It also gets me platinum albums."
(Hootie and the Blowfish)
2-mix

John Cale
"The 'High Definition EQ really came into its own on live recording in
Europe and the CS. I recently used it for recording a performance with
the Hudson Valley Philharmonic." (Velvet Underground)
Chris Boyes
wanted an EQ that would handle serious lows and smooth highs
for my latest project. Only Oram analogue does it"
(Sound Designer - the movie 'TITANIC', George Lucas' Skvwalker Sound)
"1

Jay Burnett
"The manipulation of the mid -range of the 'Hi -Def' is absolutely glorious!
The sound is extremely musical"
(Katrina and the Waves, Hall and Oats, Beastie Boys)

Ammo

GRAM PROFESSIONAL AUDIO

Web site: http:i'www.oram.co.uk

Tel:

FAX: +44(0)1474 815 400
E -mail: SalesL)oram.co.uk
The Old Forge. Hook Green. Meopham. Kent. DA13 OJE England

+44(0)1474 815 300

Multichannel coding
&;,
As DVD prepares to impose compression on its audio. the differences between the main coding systems

become of particular importance to studio people.
and the ISO-MPEG2 stanilard are two leading processes for
reducing the hit rate of audio signals
while attempting to maintain the highest audio
quality. They both encompass a range of
options to code audio all the way from mono
at IOW hit -rates up to í.l- channel (or more)
sarround sound at moderately high bit rates.
They have been adapted for use in various
forms of Internet audio. and they will feature
increasingly in broadcasting. multimedia and
film -sound applications. Yes, you're right, they
are not the only ones around. but they are the
two main systems adopted for the D\-i) standard and. consequently. feature quite prominently at the moment. So what are their main
natures. the main differences between them.
and are there variants on the stndards?
Moth the Dolly and the MPEG audio coding standards have gone through a number of
Rages of development to get where they are
today. Dolly was invoked in low- hit -rate
audio coding quite some time ago with its
adaptive delta modulation -based system
known as AC -1. AC -2 and AC -3 have quite a
lot in common. AC -2 having been the basis
fur Dolly's use of transform coding to deliver
stereo audio at moderately low hit -rates. AC -3
grew out of AC -2. using many of the same
principles. but with a number of additional
features and clever techniques to allow the
coding of any number of channels from to
5.1 channels as an ensemble. it now forms the
mainstay of the company's digital audio prodact line in the field. and is increasingly
becoming known simply as Dolly Digital
although strictly that probably only applies to
the film -sound version).
MPEG audio \\ as the result of input from a
number of different parties. under the banner
of the International Standards Organisation
(ISO), in an attempt to create a worldwide
standard for the coding of low- hit -rate audio.
lit, too. has gone through a process of evoluIlion, leading from the \IPEG 1 standard with its
three layers ([avers 1. 2 and 3), capable of
dealing with mono or 2- channel stereo audio.
to the MPEG2 standard being discussed here.
capable of dealing with an number of channels from i to 5.1 (or indeed even '.1 in one
embodiment). Many people appear to confuse
MPEG2 with MPEG1. Later 2. This is under standable but unfortunate. \IPEG1. Laver 2 is
the moderate- complexity version of the
2- channel standard (iSO 11172 -3). used for
numerous applications in broadcasting. multimedia and communications. particularly DAB
(Digital Audio Broadcasting). MPEG2 is the
more recent multichannel standard with extra
bells and whistles. and is specified in iSO
13818. An \IPEG2 decoder should be able to
decode \IPEG1 data. though. To add a little
extra confusion. there are two versions of
MPEG2 audio. which will be described below.
Both AC -3 and \IPEG sstems depend on a
DOLBI
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knowledge of

Francis Rumsey demystifies
what

they do. They can only get away with reducing the bit rate of the audio signal so significantly because they can calculate what the
human can hear. and what it can't. knowing
the nature of the audio signal over a small portion of time. Using sophisticated models of
hearing, the encoders analyse the audio signal
every fey milliseconds and determine its characteristics. Based on this analysis they requatntise the audio after splitting it into a large
number of frequency bands. within which
wanted signals effectively mask the resulting
increased noise. So they are both what are
called lossy coding systems. because they lose
some of the information that was present in
the original signal. In addition to the psychoa-

coustic process. they also adopt a number of
techniques such as prediction. lossless coding.
bit reservoirs. joint channel coding and scale
factor coding to minimise the number of bits
needed to represent the signal.
The sound quality of both systems depends
on the bit rate used. and the big competition
has always been to produce the system that
gives the highest audio quality at the lowest
hit rate. Certain target bit rates tend to be set
by standardisation bodies. leading manufacturers of oilers to aim particularly at achieving a certain quality at that target rate. The

Both are, indeed, very good
systems and it will come
down to the usual market
penetration issues, to
determine whether we do
end up with a dual standard
most recent example of this is the EBI
request for coders to demonstrate 'indistinguishable' quality (according to the ITl" -R BS.
1116 listening test standard) when coding
5- channel audio at 384kbit s.
Both systems split the audio band into narrow divisions. but the way they do it differs.
There are patents held by parties in both

camps which guard certain aspects of the
process. Essentially the Dolby system does it
by using a time -to-frequency- domain transform, whereas the majority of the \IPE.G layers do it by using a multihand digital filter
(known as a quadrature mirror filter bank).
Transforms have been used in some aspects
of the MPEG standards (notably in Layer 3. as
a secondary process to achieve higher frequency resolution). and the most recent version of MPEG2 (known as MPEG2 AAC)
invokes a transform as the primary handsplitting method. In fact there is a certain
amount of cross -fertilisation of intellectual
property in MPEG2 AAC. since the Dolby
transform windowing function is reputedly
incorporated in the standard. giving Dolby a

AC -3 and MPEG2

small f(x)t in the \IPEG camp.
Dolby's patents on transform coding seem to
be wen tightly written and consequently have
precluded others from using some aspects of
the process without paying license fees. Son's
ATRAC process. employed in the \IiniDisc is
one example of a system that employs transform coding and which reputedly fell foul of
Dolby patents. now requiring the licensing of
some aspects for \IiniDisc players.
WHEREAS AC -3 is a single 'stanilarir.
MPEG2 is not. This is because there
are two flavours of MPE.G2, one

known as MPEG2 BC (for backwards compatible) and the other known as MPEG2 AAC (for
advanced audio coding ). The latter also went
under the name of \IPEG2 NBC (non -backwards- compatihle) fì)r a time. but that has
fallen by the wayside. MPEG2 BC is specified
in ISO 13818 -3 and MPEG2 AAC is specified
in ISO 13818 -7.

The key difference between the two is
implied in the previous paragraph. MPEG2 BC
is backwards compatible with MPEG I. In
other words. an MPEG2 BC data stream should
be deco dable by an \IPEG I decoder. but only
the 2- channel portion of the frame. MPEG2 BC
has a compatible stereo mix incorporated into
the main part of the frame. and surround
sound information is encoded in an extension
portion of the frame that is not recognised by
the MPEG1 decoder. MPE02 AAC. on the
other hand. cannot be decoded by an \IPE.G I
deoxxler. and contains all the channels of a
multichannel surround signal in one ensemble. It uses goxxl aspects of many different low
hit rate coiling techniques combined into one
process. and has strong similarities with both
Layer 3. bits of AT&T's PAC \IPAC. and suggestions of AC-3 influence.
Why two flavours? It comes down to bit -rate
efficiency. AAC is capable of encoding five
channels at a much lower bit rate than BC. To
give an example. recent tests indicated that
AAC at 320kbit s outperformed BC (Layer 2) at
640kbit s. So we are talking of an improvement of more than a factor of two. The some what unfortunate aspect of this is that it was
the BC version of MPEG2 that was standardised for the audio on PAL MD. If DVD had
been juts) slightly later in arriving it is probable
that .ß.4C would have been used instead.

The difference in frequency splitting
mechanism between AC -3 and most of the
MPEG standards has already been mentioned. It should also be noted that MPEG2
can he operated at half sampling frequencies. allowing much lower bit rates with a
reduction in audio bandwidth. The other
twain difference between the two is in the
method of multichannel encoding and
matrixing for compatibility with smaller numbers of channels, although again the \ \(
version of MPEG2 makes these page 104 >
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litterences much smaller.
u.immits the í.l surround channels as
one combined ensemble. without a separate
2- channel do\\nntix. Any downntixing that
might he required is then performed in the
decoder. Such downmixing might he required
to play a í.l- channel movie over a mono or
stereo replay system. for example. or it might
he necessary to create a Dolby Surround analogue matrix version of the í.1- channel movie
for replay over analogue Pro Logic systems.
Critics of this method have claimed that it does
not allow the producer -sound mixer control
over the balance of the downmixed version.
relying as it chow on mathematical downmix
coefficients to determine the stereo mix, but
Dolby has introduced a means of transmitting
variable downmix coefficients with the signal
to enable programme originators to alter the
downmix during the programme.
\IPEG2 B(:. Laver 3 can he used to encode
multichannel information separately from
2- channel or numo information. resulting in
the transmission Of 5a +2 channels of data.
allowing independent simulcasting of conventional and surround sound without constraining the design of the multichannel cotter or
the balancing of both nixes. Alternatively
\IPE.G 2 BC. laver 2) an automatic 2- channel
downmix.
compatible with 2- channel
decoders (\IPE.G I t. can he created at the
enc(iling end and transmitted along with a
'multichannel extension that is used to extract
the original í channels by rematrixing with the
2- channel downmix in the decoder. The former approach demands a very high hit rate
<
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(around 900khit -s) for high quality, and the
latter around 640khit. s.
\IPEG 2 AAC is more similar to the Dolby
approach. requiring any compatibility matrix ing to be performed in the decoder. and
allowing a data rate of around 320khit s for
high quality.
ONSiDERiNG APPLICATIONS. \IPEG2
BC and AC -3 are the two main low -hitrate audio formats specified for DVDVideo. It was proposed that PAL DVDs should
carry \IPEG2 with AC-3 as an option. and
NTSC DVDs should carry AC -3 with \IPEG2 as
an option. The high degree of political
manoeuvring surrounding this compromise
position has led to confusion about whether
PAL DVDs have to early \IPEG2 audio. for
example. In tact it depends how you read the
letter of the standard. and Dolby recently
claimed in a newsletter that it was okay to
issue PAI. DVDs with AC -3 audio on them. and
without \IPEG2. because the standard allowed
for \IPEG2 audio or linear POI. with AC -3 as
an alternative. Only time will tell how the market pans out in this respect. Both are. indeed.
very good systems and it will come down to
the usual market penetration issues, liaisons
with movie and record companies. and so
forth. to determine whether we do end up
with a dual standard for low -bit -rate audio on
I)VI)s. or in the end only one.
It may be surprisiong to discover that even
the relatively cnnimy audio quality currently
available from Internet audio over a modem is
based in most cases on a version of \IPEG or

Dolby Digital. Companies such as Liquid Audio.
Real Audio. and Xing have adapted the technology to the Internet. Obviously it is necessary
to operate at pretty low bit rates for most such
applications. unless you are blessed with an
iSDN line and a quiet Internet, but both standards can be operated down to rates as low as
32khit s. or even lower if some modification is
allowed. and with careful dynamic processing
and equalisation the results can he reasonable.
Dolby holds sway over the film-sound market. with Dolby Digital used for many film
releases with digital sound. Other major players
including DTS and Sony are sharing the field
with Dolby. but this is an area where \IPEG2
has no particular involvement at the moment.
There is no mainstream cinema sound system
in operation that uses \IPEG2. and this counts
against it when considering movies for D\D.
The \IPEG2 players are more closely involved
with broadcast sound and multimedia than they
are with the movie industry.
It is remarkable that we can now talk of
obtaining such high audio quality at such low
hit rates. It is not long ago that 728khit. s for
two channels was considered an achievement
(BBC NICA.1). and that is what we currently
experience on stereo T\ broadcasts in some

parts of Europe. Now we are talking of
320khit s for five channels. which demonstrates the phenomenal progress that has been
made in recent years. The chances are that it
will not go much lower. at least so far as high
quality audio is concerned. We are now close
to the theoretical limits that most people in the
field accept exist.
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critics agree
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Ihe Audis Nile V are...
"Sumptuous, possibly the nicest sounding monitors
I've heard this side of a King's ransom'

-Nick Batzdorf,

Recording Magazine

"Impressive... there are few models in its price bracket
that offer such excellent imaging"
-George Petersen Mix Magazine
.

"Really impressive... incredibly smooth and well balanced from highs to lows...
the NileV is a speaker you can live with day in and day out"
-Bruce Bartlett. Pro Audio Review

"Gorgeous... with a well defined bottom end... and a high end that's silky."
-Bobby Ozn-inski,

EQ

Magazine

Engineers evertwhere are listening to Audix Nile V's. These speakers are turning heads in studios with their natural sound, outstanding detail fund compact size. The Audix Nile Vs minimize ear fatigue
with a silky smooth midrange between 3 -5kHz. You won't hear the
'honk' other near-field speakers produce.
Audix Nile V's are constructed with a handmade 7" Kevlar `' long
throw woofer and a 1" softdome tweeter. Every woofer and tweeter
are matched with a custom crossover and front ported cabinet for

the most balanced sound possible.
Best of all, you won't need a king's ransom to move up to the nearfield monitors that editors are raving about!

Audix Nile

V

Call your local

SPSCIfICIIOMS
frequency range ít2á81 4,//z,-2i Viz
power capacity
nominal impedance
sensitivity
crossover frequency
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Audis Studio Monitors

l00 3.50 watts
8 ohms
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Desk job
When you associate a 'sound' with a console, you're normally talking about the electronics.
However, things are different if you're a studio designer, says Philip Newell
from had to worse.
occur if the excitation is either by impulsive or
It comes down to this: why will mixing cona transient signal. (transients contain very
paper for presentation to a forthcoming
sole manufacturers not wake up to the fact
great number of frequencies. impulses contain
conference on acoustics, I invited a
that when the mixing console is anything less
all frequencies) or by a sustained musical note
couple of research fellows. from a university
than as acoustically unobtrusive as possible in
of
component.
the
resonant
frequency
at
the
the
construcwhere
I
was
completing
near to
the monitoring environment, they are displayIn the 1991. I wrote for Studio Sound on the
tion of a new studio, to independently
ing either their arrogance. their ignorance or
intrusive nature of man mixing consoles
measure the performance of a new room. The
both? A mixing console is a component part of
when introduced into control rooms. The.
results of the initial tests were somewhat cona whole control room environment. in which
fusing, however, as they seemed to entirely
all parts must be considered to be building
contradict what I knew of the rooms which
blocks towards a complete system. Nobody.
in a
I had been designing.
and nothing has any exemption from this
was
while
the
academics
that
The solution
a
requirement. and all persons involved in the
were expecting to be measuring the decay
design and production of equipment for use in
time of the control room itself. it transpired
recording studios should respect this fact.
that what they were actually measuring was
level,
100dB
90dB
Surely
manufacturers of equipment
the decay time of the various component
a matter of course -place their
should
-as
of
the
mixing
conof
the
framework
parts
equipment in a room containing a loudsole-the legs. cross frames. and underside
full
speaker capable of producing 90dB or 100dB
panels of the desk were ringing like bells in
of level. and sweep an oscillator through the
then. editor wrote in his editorial that it was.
response to the tone bursts. The impulse
full audible frequency range before unleashperhaps. one of the most important articles
response of the room was, therefore. comproing it upon the world. Any rattling of panels
on monitoring that he had published for a
mised by the acoustic coupling of the monitor
identified by this procedure should then be
long time. More recently. my book Studio Monsystem to the mixing console. As the mixing
whole
dealt with. The loudspeaker should then be
carried
a
(Focal
Press)
itoring
Design
mixing
personis
much
closer
to
the
console
excited by a transient signal. and any noticechapter to this subject. but in spite of these
nel than are the monitors. the resonant
he
able panel resonances should he damped.
still
seems
to
going
situation
the
something
efforts
response of the framework is
Undamped panels. having considerable
which should not he ignored. as in rooms of
areas of unsupported metal. have no place on
short decay times, it cannot help but colour
s.
high-quality mixing consoles, or even on low the response of the monitoring system. The
quality ones for that matter. Time and
mixing desk that presented me with this
high
.0.1time again, my acoustic design work
now
on
set
of
problems
is
particular
e441A
,q
in control rooms is being comproits way out.
rh
,o
mised, and the acoustic perforfi
Only a few months earlier,
he 4120
mance is being limited, by the
and in a different country, a
equipment installed within
studio that I had completed
dqAho,12eso
these rooms. I am not the
had
a
mixing desk
only designer complaininstalled -one reputedly
ing about this state of
with a remarkably pure
0
affairs, and it is high
signal path. In this
that equipment
the impulse
case,
2 time
manufacturers got
response of the room
their collective act
was relatively unaftogether to sort this
by
the
desk's
fected
problem out.
presence, but on
For once, on the
sustained bass notes,
A
last occasion. it was
the panels on the
not
me
pointing
rear and underside of
:rr
the problem out to
the desk rattled to an
18V phantom power
the clients, but the
extent that was insupindependent tests of
portable. Different notc'
academics from a local
produced different ratdiscovering it
university
tles from different places
<- external
for themselves. and someon the console.
9V battery
what to their dismay. But
It is unavoidable that any
trays (2)
I appeal to all manufacturers
object, immersed in a sound
of equipment-on behalf. not
field, will, to some greater or
of all the designers working in
only
vibrate
in
response
tc
lesser degree.
the field. but also on behalf of
,P.
The
MD -lW
the pressure waves received through
A
take this
studio owners and users
the air. At the natural vibrational frequenE: 01
problem seriously.
cies of each component part. resonances will
URING THE PROCESS of preparing

O

au

Manufacturers should place
room
their equipment
containing loudspeaker
capable of producing
of
and
or
sweep an oscillator through
audible range
the
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12-CH

MS12D2 -VLZ

MSI4 02-VLZ

COLLECT 'EM

14 -CH

TRADE 'EM WITH YOUR FRIENDS

vLZ MICROSERIES: SMALL MINERS WITH WHAT
IT TAKES TO HANGLE SERIOUS PROJECTS.
MICRO
SERIES

1202
VLZ

4 MONO
CHS.

4 STEREO
CHS.

BOTH MODELS HAVE:
®Studio -grade mic
preamps with discrete
circuitry for high
headroom low noise
(-129.5 dBm E.I.N.) and
wide frequency response

MS1202-VLZ

®',*

12x2

BOTH MODELS HAVE:

4 MIC PREAMPS

1402

VIZ

-

can drive virtually
any set of phones to
levels even a drummer can

per channel
one globally switchable
2 Aux Sends

4

pre/post, one postfader), each with 15dß
of gain above Unity to
boost weak effects.
3 -band equalization

4 STEREO

with 12kHz High
shelving EQ,

CHS.

broadband musical
2.5kHz peaking
Midrange & 80Hz Low

o

shelving EQ.

Mute button

ARE

outputs

®M51402 -V12 ONLY:

IN STOCK

on our exclusive 8Bus
design. Long- wearing
wiper material and tight
polymer lip seals to

CHECK

outlet- eating wall
warts or hum -inducing

THEM

might have small

footprints, but when it
comes to performance,

Control Room/
Phones Matrix adds

blockbuster

Since both are

basically chips off sur

monitoring,
mixdown & metering
flexibility. Select any
combination of Main

have big-boars specs:

greater loan

Alt 3 -4
signals for routing to
Mix, Tape In and

phones, Control Room
outputs and meters.
Can be used as extra
monitor or headphone

I

hum & allow extra long cable runs, but can
also be used with
unbalanced electronics.
except RCA tape jacks,
heaphone jack & inserts.

(Very Low
Impedance)
VLZ

circuitry first
developed for our 8Bus
console series dramatically
reduces thermal noise &
crosstalk in critical areas.

0.005 %. distortion,

more dynamic range

that's only down IdB at

assigns unbalanced RCA
tape inputs to main mix.

to cut

noise ratio, less tnan

frequency response

Tape Assign To Main Mix

are balanced'

90dBu signal to

than compact discs and

Way cool.

All inputs B outputs

Mus

Series consoles, hey

or separate submix.

--

1212 -V1.1 and 1402 -11U

1

Besides its obvious use
as a tape monitor, it can
also add an extra stereo
tape or CO feed into a
mix or play music during
a break.

60,000

Hz.

Why own an imitation

when you can own the

brand of compact mixer

that serious pros
prefer. Call for info

M51402 -V12 only: Global
Solo Mode selects PFL or

today.

AFL solo modes.

Solid steel chassis & thick
fiberglass internal circuit
boards resist abuse.

-

Built -in power
no
supplies

TO JAY!

J

protect against dust &
other crud.

DEALER.

OUT

J

Our MicroSeries

e

Alt 3 -4 stereo bus
& Control Room

60mm logarithmic taper faders based

MACKIE

a

I

features.

they wall very tall

routes

ARE NOW

LOCAL

o

allows fast,

mix, tape monitor,

matrix. Handy for both
recording and live
applications.

ABLE AND

combination of useful

accurate setting of
channel operating levels
for maximum headroom
and lowest noise floor.

signal to "bonus"

AFFORD-

AT YOUR

4'

In -Place Solo

Stereo in -place Solo.

MIXERS

specs...and the right

switch folds Aux
Return effects into
a stage monitor mix via Aux
Return 2 level control.
RCA -type tape inputs 6 outputs.
rPeak-reading LED meters with
Level Set LEO combined with

Constant loudness pan
controls.

BOTH

QUITE

9
o

f

I Master level control &
pre/post switch.

Effects Return to Monitor

6 MIC PREAMPS

a

mixer with superb

1

MS1402-VLZ 14x2
s a
a
+

job well requires

appreciate.
Aux

taming hot digital
multitrack outputs.

CHE.

But doing ANY audio

amp

-

put

of buses.

High -output headphone

-

if i.

channels and boatloads

shunting capacitors.

channels have 60dß total
gain range for boosting
weak sound sources and a
10dß "virtual pad" for

6 MONO

requires dozens

washers plus internal

(over 300kHz!).
Low Cut filters (18dß/ oct. @75Hz) on mono
mic /line channels
allow use of low- frequency
EQ on vocals without
boosting room rumble, mic
thumps, P-pops and
wind noise.

SERIES

production project

Interference protection
via metal jacks &

Trim Controls on mono

MICRO

of every

Radio Frequency

Channel inserts on

mono

channels.

line lumps.
Phantom power so you can

use high quality
condenser microphones.
XLR outputs with mic -line
level switch (along with
/4" TR5 outputs on to
1

panel

outputs feed
monitor speakers
without tying up the

Control Room

headphone jack.

01996

MACNIE DESIGNS INC
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Mackie Designs Inc

Woodinville

WA
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IE:

Internet 1.) salesa'rracxie.com

"Audio Signal Processing that isn't gated,
divided, or limited by convention"
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